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Abstract

The increasing number of smart devices and sensors, but also social media are causing the vol-
ume of data and thus the demanded processing speed to grow steadily. At the same time, many
applications need to store data persistently or even comply with strict transactional guarantees.
The novel storage technology Persistent Memory (PMem), with its unique properties, seems to
be a natural candidate to meet these requirements e�ciently. Compared to DRAM, it is more
scalable, less expensive, and durable. In contrast to disks, it is signi�cantly faster and directly
addressable.
Therefore, this dissertation investigates the deliberate employment of PMem to �t the needs
of modern applications. After presenting the fundamental work of and with PMem, we focus
primarily on three aspects of data management. First, we disassemble several persistent data
and index structures into their underlying design primitives to reveal the trade-o�s for various
access patterns. It allows us to identify their best use cases and vulnerabilities but also to gain
general insights into the design of PMem-based data structures. Second, we propose two storage
layouts that target analytical workloads and enable an e�cient query execution on arbitrary
attributes. While the �rst approach employs a linked list of multi-dimensional clustered blocks
that potentially span several storage layers, the second approach is a multi-dimensional index
that caches nodes in DRAM. Third, we show how to improve stream and event processing
systems involving transactional state management using the preceding data structures and
insights. In this context, we propose a novel Transactional Stream Processing (TSP) model with
appropriate consistency and concurrency protocols adapted to PMem. Together, the discussed
aspects are intended to provide a foundation for developing even more sophisticated PMem-
enabled systems. At the same time, they show how data management tasks can take advantage
of PMem by opening up new application domains, improving performance, scalability, and
recovery guarantees, simplifying code complexity, plus reducing economic and environmental
costs.





Zusammenfassung

Die zunehmende Anzahl von Smart-Geräten und Sensoren, aber auch die sozialen Medien lassen
das Datenvolumen und damit die geforderte Verarbeitungsgeschwindigkeit stetig wachsen.
Gleichzeitig müssen viele Anwendungen Daten persistent speichern oder sogar strenge Transak-
tionsgarantien einhalten. Die neuartige Speichertechnologie Persistent Memory (PMem) mit
ihren einzigartigen Eigenschaften scheint ein natürlicher Anwärter zu sein, um diesen An-
forderungen e�zient nachzukommen. Sie ist im Vergleich zu DRAM skalierbarer, günstiger
und dauerhaft. Im Gegensatz zu Disks ist sie deutlich schneller und direkt adressierbar.
Daher wird in dieser Dissertation der gezielte Einsatz von PMem untersucht, um den An-
forderungen moderner Anwendung gerecht zu werden. Nach der Darlegung der grundle-
genden Arbeitsweise von und mit PMem, konzentrieren wir uns primär auf drei Aspekte der
Datenverwaltung. Zunächst zerlegen wir mehrere persistente Daten- und Indexstrukturen in
ihre zugrundeliegenden Entwurfsprimitive, um Abwägungen für verschiedene Zugri�smuster
aufzuzeigen. So können wir ihre besten Anwendungsfälle und Schwachstellen, aber auch
allgemeine Erkenntnisse über das Entwerfen von PMem-basierten Datenstrukturen ermitteln.
Zweitens schlagen wir zwei Speicherlayouts vor, die auf analytische Arbeitslasten abzielen
und eine e�ziente Abfrageausführung auf beliebigen Attributen ermöglichen. Während der
erste Ansatz eine verknüpfte Liste von mehrdimensionalen gruppierten Blöcken verwendet,
handelt es sich beim zweiten Ansatz um einen mehrdimensionalen Index, der Knoten im DRAM
zwischenspeichert. Drittens zeigen wir unter Verwendung der bisherigen Datenstrukturen
und Erkenntnisse, wie Datenstrom- und Ereignisverarbeitungssysteme mit transaktionaler Zu-
standsverwaltung verbessert werden können. Dabei schlagen wir ein neuartiges Transactional
Stream Processing (TSP) Modell mit geeigneten Konsistenz- und Nebenläu�gkeitsprotokollen
vor, die an PMem angepasst sind. Zusammen sollen die diskutierten Aspekte eine Grundlage
für die Entwicklung noch ausgereifterer PMem-fähiger Systeme bilden. Gleichzeitig zeigen sie,
wie Datenverwaltungsaufgaben PMem ausnutzen können, indem sie neue Anwendungsgebiete
erschließen, die Leistung, Skalierbarkeit und Wiederherstellungsgarantien verbessern, die
Codekomplexität vereinfachen sowie die ökonomischen und ökologischen Kosten reduzieren.
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1Introduction

A longside the regular operation through transactional systems, it is often essential for
companies to run real-time analyses on their data to make strategically sound and
rapid decisions. This trend is also evident in the ever more frequent emergence of

Hybrid Transactional/Analytical Processing (HTAP) systems such as SAP HANA [FCP+11],
HyPer [KN11], Hyrise [DKB+19], or SingleStore [Sin20]. Their feasibility, however, also
depends heavily on the hardware. As the quantity of sensors, smart devices, and other data
sources continues to grow, the abundance and heterogeneity of data are increasing as well.
That, in turn, places enormous demands on the necessary processing speed. Existing Database
Management System (DBMS) designs can quickly reach their limits here. On the one hand,
conventional disk-based systems that use DRAM as bu�er are unlikely to achieve the required
latencies due to their long I/O path, which the architecture inherently assumes. Alternatively,
more recent in-memory systems are conceivable that maintain the entirety of the data in DRAM
and ensure persistence, e.g., by logging or snapshotting. The issues with this implementation
are �rst, the cost of the vast amount of DRAM required and second, the density of DRAM,
which has already reached its scalability limit. At the same time, heterogeneous data sources
combined with stringent processing requirements also call for novel processing models. Thus,
application domains with naturally unbounded data sources such as cyber-physical systems,
Internet of Things (IoT), Industry 4.0, streaming graphs, streaming data warehouses, cloud
services, and others have recently emerged. To meet the size, speed, heterogeneity, and other
challenges, these domains expedite the coalescence of high-speed data stream processing with
traditional transactional and analytical processing.
The various data sources can thus be present either as a stream or as previously stored data. An
elucidatory example is to combine real-time sensor data streams with historical or speci�cation
data to detect anomalies. Apart from the direct processing of data streams in operator nodes,
the streams can also be interpreted as sequences of inserts, updates, or other modi�cations to a
DBMS. Figure 1.1 illustrates such a scenario in a simpli�ed form, which in turn contains several
use cases. It bases on smart metering, where the energy consumption of various devices is
measured. We can assume one or multiple tables containing speci�cation data about cautionary
or critical device conditions. On these tables, well-known transactional or analytical queries
can be executed using SQL 1 . When introducing streams, a lot more applications and use cases
are feasible. Stream data is normally processed with continuous queries, whose operators can

1
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··· D1,T100,
1.1,2

D2,T200,
0.7,1 ···

Input Stream 1 (M)
Device, Type, Power, Time

··· D1, 
Notify ···

Output Stream 1
Device, Action

Specification Table/s (S)

Type Pwarn Pcrit

T100 1 1.2

T200 0.8 0.9

T300 1.1 1.3

Select *
From S
Where Pwarn > 1

1

··· T100,
1.1,1.3 ···

Input Stream 2
Type, Pwarn, Pcrit

3

Join (M,S,on=Type)

M.Power > S.Pwarn
→ (M.Device, “Notify”)

M.Power > S.Pcrit
→ (M.Device, “Shutdown”)

5

Insert Into S
Values (“T400”, 0.7, 0.9)

1

4··· T400, 
0.7,0.9 ···

Output Stream 2
Type, Pwarn, Pcrit

2

Filter 

Figure 1.1: Simpli�ed scenario mixing streams, tables, and queries. Adapted from [BFKT12].

be stateful or stateless 2 . Tables and states can be treated similarly or even interchangeably
when bringing both concepts together. Thus, another use case is that the speci�cations are not
extended or manipulated via ad-hoc queries, but the data arrives via streams 3 . In addition,
data streams may also need to be derived from table modi�cations 4 . A more complex case
is the joining of stream and table data since both use di�erent query concepts (continuous
vs. ad-hoc queries). In our example, the speci�cation could be provided as a table while the
measurement data arrives as a stream. The stream data would have to be combined with the
stored data to generate alerts or the like 5 .
These modern scenarios, which we classify as stateful stream processing applications, implicate
some requirements. First and foremost is the fast processing and thus a low latency since results
are often expected in real time (as in the example above generating alarms). For integrity, statis-
tical, historical, or similar reasons, it is also imperative to persist the data. Especially when there
are integrity constraints, it requires compliance with Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durabil-
ity (ACID) guarantees as known from the database �eld. It means traditional concurrency and
consistency protocols have to be redesigned and reevaluated for such scenarios. Apart from
the non-functional requirements, there are additionally rather practical or functional demands.
Depending on the workload on the states or tables, the requirements for the underlying data
structures also vary. We can broadly distinguish between more read-intensive analytical and
more write-focused transactional designs. Moreover, interfaces that determine how tables and
streams can interact with each other are necessary. As highlighted in [CFKK20], future data
management systems – pre-eminently stream processing systems – should be further enhanced
by new features such as shared queryable states, cross-state versioning, and modern hardware
support, among others.
Addressing the latter mentioned feature directly, current developments on the hardware level
o�er new possibilities to cope with these requirements. New storage and memory solutions are
of primary interest here to close the access gap between them. In particular, Persistent Memory
(PMem) seems to be a natural candidate to tackle both the low latency and fast durability
requirements since it provides byte-addressability and direct persistence at near-DRAM speed.
Figure 1.2 shows the memory and storage hierarchy of modern computer architectures and
where PMem �ts in. The large gap between memory and storage technologies stems from
the monetary costs, performance, and density. Since PMem should �ll this gap, researchers

2
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CPU
Registers

CPU Caches
(L1, L2, L3)

DDR DRAM

Persistent Memory

NAND SSD

HDD, Tape

Latency
Cos

t p
er 

GiB

Capacity

Persistence ↓ 

Figure 1.2: Memory and Storage Hierarchy.

sometimes refer to it as storage-class memory (SCM). As symbolized by the coloring of the
�gure, we can now distinguish warm data in addition to the typical hot and cold data. That
would be applicable, for example, for a three-layer bu�er manager or cache system. However,
other integrations and individual solutions such as PMem-centric or hybrid data structures
and engines are also conceivable, which we want to explore in this work.
Considering the modern data management and application requirements, it becomes clear
that o�ine processing of large data volumes is not suitable anymore for current and future
business needs. Instead, it rather requires a system that can process data and answer queries in
real time while ful�lling transaction guarantees. However, using (only) block-oriented devices
such as SSDs or HDDs to meet the durability guarantees would lead to extensive logging or
snapshotting overhead, compromising the real-time requirement. PMem, on the other hand,
with its latency close to DRAM and simultaneous persistence, seems to resolve this con�ict.
Therefore, we envisage Transactional Stream Processing (TSP) with PMem-aware states as a
novel processing model to meet the above requirements. Such a model could cover all the use
cases outlined above in one system. In addition to real-time performance and more e�cient
persistence, PMem can yield further bene�ts such as instant recovery, no or less data loss, and
code simpli�cations. Of course, PMem is not a panacea and also entails its downsides and
challenges. Identifying and addressing these will be among the endeavors of this work.

1.1 Problem Statement and Objectives

We have outlined above the requirements of modern data management scenarios and how we
envision dealing with them. As we enter uncharted territory with PMem, new challenges arise
that are not present in the classic DRAM-disk environment. The main questions we want to
tackle are:

• How can PMem be exploited, and what role does it play in conjunction with the other
technologies in the memory and storage hierarchy?

3
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• How must existing algorithms, data structures, and systems be adapted to work duly
with PMem while meeting the requirements of transactional data management?

These questions are not straightforward to answer. Especially particular properties and the
integration into the hardware landscape require a rethinking of certain aspects such as failure
atomicity. This dissertation pursues four objectives derived from these questions:

O1 Exploring Architectural Patterns for PMem-based Data Management. Since PMem is a new
component in the memory and storage hierarchy, as shown above, its primary and most
pro�table application has not been fully explored yet. As its properties allow it to perform
both the memory and the storage layer tasks, a single-level system would be feasible
and possibly very cost-e�ective. The simultaneous exploitation of several levels and the
respective advantages of the technologies are also highly promising. Consequently, multi-
level data structures, data management, and caching strategies would be worth exploring.
Hence, the goal is to investigate various patterns of PMem and data placements crossing
multiple levels in the memory hierarchy.

O2 Design and Analysis of Data and Index Structures. Especially concerning our targeted TSP
model – also for data management systems in general – stateful data processing cannot
do without corresponding e�cient data structures. Primarily, there need to be universal
adjustments to account for the unique properties of PMem. In addition, optimization
measures depending on the workload and access patterns of the queries must also be
considered. Apart from transactional data structures, it is thus also interesting to take a
look at adaptations for analytical scenarios.

O3 Speci�cation and Implementation of a Uni�ed TSPModel. To combine data streams and stored
data and enrich them with transactional guarantees, their linkage and the semantics of the
operators need to be de�ned beforehand. An important aspect is also the interpretation of
transaction boundaries for unbounded data streams. Furthermore, appropriate integration
of the developed data structures for, e.g., state representations is necessary. The �nal goal
is to implement and evaluate this model as a prototype in a data stream processing system.

O4 Evaluation of PMem-optimized Data Structures and Algorithms on Real Hardware. Finally,
we aim to support all our approaches and statements about them with experimental
evaluations. In particular, we plan to provide a set of micro-benchmarks applicable to a
multitude of data structures. Since we have real PMem hardware available, we expect to
contribute meaningful and reusable results.

1.2 Contributions and Outline

The investigated issues regarding data management with PMem form di�erent building blocks
from the hardware level to the application layer. In the following, we give an overview of the
contributions of this dissertation. We have tagged the objectives they address inline.
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1.2. CONTRIBUTIONS AND OUTLINE

Persistent Memory Access & Data Management

We start with the introduction of the di�erent PMem technologies and the properties that
they entail. These are, for instance, the near-DRAM latency, read-write asymmetry, and
byte-addressability. Especially the last property changes the access model compared to other
persistent media. Furthermore, we show various integration possibilities of this new technology
in the hardware landscape (O1). These fundamentals give rise to several challenges for data
management, which we resolve in the course of the remaining chapters. The material presented
for this contribution was peer-reviewed and published in:

[GvRL+18] Philipp Götze, Alexander van Renen, Lucas Lersch, Viktor Leis, and Ismail Oukid.
Data Management on Non-Volatile Memory: A Perspective. Datenbank-Spektrum,
18(3):171–182, https://doi.org/10.1007/s13222-018-0301-1, 2018

Persistent Index Structures

Building on the fundamentals and general data management challenges, it is possible to design
data structures optimized for PMem (O2). While examining existing PMem-based index and
data structures, we found that their comparison does not always allow accurate conclusions
about design decisions. Most proposals only compare complete designs and thus follow a
black-box approach. Here, we take a di�erent path and instead disassemble the existing
data structures to identify a set of appropriate design primitives. Combined with common
low-level access patterns, we can derive performance pro�les assigned to a precise primitive
or combination thereof (O4). Based on these, we can further infer general design goals for
PMem-based storage and data structures. The material presented for this contribution was
peer-reviewed (where [GTS20a] is an extended but not reviewed version of [GTS20b]) and
published in:

[GTS20b] Philipp Götze, Arun Kumar Tharanatha, and Kai-Uwe Sattler. Data Structure
Primitives on Persistent Memory: An Evaluation. In Danica Porobic and Thomas
Neumann, editors, 16th International Workshop on Data Management on New
Hardware, DaMoN 2020, Portland, Oregon, USA, June 15, 2020, pages 15:1–15:3.
ACM, https://doi.org/10.1145/3399666.3399900, 2020

[GTS20a] Philipp Götze, Arun Kumar Tharanatha, and Kai-Uwe Sattler. Data Structure
Primitives on Persistent Memory: An Evaluation. CoRR, abs/2001.02172, http:
//arxiv.org/abs/2001.02172, 2020

Persistent Analytical Structures

Besides index structures – which are primarily intended for Online Transaction Processing
(OLTP) – analytical data structures can also bene�t from PMem, for example, by the increased
capacity and direct persistence in contrast to DRAM. We present two approaches for utilizing
PMem for analytical data structures and accelerating queries on these (O2). The �rst approach
relies on clustering and organizes the data into a sorted linked list of data nodes, which in
turn are append-only. Especially the unsorted nodes convert random-access updates into more
e�cient sequential append operations. With an additional index and pruning steps that exclude
ranges of nodes, queries can run e�ciently on arbitrary attributes (O4). The second approach
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1. INTRODUCTION

is a multi-dimensional index that is much more compact but less update-friendly. With the
help of various developed caching strategies, it is possible to achieve near-DRAM performance
(O4). The material presented for this contribution was peer-reviewed (where [JGBS21] is an
extended version of [JGBS20]) and published in:

[GBS18] Philipp Götze, Stephan Baumann, and Kai-Uwe Sattler. An NVM-Aware Storage
Layout for Analytical Workloads. In 34th IEEE International Conference on Data
Engineering Workshops, ICDE Workshops 2018, Paris, France, April 16-20, 2018,
pages 110–115. IEEE Computer Society, https://doi.org/10.1109/ICDEW.
2018.00025, 2018

[JGBS20] Muhammad Attahir Jibril, Philipp Götze, David Broneske, and Kai-Uwe Sattler.
Selective Caching: A Persistent Memory Approach for Multi-Dimensional Index
Structures. In 36th IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering Workshops,
ICDE Workshops 2020, Dallas, TX, USA, April 20-24, 2020, pages 115–120. IEEE,
https://doi.org/10.1109/ICDEW49219.2020.00010, 2020

[JGBS21] Muhammad Attahir Jibril, Philipp Götze, David Broneske, and Kai-Uwe Sat-
tler. Selective Caching: A Persistent Memory Approach for Multi-Dimensional
Index Structures. Distrib Parallel Databases, https://doi.org/10.1007/
s10619-021-07327-0, 2021

Transactional Stream Processing

Using our PMem-based data structures and design goals, we prototyped the envisioned TSP
model (O3). This model combines the traditional relational database approach with more
modern data stream management systems. We use PMem to persistently store states as tables
and application-speci�c metadata needed to guarantee the ACID properties. We propose a
concurrency control and consistency protocol utilizing the byte-addressability of PMem to
eliminate logs and locks. Therefore, we simultaneously achieve near-instantaneous recovery
of states and query pipelines (O4). On top of the stream processing model, query optimization
is another considerable step that drastically in�uences the system throughput. In this context,
we address the questions about which parameters are essential for a cost model and how query
planning changes with PMem and stream processing (in contrast to the relational model). We
opt for a hardware-conscious approach since the access latency and bandwidth of the various
memory and storage technologies can vary widely. The material presented for this contribution
was peer-reviewed (where [GS21] has been submitted but not yet published) and published in:

[PGS17] Constantin Pohl, Philipp Götze, and Kai-Uwe Sattler. A cost model for data stream
processing on modern hardware. In Rajesh Bordawekar and Tirthankar Lahiri,
editors, International Workshop on Accelerating Analytics and Data Management
Systems Using Modern Processor and Storage Architectures, ADMS@VLDB 2017,
Munich, Germany, September 1, 2017, http://www.adms-conf.org/2017/
camera-ready/adms2017_final.pdf, 2017

[GS19] Philipp Götze and Kai-Uwe Sattler. Snapshot Isolation for Transactional Stream
Processing. In Herschel et al. [HGR+19], https://doi.org/10.5441/002/
edbt.2019.78, pages 650–653
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[GPS19] Philipp Götze, Constantin Pohl, and Kai-Uwe Sattler. Query Planning for Trans-
actional Stream Processing on Heterogeneous Hardware. In Holger Meyer,
Norbert Ritter, Andreas Thor, Daniela Nicklas, Andreas Heuer, and Meike Klet-
tke, editors, Datenbanksysteme für Business, Technologie und Web (BTW 2019), 18.
Fachtagung des GI-Fachbereichs „Datenbanken und Informationssysteme" (DBIS),
4.-8. März 2019, Rostock, Germany, Workshopband, volume P-290 of LNI, pages
71–80. Gesellschaft für Informatik, Bonn, https://doi.org/10.18420/
btw2019-ws-05, 2019

[GS21] Philipp Götze and Kai-Uwe Sattler. Transactional Stream Processing on Persistent
Memory. Inf. Syst. J., 2021. submitted in April 2021

Event Stream Processing

In addition to the TSP model, we also consider a more specialized form of stream processing,
namely event processing. This kind of processing usually operates on massive temporal data
streams. Especially for maintaining data in so-called event stores (O2), PMem o�ers new
possibilities to improve query performance and recovery guarantees. Based on an existing
event store, we show several approaches to build a modern three-layer architecture consisting
of DRAM, PMem, and secondary storage (O1). Along with the performance and recovery
guarantees (O4), we show that such an architecture can also o�er signi�cant economic and
ecological advantages. The material presented for this contribution was peer-reviewed and
published in:

[GGK+20] Nikolaus Glombiewski, Philipp Götze, Michael Körber, Andreas Morgen, and
Bernhard Seeger. Designing an Event Store for a Modern Three-layer Storage
Hierarchy. Datenbank-Spektrum, 20:211–222, https://doi.org/10.1007/
s13222-020-00356-6, 2020

Figure 1.3 visualizes the thematically classi�ed contributions and which chapters discuss
them. As indicated by the color shading, the main focus is on the storage and processing
layers. The hardware and optimization layers, on the other hand, build on existing libraries

Transactional Stream 
Processing Eventful Stream Processing

Cost Model & Continuous Query Planning

Processing

Storage

Optimization

Hardware Access

Index Structures Analytical Structures

PMem Access & Data Management

Layers

Figure 1.3: Overview of contributions allocated to the chapters of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
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1. INTRODUCTION

or are considered less extensively, respectively. We give a more detailed motivation for each
contribution at the beginning of its respective chapter. Furthermore, we examine related
work separately per contribution. Each chapter validates its theses on real PMem hardware
in an associated evaluation section to demonstrate the suitability of the proposed approaches.
Eventually, each chapter summarizes its main consequences and insights.
The rest of this dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we start by elaborating the
fundamentals of the PMem technology like its properties, possible integrations into the memory
hierarchy, and resulting data management challenges. We describe our employed access
methods and show the characteristics of our available system based on initial measurements.
Subsequently, in Chapter 3, we survey existing data and index structures proposed for PMem.
Based on those, we discuss signi�cant design decisions and extract their underlying design
primitives. Combined with ordinary micro-operations, we evaluate their respective impact in
detail. Then, Chapter 4 presents two di�erent storage layout approaches targeting analytical
workloads. Chapter 5 demonstrates how the before elaborated data structures and design goals
can be used to build a stateful stream processing system. Besides the detailed description of
the TSP model, we present the practical realization of the necessary concurrency control and
consistency protocols. This description starts generic and then details the feasible tweaks
for PMem. Furthermore, this chapter considers query optimization for our model and the
special form of eventful stream processing. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation with
a summary of the results and an outlook on future research directions.
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2Persistent Memory - A New

Paradigm

T he general motivation behind PMem is the better scalability and direct persistence in
contrast to DRAM that is reaching its physical limits. It combines valuable character-
istics of both DRAM and �ash technology and thus eliminates the large performance

gap between them, as sketched in Figure 2.1. It becomes apparent that this type of memory is
much closer to DRAM than to storage technologies in terms of performance. Depending on the
use case, PMem can be used either as memory extension, memory or storage replacement, or
even as a replacement of the complete memory hierarchy. Although only a few of the PMem
technologies have arrived at the broad market yet, they present several attractive features,
which are missing in either DRAM or �ash storage. With these combined characteristics,
new opportunities but also challenges arise, such as the general integration into the memory
hierarchy but also more speci�c novelties regarding data access and management. In this
chapter1, we describe the fundamentals of this new technology type, go into deeper detail
about its properties and possible hardware architectures, as well as arising challenges for data
management tasks. Furthermore, we elaborate on the usage of PMem from a developer’s point
of view and report �rst measurements for the setup of our evaluation server. The contents of
this chapter serve as a basis for the reader to understand the unique features and new way of
programming introduced by PMem. That is important to comprehend design decisions, neces-
sary adjustments, and performance impacts, among other things, in the subsequent chapters.
Furthermore, it can provide a guide for the �rst own steps with the integration of PMem.

Cache Memory Storage

21 23 25 29 211 217 219 221 223 in cycles

SRAM
(L1)

EDRAM
(LL) DRAM PMem Flash Hard Drive

Figure 2.1: Typical access latency of memory and storage technologies in terms of processor cycles.
Adapted from [QGR11].

1The material in this chapter is partly based on [GvRL+18].
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2. PERSISTENT MEMORY - A NEW PARADIGM

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.1, we start by presenting various PMem
candidates, their common properties, and how to access these devices. Subsequently, Section 2.2
goes into detail about how to integrate PMem into the existing hardware landscape. These
fundamentals already allow us to derive common challenges for e�cient data management,
which we cover in Section 2.3. Then, Section 2.4 discusses how to program with PMem and
how existing libraries already solve some of the mentioned issues. In Section 2.5, we describe
the �rst steps to set up the PMem devices. Moreover, we examine the performance of our
system with the help of microbenchmarks to con�rm the discussed properties and to reveal
potential conspicuities. Finally, Section 2.6 summarizes the most important insights of this
chapter and outlines what we can conclude for the following chapters.

2.1 Persistent Memory

In this �rst section, we describe how the term PMem can be practically realized and which
technologies are possible candidates. We then discuss the properties resulting from these
technologies. In principle, the approaches share many characteristics, but there are also
peculiarities that we will address here. Finally, we will show options to access PMem devices
– that we expect in the DIMM form factor – from the perspective of the operating system.

2.1.1 Technologies

The �rst practical approaches of PMem tried to use the available technology and enhance it with
additional controllers, batteries/ultracapacitors, or �ash such as Vikings ArxCisNV [Pro12],
Vikings NVDIMM-N [Vik20], or AGIGARAM NVDIMMs [Agi14]. These DIMMs backed by
batteries and NAND �ash are classed under the term NV-DIMMs. Usually, the �ash is not
visible to the host system and is only used as a persistent backup. In the case of a power
loss, a signal triggers the controller to write the DRAM content to the NAND �ash using the
onboard battery or capacitors. As soon as power resumes the content is restored. The big
advantage of this approach is the low monetary cost since it is entirely based on commodity
hardware [NH12, WJ14].
One of the �rst discussions about possible native PMem technologies started already 1971 where
Leon Chua predicted the existence of the memristor [Chu71] as the fourth fundamental circuit
element. It belongs to the later termed class of Resistive RAM (RRAM) [SSSW08, GKC+11].
Consisting of two layers of titanium dioxide between two electrodes, the resistance of a
memristor changes as an electric current passes through. This is due to the thereby varying
thickness of the insulating layer. The di�erence in resistance is then used to store and retrieve
data.
One of the best-known technologies is Phase-Change Memory (PCM) [LZY+10], where data is
stored by changing the state of a chalcogenide to a low or high resistance state. For that, the
memory cells consist of two electrodes, a resistor, and the phase change material. For reading
an electrical current is injected for measuring the electrical resistance. The writing process
applies current to the chalcogenide to either crystallize (moderate, long pulse) it or switching
it back into an amorphous state (high, short pulse).
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2.1. PERSISTENT MEMORY

Another candidate is Spin Transfer Torque Magnetic RAM (STT-MRAM) [HYY+05], where
magnetic properties are utilized. Magnetic RAM uses two ferromagnetic plates separated by a
thin insulator, each holding a magnetic �eld. Since one of the plates is a permanent magnet with
a certain polarity and the other can be set at will by applying a current-induced magnetic �eld,
it is possible to store bits. The constructed �elds generate a magnetic tunnel, whose electrical
resistance depends on the �eld’s orientation. The special feature of spin torque transfer MRAM
is the write mechanism, which uses a spin-polarized current to �ip the spin of the �eld.
Carbon nanotubes can also potentially be used to realize PMem and are often referred to as
Nanotube RAM (NRAM) [RKJ+00, KRM+10]. One way is to lay out these tubes as I/O wire
arrays with bistable cross points. The bistability is achieved when the intersecting nanotubes
are either separated or in contact. The state can be read via the resistance of the junction.
Temporary charging of the nanotubes generates attractive or repulsive electrostatic forces that
change the state.
After tens of years of research, Intel’s Optane Data Center Persistent Memory Module (DCPMM),
the �rst broadly commercially available PMem hardware, was released in 2019. It bases on the
3D XPoint [MT20] technology, but its underlying physical mechanism is not completely known.
However, the characteristics show a similarity to PCM and NRAM. Due to its availability, we
focus on the 3D XPoint technology for the rest of the thesis.

2.1.2 Properties

What all technologies have in common is the low latency and byte-addressability like DRAM
combined with the density, non-volatility, and economic characteristics of traditional storage
like SSD and HDD. Byte-addressability is actually a theoretical aspect. Even if both DRAM
and PMem could be accessed byte by byte, modern CPU architectures still access them in
cache-line granularity – typically 64 bytes. However, an additional feature is the option to
access the persistent memory modules directly via the CPU (or its caches). This means that
no costly copying processes into DRAM are necessary. Almost all PMem technologies show a
read-write asymmetry concerning performance (latency and bandwidth), cell wear, and power
consumption. That means writes are more costly than reads. Exact measurements of the latency
and bandwidth for reads and writes for our system are given in Section 2.5. Similar to �ash,
some PMem technologies support only a limited number of writes. However, we think that
cell wearing is addressed at the hardware level like it is the case for SSDs. Due to its persistent
property, idle PMem cells do not consume power which is another edge over DRAM.
In addition to the general properties, the 3D XPoint technology exhibits a few more peculiar-
ities. Although the transfer size from the CPU to PMem (and also DRAM) is 64 bytes, the
DCPMMs internally operate on 256-byte blocks. A write-combining bu�er is used here to
reduce write ampli�cation by combining four cache lines to one block write. Interestingly,
read operations also bene�t when a multiple of the block size is used [vRVL+19, YKH+20].
Not too relevant for our research purposes, but still interesting is the security aspect, i.e., only
encrypted data becomes persistent. Therefore, DCPMMs o�er encryption as a built-in hardware
feature [Int20a]. As mentioned before, performance numbers are reported in Section 2.5.
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2.1.3 Access Model

Similar to HDD and SSD, the Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) recommends
managing PMem by a �le system [SNI17]. As shown in Figure 2.2, applications then have two
options of accessing the device. The �rst option is to access �les through standard system calls
like open, read, write, and close. This makes it easy to migrate existing disk-based applications
to PMem since the �le system interface is the same. On top of that, when developing new
applications, �le systems already provide a lot of the functionalities required for managing
the underlying media such as naming, corruption handling, and allocation. Several PMem-
enabled �le systems have already been proposed that try to better exploit the media’s special
properties, such as BPFS [CNF+09], SCMFS [WR11, WQR13], PMFS [RKK+14], HiNFS [OSL16],
and NOVA [XS16a, XS16b]. This access path can be realized either traditionally via the operating
systems page cache or directly to the PMem device. According to SNIA [SNI17], this corresponds
to NVM.FILE and NVM.PM.FILE mode, respectively. A disadvantage of the �rst is the extra
copy to DRAM before the data can be accessed. For the second option, the �le system must
provide zero-copy memory mapping bypassing the page cache of the operating system. Hence,
applications are provided with direct access to the device via load and store instructions
through the CPU caches. This feature is called Direct Access (DAX) [Lin21] and is supported,
for instance, in ext4 [Lin18] and xfs [Lin19] starting from Linux kernel 4.7. A drawback of this
access option is the loss of transparent memory defragmentation and swapping that is only
possible with the duality of PMem and DRAM pages. Nevertheless, the bene�ts prevail and the
virtual memory indirection still provides features like process isolation, position-independent
code and data, and memory sharing between processes. Without virtual memory, applications
would have to be reconsidered in a much more complex manner.
Besides these basic access models, Optane DCPMM o�ers explicit operating modes when setting
up the DIMMs [Int20c]. These are Memory Mode intended to extend the DRAM capacity and
App Direct mode allowing byte-addressable access and persistent guarantees. In more detail,
in Memory Mode, DRAM acts as a cache above PMem with a larger capacity. The cache
management is implemented in the processor’s memory controller. For every memory request,
the DRAM cache is checked �rst. If the data is present, it is returned with DRAM latency and
if not, it is directly read from PMem. The advantage of this mode is, similar to the native �le
API above, that existing applications can work transparently, however, with a much higher
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Figure 2.2: Application’s basic �le access options to PMem devices.
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memory capacity. This mode is entirely volatile and has no persistence guarantees that are
only enabled with App Direct Mode. In this mode, applications are aware of the two di�erent
memory types and can directly control which to access. The PMem device is accessed in the
form of memory-mapped �les as described above. Furthermore, it is possible to separate the
device to support both modes (Mixed Mode). Since we need persistence and want to control the
placement, we focus on the App Direct Mode in the remainder. Next, we consider the possible
incorporation of PMem in the hardware landscape.

2.2 Integration into the Hardware Landscape

Since the access model is close to that of hard drives and �ash storage, the emergence of
PMem could cause a similar paradigm shift to further close the access gap. In the early 90s,
�ash devices (NAND SSDs) were introduced and are today virtually standard in modern data
centers. Technologically, �ash is even closer to PMem than to mechanically rotating HDDs
what can ease the transition. However, in contrast to PMem, both �ash and HDDs expose a
block-based interface to the applications. It leads to the fact that data must always be converted
from a logical (possibly object-oriented) form in DRAM into a serialized format to store them
persistently. Conversely, the data must then be deserialized again to be able to work with them.
Flash is certainly faster than HDDs here, but they have higher procurement costs and are not
as durable. Due to the common interface and the respective strengths, both �ash and HDDs
have found their place in the storage hierarchy. With PMem the same �le system interfaces can
be used, but with direct access. Therefore, the detour via DRAM described above is no longer
mandatory. It is this aspect of byte-addressability that allows much greater �exibility for the
utilization of PMem and its placement in the hardware landscape. Thus, we are convinced that
PMem will sooner or later become a standard component of a modern storage hierarchy, just
like �ash once did. In addition, DRAM has apparently reached its maximum density level and
PMem could thus also serve as a main-memory extension or even replacement. There are many
conceivable approaches, how this technology can be integrated into modern and future systems.
Below, we classi�ed these into three strategies, which can naturally be combined and extended.
They are visualized in Figure 2.3 and were similarly discussed in [OKW17, GvRL+18].

2.2.1 PMem below DRAM

The �rst and probably most intuitive option is to place PMem between DRAM and SSD/disk
according to their performance and pricing. Here, the access always passes DRAM. PMem
thus serves as the �rst persistent zone and can be further used as persistent caching in front
of SSDs [EGA+18, LPD17]. The opposite is also possible, with PMem acting as a so-called
anti-cache [DPT+13] capturing data from DRAM as soon as it reaches a de�ned limit [DAP+14].
The idea of anti-caching also includes the concept that there is only a single copy of each data
element at any given time. It eliminates synchronizations between cached and major copies.
Besides caching, two other data placement strategies are applicable here. Either the data is
statically placed in the persistent layers, or the data is dynamically moving between the layers.
The logic of when and where parts of the data are placed is de�ned by the application. Similar
to anti-caching, but here related to the persistent domain, it could be implemented in the same
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Figure 2.3: Placement strategies for PMem in the hardware landscape. Dotted lines denote optional
component.

way that there is always only one durable copy of the data. This distinguishes the dynamic
strategy from typical caching. However, depending on the data formatting, dynamically moving
data between block devices and PMem may incur additional serialization and deserialization
costs. Therefore, this movement should probably be done rather occasionally, and if so, then in
batches. Alternatively, it is possible to agree on the highest common denominator, the page
size of the deepest device in the hierarchy, and work exclusively with byte blocks.
Overall, PMem basically ful�lls the role of a storage device in this placement strategy. As it is
the case for disks or SSDs, the data would �rst be copied into DRAM to be further processed
in the CPU. The di�erence here, however, lies in the granularity of the data. Whereas SSDs
and HDDs use several KiB for a page, PMem can work, for example, at cache-line scale (or 256
bytes in case of DCPMMs). Another di�erence to block devices is that developers can control
exactly when data is �ushed/persisted and do not have to rely on the operating system. This
can eliminate many developed mechanisms for consistency maintenance, which signi�cantly
reduces code complexity.

2.2.2 PMem side-by-side with DRAM

If the access and processing of the data on PMem shall happen directly, it moves in the hierarchy
to the same level as DRAM. Thus it can be addressed directly via the CPU through the memory
bus, and there are no more copies or movements of the data, which allows more targeted and
faster access. This strategy has the highest potential to improve the performance of the system,
although the implementation is more complex. If systems have high performance or real-time
requirements, such as OLTP or stream processing, the primary data will most likely still reside
in DRAM. However, from an economic and ecological perspective, it can be worthwhile to
switch to a slightly slower device if this results in signi�cantly lower hardware and energy
costs. A sophisticated combination of both technologies and a well-conceived data placement
can lead to a perfect compromise.
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Similar to the previous strategy, the placement can be organized statically or dynamically.
However, the di�erence is that, for example, the bu�ering strategy can be more sophisticated by
dynamically deciding whether a page or element should be accessed directly in PMem or copied
to DRAM �rst [LLO19]. Another example would be to dynamically move frequently accessed
nodes of a tree-like structure to DRAM to exploit its lower latency and higher bandwidth.
This could again be implemented as part of a bu�er pool or use cost functions to predict or
even learn access patterns to help in decision-making regarding the movement. Sequential
scans, for example, that typically can trash a bu�er, could access PMem directly and hide
its higher latency through hardware prefetching. Especially for the DCPMMs, we see that
the performance di�erence for sequential accesses is much lower than for random patterns
compared to DRAM (cf. Section 2.5). In the course of this work, this aspect of the access pattern
will also be taken up a few times.
If the developer can accurately distinguish between primary data and recoverable secondary
data, static placement is a conceivable option. The obvious compromise is a longer recovery
time to rebuild the secondary data, which can also happen on-demand or in the background.
This can result not only in hybrid high-level components but also in hybrid data structures.
The most prominent example is a hybrid B+-Tree as proposed by [OLN+16]. Here, only the
leaf nodes are stored in PMem while inner nodes reside in DRAM and are recovered in the
case of failure. Di�erent node sizes can then be set to leverage the properties of the underlying
technology. This approach saves both DRAM space and recovery time while maintaining a
DRAM-like performance. The former is because the number of inner nodes is logarithmically
smaller than the total number of nodes. The latter is due to the fact that leaf nodes do not need
to be rebuilt. However, the static placement is not always applicable and is limited since it can
not react to workload or hardware changes.
In this setup, PMem can serve both the memory and the storage role. Therefore, we believe
this is the most versatile and promising strategy.

2.2.3 PMem-only

The third and last discussed strategy considers PMem as universal memory completely taking
over both the fast memory and persistent storage tasks. This eliminates the need to distinguish
between volatile and persistent domains as well as the movement of data between devices. In
order to fundamentally ful�ll this task, the PMem technology would have to provide better or
at least the same performance characteristics as current volatile memory technologies such as
DRAM. For the current two generations of Intel’s DCPMMs, this is not the case (yet). Thus, this
strategy would be more suitable for embedded systems or similar purposes. However, the latest
Xeon® Scalable processor generation provides a new feature called extended Asynchronous
DRAM Refresh (eADR) [Int21a, Int21b]. This feature basically makes CPU caches also persistent
by introducing dedicated ultracapacitors as well as backup and recovery logic. Therefore, the
data does not have to be �ushed to ensure persistence, which in turn could enable a competitive
performance to DRAM. In principle, a discussion about a PMem-only solution thus makes total
sense.
The idea of a universal memory is not entirely new and was already discussed in [AJ89]. In
the context of databases, the authors describe various algorithms for storage and recovery
using non-volatile main-memory. With the announcement of upcoming persistent memory
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technologies, this discussion was resumed recently [APD15]. Basically, such an architecture
would massively reduce code complexity since recovery and bu�ering can completely be
omitted. Waiting times for copy operations between devices are also eliminated. All the more
the focus will shift towards cache-optimized designs while ensuring cache coherence. As above,
this strategy can also include additional economic and ecological bene�ts.
On the other hand, having an always persistent main-memory can also be undesirable. Often
systems maintain a clear separation between data to be stored and runtime-related data. For
example, persisting usually volatile reference counters, locks, latches or similar states could
lead to persistent memory leaks and deadlocks since the associated thread(s) does not exist
anymore in case of failure. Thus, in addition to the advantages, new challenges also arise,
particularly concerning consistency and fault tolerance.

2.3 Data Management Challenges

Since we envisage a transactional data management system built on PMem, we describe below
important aspects and our derived issues or challenges in this regard. Recalling the ACID
properties as known from transactional database systems, the challenges raised by PMem can
be classi�ed into failure atomicity and concurrency. There is also the general question of how
to make the best use of the properties of this medium. Finally, after we have already seen the
various integration options above, there remains the open question of which and where data
and data structures should be placed.

2.3.1 Failure Atomicity

Just as with DRAM, memory accesses to PMem pass through the cache hierarchy of the CPU(s).
While this drastically improves performance, modi�cations that initially happen in the cache
are not immediately on the memory device. Although it is possible to control when data should
be transmitted to PMem, failures can occur at any time. This is not a problem for DRAM
because everything is volatile and intermediate results are no longer visible. However, with
PMem, there is now a volatile and a persistent area. On modern CPUs, the size of a failure
atomic write is only 8 bytes. Therefore, for modi�cations beyond this, intermediate and possibly
inconsistent changes to a data structure could be persisted. So the challenge is either to prevent
inconsistencies in the event of a failure or to eliminate them on restart. The former way is
usually realized with shadowing techniques and atomic operations such as Compare-and-Swap
(CAS) or fetch-add. Sometimes a sole use of atomics is even applicable. The elimination of
inconsistencies on restart is typically done with logging techniques. The traditional write-ahead
logging, for instance, records a before (undo) or an after (redo) image prior to applying the
changes. During a restart, this log is used to recover corrupted or incomplete data regions.
In Section 2.4, we will go into more detail on how these two ways can be programmatically
implemented.
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2.3.2 Concurrency

Threads simultaneously working on the same set of data have to synchronize with each other.
This aspect is already known from DRAM and �ash. However, the question is whether the
existing approaches are also applicable and follow the same criteria in the case of PMem. Once
again, the CPU caches have a major impact here. If two caches contain data from the same
memory region, a modi�cation in one of the caches leads to the invalidation of cache lines
in the other cache. This is necessary to maintain cache coherence, i.e., data consistency. Due
to the higher latency of PMem, the impact of cache misses caused by this procedure is much
higher. In addition, a new phenomenon arises: changes often become visible to other threads
through the caches before the data is actually persistent. Thus, data visibility and persistence
should be kept in mind and not be confused when developing concurrency control mechanisms.
Another new problem occurs, for example, when locks or latches are kept persistent. As we
already mentioned in Section 2.2, this can lead to persistent deadlocks in the case of failure.
Furthermore, setting locks by di�erent threads can again introduce the cache invalidation issue
mentioned above. However, it is often useful, especially for latches, to store them close to the
data to avoid random access patterns and increase throughput. Overall, this con�ict seems
di�cult to resolve, which is why locking may not be suitable for PMem. Other options would
be optimistic validations, timestamp comparisons, or versioning. On top of that, modern CPUs
provide hardware transactions. A combination of hardware and software-based concurrency is,
for instance, demonstrated in [OLN+16]. Here, a hardware transaction is initiated �rst and if
this fails a de�ned number of times, it falls back to the programmer-de�ned approach.

2.3.3 Property Utilization

In Section 2.1, we already discussed the properties of PMem. Here, we will outline how these
can be exploited or circumvented. Essentially, we see three aspects that should be considered.
The �rst is the reduction of writes (or even reads) to PMem to tackle the read-write asymmetry
and the poorer performance compared to DRAM. Furthermore, due to the limited capacities
compared to block devices and partly also for performance reasons, the general storage space
occupation should be reduced. Secondly, the direct and �ne-granular access allows for new
and more optimal algorithms for the storage layer, which are partly already known from
in-memory structures. Simply reusing these algorithms, however, is probably not ideal due to
the read-write asymmetry. Finally, following the same argument of the direct access and thus
the almost direct persistence allows a much faster recovery process than with disks. However,
depending on the data placement, auxiliary structures in DRAM might still have to be rebuilt.
The open question is how to achieve all three aspects. Anticipating this, we have already given
a few examples in Section 2.2. In the literature, the most common optimization steps include
leaving data nodes or blocks unsorted to avoid unnecessary writes resulting from entry shifting.
However, this can result in the entire block having to be traversed when searching, while for
sorted blocks it is possible to terminate the search prematurely. Therefore, new approaches
are needed to achieve a good compromise between insertion and search operations. The �rst
two aspects are consequently closely linked. By contrast, in the recovery case, a trade-o� must
be found between fast restarts and general access times in operational mode. Thus, keeping
secondary structures in DRAM provides better performance, but at the same time, leads to
higher recovery overhead due to rebuilding.
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2.3.4 Data Placement

We expect that the PMem side-by-side with DRAM strategy can best exploit the properties of all
technologies. However, with the coexistence of two or three manually accessible technologies,
several questions arise regarding data placement. For instance, should the whole primary data
be on PMem, what can be outsourced to disk, is it possible to e�ciently cache hot data in
DRAM, or should PMem be the cache in front of disks? Furthermore, should these placement
decisions be statically, dynamically, or even adaptive2?
To give a �rst glimpse, we considered di�erent costs depending on how the data is placed in
the context of event stores using all three memory/storage layers [GGK+20]. In particular, we
consider processing, recovery, and monetary costs. The results are illustrated in Figure 2.4.
It bases on a realistic ratio taken from ChronicleDB – which we will further elaborate on in
Section 5.7 – with 1 TB primary data and 100 GB reconstructable secondary data. While the
monetary costs are exact numbers based on [HHL20], the processing and recovery costs are
estimated according to the performance and characteristics of the used technologies. Option
2, 3, and 4 are not always possible since they place high demands on the available capacity
of PMem or DRAM. In our system, for example, these are not met (see Table 2.1). Moreover,
these options are the most expensive. The traditional placement is given with option 1, which
is currently the most a�ordable solution. We expect that forthcoming generations of PMem
will be more cost-e�ective in monetary terms, especially once there are competitors. This
assumption is motivated by the price development of DRAM and �ash [HHL20]. Therefore,
option 5 comprising only PMem and �ash could become the most economical and ecological
data placement strategy. This would also lead to the fact that option 6, which spans across all
three layers, would provide the best-balanced system considering all aspects.
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Figure 2.4: Various costs depending on the data placement (cf. [GGK+20]).

2While a dynamic strategy has a �xed set of data migration thresholds, an adaptive strategy goes even further
and might adjust (or learn) these thresholds depending on, e.g., runtime statistics.
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2.4 Persistent Memory Programming

When programming with PMem, the challenges discussed above have to be kept in mind
especially to maintain consistency even in the event of failure. The resulting programming
style can be quite di�erent from the typical development with DRAM and disk. The good news is,
many of the general programming challenges identi�ed, for instance, by [OBL+17] are already
addressed by software libraries like Persistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK) [Int20d]. Still
there remain basically two ways to address the challenge of consistency and failure atomicity.
The �rst is to use easier high-level abstractions which follow a transactional-memory-like
approach but also introduce the overhead of systematic logging. This provides a generic
solution and makes PMem programming more accessible. The logging overhead comprises
at least one or two additional writes for every modi�cation. At �rst, a snapshot of the data
to be modi�ed is taken (undo logging) and second the undo log is zeroed out (e.g., for PMDK
versions <1.7). The second rather low-level approach to ensuring consistency and durability is
the usage of dedicated CPU persistence primitives. These are instructions to �ush cache lines
(cl�ush, cl�ushopt, and cache line write back (clwb)), memory barriers (mfence and sfence),
and non-temporal stores (movnt). Together with atomic loads and stores, this approach has the
great advantage of enabling low-level optimizations. On the downside, it is a bit more di�cult,
prone to errors, and requires that the possible application states are considered carefully. Let
us consider a typical example of appending an entry to a preallocated list or array, which could
have the following structure:

struct Array {
Entry entries[64];
size_t size;

};

The transactional way of appending an entry would look like this:

void append(Array &array, const Entry &entry) {
TX_BEGIN {
array.entries[array.size] = entry;
++array.size;

} TX_END
}

As it can be seen there is not much di�erence to an in-memory implementation except the
transaction wrapper. Most of the work happens in the background like writing to the undo log.
In contrast, the low-level optimized variant could look like the following:

#define pmem_clwb(addr)\
asm volatile("clwb %0" : "+m" (*(volatile char *)(addr)));

void append(Array &array, const Entry &entry) {
array.entries[array.size] = entry;
pmem_clwb(&array.entries[array.size]);
_mm_sfence();
++array.size;
pmem_clwb(&array.size);
_mm_sfence();

}
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That is much more verbose than the �rst solution but would need only two writes (depending
on the type size of Entry and cache line boundaries). The transactional way would need
at least double the number of writes. Thus, if high performance is demanded, the low-level
approach is highly recommended. However, looking at the code snippet, it becomes clear that
this approach is much more prone to errors if the instructions are not correctly placed.

Persistent Memory Development Kit

With PMDK, di�erent levels of abstractions also including the just described consistency meth-
ods are provided. In this thesis, we mainly relied on its C++ bindings within the libpmemobj++
library. As a high-level abstraction, the transaction::run lambda function can be used to encap-
sulate all modi�cations that should happen atomically. Starting from version 1.7 the log is no
longer zeroed out and instead, the log data is invalidated alongside the log metadata. Therefore
the generic method is a bit faster than before. Considering the example again, the code would
change into the following (the pool concept is discussed soon):

void append(Pool pop, Array &array, const Entry &entry) {
transaction::run(pop, [&] {
array.entries[array.size] = entry;
++array.size;

});
}

For complete control on the lower level, PMDK o�ers the methods pmem_�ush, pmem_drain,
and pmem_persist. The �rst corresponds to the cache line �ush instructions and the second
enforces the ordering of stores (i.e., memory barriers). The last method is a wrapper to combine
the former two. The advantage of these methods is, on the one hand, the prevention of
assembler and thus a cleaner and more understandable code. On the other hand, the library
already checks the hardware architecture during initialization and automatically uses the best
possible instructions. Furthermore, larger areas than one cache line can be speci�ed and PMDK
will then perform multiple optimized �ushes. With these wrappers the low-level way becomes
much more clearer:

void append(Array &array, const Entry &entry) {
array.entries[array.size] = entry;
pmem_persist(&array.entries[array.size], sizeof(Entry));
++array.size;
pmem_persist(&array.size, sizeof(size_t));

}

Below, we brie�y describe other used terms and concepts of PMDK for transaction and object
management (cf. [Int16]).
Persistent memory pools: As we discussed in the section about the access model, PMem is
managed by the operating system using a PMem-aware �le system. The direct access method
via memory mapping is referred to as pools in this context. PMDK provides the three basic
operations create, open, and close to initiate or end the memory mapping. It also o�ers more
advanced features like wrappers to the �ush and barrier methods from above. With the C++
implementation, it is also possible to manipulate memory alignments.
Persistent pointers: To allow for a recoverable addressing scheme the concept of persistent
pointers is introduced. This pointer must be valid across application and system restarts.
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Furthermore, it has to be mapped back to the application’s accessible virtual address space. For
this, PMDK provides the persistent_ptr template that contains an 8-byte ID of the persistent
memory pool plus another 8 bytes for the o�set of the target object within this pool. The
template can be used in the same way as C++ smart pointers wrapping an object type. However,
the creation usually happens during object construction using the make_persistent function,
which returns a persistent pointer. This allocation process must be mandatorily encapsulated
by a transaction to prevent persistent memory leaks. Calling the corresponding complementary
function delete_persistent passing a persistent pointer deallocates the underlying object.
Root object: The root object is highly coupled with the persistent memory pool initialization.
It is the entry point to which all other data structures and variables are attached in the pool.
Hence, for each pool exactly one root object always exists. It is initially zeroed and can have
any user-de�ned size. The position of the root object in the pool itself is not �xed. However, a
persistent pointer to the current root is kept at a known o�set. This allows the application to
recover its data.
Persistent properties: Besides persistent pointers, another object wrapper is a persistent property
(simply p). Modi�cations to such wrapped objects are automatically added to the enclosing
transaction, i.e., its undo log. This helps to prevent consistency issues caused by forgetting
to register changes. If transactions are not used anyway, these properties are accordingly not
necessary. However, they do not add any extra storage overhead and can also just be used as
an indicator for an in-place persistent �eld.
It follows a minimal example of how all the above terms can be used together. Comments
describing the process are given inline.

/// target object
struct Array {
persistent_ptr<Entry[]> entries;
/// alternatively in-place: p<std::array<Entry, 64>>
p<size_t> size;

};

/// the entry point for the pool - the root object
struct root {
persistent_ptr<Array> array_ptr;

};

/// pool initialization and object construction
auto path = "/mnt/pmem0/array";
auto pop = pool<root>::create(path, ...); ///< or open if existing
auto &arr = pop.root()->array_ptr;
transaction::run(pop, [&] {
arr = make_persistent<Array>();
arr->entries = make_persistent<Entry[]>(64); ///< if not in-place

});

/// do something with array
...

/// if not needed anymore delete it again
transaction::run(pop, [&] {
delete_persistent<Entry[]>(arr->entries, 64); ///< if not in-place
delete_persistent<Array>(arr);

});

pop.close();
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Non-Uniform Memory Access Control

Another important aspect when programming close to the memory bus is constituted by
Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) e�ects. These arise through the di�erences in speed of
processor access to memory found in multi-socket CPUs. Remote access has a higher latency
than local access. Local access means that the requested memory region maps to the same
socket as the requesting core and can happen directly. Remote, on the other hand, implies in this
context to read or write to memory regions of another socket, i.e., di�erent to the core’s socket.
The higher latency is caused by the additional communication between the local and remote
memory controller as well as the lower throughput of the cross-chip interconnect. Typically,
the latency deteriorates by 2× [MG11]. Furthermore, each socket has its own cache hierarchy.
Modifying data in the caches of one socket has to invalidate the same cached memory location
in other sockets to maintain cache coherence. Therefore, frequent access to the same memory
regions of di�erent CPUs leads to regular cache misses and thus poor performance. However,
the same principle can be found for all caches at the same level, i.e., also all L1 and L2 caches
have to synchronize among themselves. Most of our experiments we run on a single socket
to avoid both these e�ects and complicating the experiments. Especially, we expect to limit
�uctuations in performance measures. With the numactl [KS04] command, it is possible to
control where computing and memory resources are allowed to be allocated. The PMem socket
is �xed by the �le system path (see Section 2.5).

2.5 Initial Measures

Throughout our experiments and evaluations, we use a two-socket system as outlined in
Table 2.1. In the following, we will describe our initial measures to set up the PMem devices
which are similarly described in [Int20c, vRVL+19]. Each socket consists of twelve DIMM slots
and six channels. The PMem and DRAM DIMMs are plugged in so that both cover all channels.
To increase the possible bandwidth the DCPMMs are interleaved and grouped to one region
per socket. This can be done in the BIOS or via the ipmctl command like this:

ipmctl create -goal -socket <number> PersistentMemoryType=AppDirect

Next, we create a namespace – similar as for SSDs to represent storage units appearing as a
separate device – on top of both regions using the ndctl command:

ndctl create-namespace --mode fsdax --region <number>

Table 2.1: Server setup used throughout our experiments.

Processor 2 Intel® Xeon® Gold 5215, 10 cores / 20 threads each, max. 3.4 GHz

Caches 32 KB L1d/L1i, 1024 KB L2, 13.75 MB LLC

Memory 2×6×32 GB DDR4 (2666 MT/s),
2×6×128 GB Intel® Optane™ DCPMM (2666 MT/s)

Storage 4×1 TB Intel® SSD DC P4501 Series

OS & Software CentOS 7.9, Linux 5.10.6 kernel, cmake 3.15.3, GCC 9.3.1 (-O3), OpenJDK 14.0.1,
PMDK 1.9.1
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Since we want to have DAX support, we have to pass fsdax as mode (which is actually the
default). The region number(s) can also be determined by ndctl. After that, we can create a
�le system on top of both namespaces, as known from block devices. We opted for ext4. After
determining the mapped block device path, the �le system can be created simply by:

mkfs.ext4 /dev/pmem<number>

Finally, the �le system has to be mounted to be accessible by applications. It is important to
specify the dax option here again:

mount -o dax /dev/pmem<number> /mnt/pmem<number>

With the mount path, it is now possible to create �les and memory map them into the user
space or to use PMDK pools as described in the previous section.
In order to con�rm the PMem properties described above and also to identify peculiarities
of our server setup, we measured typical performance indicators like latency and bandwidth.
We excluded write latencies as these are hard to measure on PMem due to the write-combing
bu�ers and the write pending queue. We also measured the same indicators for DRAM and the
installed SSDs (xfs) to enable a better classi�cation. For this, we used Intel’s Memory Latency
Checker [Int20b] for DRAM and PMem as well as Flexible I/O Tester [Axb20] for the �ash device.
For DRAM and PMem the measurements were done from and to the same socket (local). Our
results are given in Table 2.2. We created a 100 GiB �le on one of the �ash drives. Since the
measurements were �uctuating, we report the 99th percentile latency. For the bandwidth, we
iterated through a range of di�erent block sizes and parallelism degrees (i.e., threads and I/O
depth). From these, the best throughput achieved is listed in the table. Similarly, we report the
best results achieved for DRAM and PMem as well. As it can be seen, PMem is for both latency
and bandwidth about 2-4× slower than DRAM. Considering the latency, the di�erence between
sequential and random access is highly salient for PMem and even more for �ash. With DRAM,
on the other hand, it is almost negligible. Similarly, we also observe the read-write asymmetry
for PMem and �ash. One anomaly, we noticed here is the low sequential write bandwidth
for DRAM. This should be closer to the read bandwidth since DRAM cells are not read-write
asymmetric. For the random bandwidth measurements (number of reads/writes) this behavior
blurs. The big di�erence between the device types stems from the various utilized block sizes

Table 2.2: Measured performance and other characteristics of memory/storage technologies within
our server.

DRAM DCPMM NAND TLC Flash

Idle Seqential Read Latency 81 ns 174 ns 14 µs
Idle Random Read Latency 88 ns 325 ns 206 µs
Maximum Read Bandwidth 85 GB/s 32 GB/s 3 GB/s
Maximum Write Bandwidth 46 GB/s 13 GB/s 0.6 GB/s
Random Reads 931M/s 45M/s 299K/s
Random Writes 703M/s 30M/s 61K/s
Write Endurance > 1015 105 − 107 103 − 105

Density 1X 2X − 8X 8− 64X
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(64 bytes for DRAM, 256 bytes for PMem, 4 KiB for �ash). Regarding the endurance data, we
relied on the typical known write cycles for DRAM and �ash. For the used �ash device an
endurance value of 1.85 PWS is reported [Int17]. Having 1 TB corresponds to 1,850 write cycles
per cell. In the case of PMem, we could not �nd actual numbers for the �rst generation used
here. Thus, we base the numbers on the report for the second generation [Int21b]. The density
factor is based on today’s maximum capacity per module of available commodity hardware.
Besides the DRAM anomaly, our measurements are largely consistent with speci�cations
and other reports [HHL20, Int19, LHO+19, vRVL+19, YKH+20] and we can thus con�rm the
properties from above.

2.6 Conclusion

The new and unique properties introduced by PMem will cause a paradigm shift closing the
large access gap between memory and storage. In this chapter, we have covered the basics of
accessing and managing data on this new type of technology. We have described the anticipated
characteristics and possible ways of access and integration into the existing hardware landscape.
Based on this, we have pinpointed evolving challenges for data management tasks. Furthermore,
we have explained the preparation and practical use of PMem devices in more detail, and last
but not least, we discussed the idiosyncrasies of the system available to us. All in all, the
PMem fundamentals presented in this chapter are necessary to make essential decisions when
designing PMem-enabled data structures and systems, which we elaborate on in the following
chapters. In particular, the data management challenges will be of further interest for de�ning
general design goals.
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3Persistent Index and Data

Structures

F or the design of PMem-aware index and data structures, it is of immense importance to
be familiar with the characteristics of this technology type as described in the previous
chapter. Data structures in general play a crucial role in all data management systems.

According to [AKM+16], each design is always a compromise among the three performance
trade-o�s read, write, and memory ampli�cation. Thus, any structure and variations of it must
always �t the application purpose. With the emergence of new hardware technologies like
PMem, however, these trade-o�s can be diminished more and more. During the last few years,
a number of PMem-aware data structures have already been presented that have attempted to
address just that. However, from our perspective, there are some issues with these in terms of
evaluation. First of all, the hardware is reasonably new and is only available since 2019, which
means that some proposals have only been tested on an emulation basis. Furthermore, di�erent
benchmarks were used and mainly complex designs were compared that contained several
new aspects at once. It leads to a kind of black-box testing and makes the approaches less
transparent and less comparable. In this chapter, we look at the problem from a di�erent angle
by evaluating initially identi�ed design primitives for PMem individually at the micro-level in
order to make tangible statements about design decisions1.
Our idea of identifying core primitives for data structure designs bases on the periodic table of
data structures [IZA+18]. With this table and the presented systematic study, the authors claim
to be able to argue about nearly the entire design space. Here, we try to support this approach
by extending it by primitives of tree-based structures and evaluate di�erent realizations of
these primitives on real PMem. In [LHO+19], existing B+-Tree design proposals were already
neutrally and intensively tested on real hardware. Yet again, this took place at the macro-level
and obscured the impact of the individual underlying ideas. Instead of a black-box (or end-
to-end) approach, we focus on read and write primitives including structural changes and
analyze their behavior in terms of three PMem-critical design goals: reducing writes, �ne-
grained access, and consistent and durable operations. Furthermore, we generalize the found
approaches for various types of tree-like structures such as B+-Trees, Skip-Lists, Tries, and

1The material in this chapter is based on [GTS20a, GTS20b].
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Log-Structured Merge-Trees (LSM-Trees). The goal is to get deep insights into PMem-optimized
design patterns for data structures typically found in data management systems. In summary,
this chapter makes the following contributions:

• Design Primitives for PMem: We identify several data structure design primitives on
PMem based on the literature and our own hands-on experience.

• PMem-critical Design Goals: We categorize the primitives into the three PMem-critical
design goals mentioned above (write reduction, �ne-grained access, failure atomicity).

• Identify Mirco-operations: To enable a white-box evaluation, we identi�ed the typical
low-level access patterns that apply to the primitives.

• Extensive White-Box Evaluation: We extensively evaluate and report on most of
these access patterns using our Optane DCPMM-equipped server.

• Performance Pro�les: From the results, we conclude a performance pro�le for each of
the prime primitives and also give general recommendations.

We explicitly exclude concurrency control because we assume that it is part of upper levels or
an explicit transaction manager, which is common in practice [HSH07, LLS+15]. Instead, we
will study concurrency as part of Chapter 5.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. We start by surveying related work
in Section 3.1. Based on the literature, Section 3.2 gives an overview of the possible and
unexplored design space, while Section 3.3 more speci�cally extracts the design primitives
and corresponding rudimentary design goals. The primitives are here juxtaposed with the
recognized micro-operations on which they exert an in�uence. According to this matching, in
Section 3.4, these operations are benchmarked in detail on the primitives. Concluding from
our experiments and challenges, we de�ne general guidelines for designing PMem-based data
structures in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 summarizes the contributions and insights of this chapter.

3.1 Related Work

In this section, we describe related work regarding two aspects: data structures made for PMem
and modern approaches studying data structure designs.

3.1.1 Index and Data Structures for PMem

Especially index structures are traditionally not directly persisted but backed by logging or
shadowing techniques to secondary storage. The properties described in Section 2.1 allow
new and more �ne-grained methods when designing PMem-based data structures. Several
publications addressed particularly the byte-addressability and write reduction.
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B
+
-Trees

One of the �rst proposals was consistent and durable data structures (CDDS) from Venkatara-
man et al. [VTRC11] assuming single-level storage. Their primary focus was on the B+-Tree
relying on versioning, atomics, and shadowing to guarantee failure atomicity. The versions
become only visible once the global timestamp is atomically updated.
The BP -Tree proposed by Hu et al. [HLN+14] is a B+-Tree variation that reduces writes to
PMem by bu�ering changes in DRAM �rst. Also, leaf nodes are kept unsorted and new entries
are simply appended. With an additional volatile histogram, the future access patterns shall be
predicted. It is used to allocate nodes in advance to reduce key movements and thus writes
caused by splits and merges.
Chen et al. [CJ15] also proposed new B+-Tree designs, which exploit indirection and keep nodes
unsorted to save writes. The indirection is realized by a sorted array at the beginning of each
node that maintains the index positions of the entries. They also compare the approaches and
e�ects when adding speci�c primitives such as bitmaps. Their �nal product is the wB+-Tree,
which is especially targeting a fast insert and delete performance. Due to the atomic update
of the bitmap after insertion into a free slot and the indirection array, this process is entirely
fault-tolerant. Since the nodes are unsorted, no record shifting is necessary. A deletion simply
�ips a bit in the bitmap. Overall, this can massively decrease the number of writes. Nevertheless,
search performance might su�er from the indirection as the binary search now must navigate
between the data and the metadata.
With the NV-Tree, Yang et al. [YWC+15] introduce the term selective consistency. That means
that the consistency of leaf nodes is enforced but for inner nodes, it is not. For that, the inner
nodes are not �ushed directly and instead rebuilt in case of failure. Again, leaf nodes are
maintained in an unsorted manner by just appending the new entries. Even updates and deletes
are treated as appends. By atomically updating the size �eld, the new data is made visible. To
look up a key and get its latest version, each leaf node is scanned in reverse.
Instead of selective consistency, the FPTree presented by Oukid et al. [OLN+16] extends this
idea by proposing selective persistence. So far, most described trees have been based on a pure
PMem solution. The FPTree, on the other hand, is a hybrid approach where only the leaf nodes
are kept in the persistent layer while inner nodes are placed in DRAM. It has the consequence
that any navigation of the tree is signi�cantly faster, but it also requires recovery measures.
Compared to the NV-Tree, however, this only happens in DRAM, and compared to a transient
B+-Tree, this only a�ects a logarithmically smaller fraction. A further design principle is the
use of �ngerprints in the leaf nodes, which are arrays of 1-byte hashes of the keys. Scanning
these �rst when searching for a key reduces the number of actual keys probed and thus leads
to less PMem accesses. A derivative of the FPTree that is more speci�cally optimized for the 3D
XPoint technology was presented in [LCW20], namely the LB+-Tree. The authors extend the
FPTree by features such as node sizes of 256 bytes or multiples of it, foresighted entry moving
between two PMem lines that are written anyway, and distributed headers to avoid random
access patterns for larger nodes.
HiKV [XJXS17] is another hybrid memory approach. It consists of a B+-Tree in DRAM and
a partitioned hash index in PMem. Hence, costly structure reorganizations only happen in
DRAM and no logging is necessary. The B+-Tree is mainly used to accelerate range queries
but must be completely rebuilt during recovery.
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In [HKWN18], the two PMem-optimized algorithms failure-atomic shift (FAST) and in-place
rebalance (FAIR) are proposed and applied to the B+-Tree. FAST is targeting inserts as well as
deletes and shifts the sorted entries in nodes in a way that reduces the number of cache line
�ushes and explicit barriers. In particular, cache lines are only �ushed as soon as cache line
boundaries are crossed within a node during a shift. Premature cache line �ushes could still
lead to duplicate entries in a such a case. However, these are easily detectable, can be skipped
by reads, and thus are a tolerated inconsistency. FAIR, on the other hand, is responsible for
splits as well as merges and uses sibling pointers to avoid costly logging operations. Similar to
FAST, duplicates and inconsistencies are still possible but are tolerable.
In [KSKN18] the authors propose the clfB-tree that utilizes cache-line-sized inner nodes to
improve cache locality. To enable a higher fan-out with these small nodes they propose
di�erential encoding. That has the additional advantage of reducing the number of writes and
cache line �ushes.
With the BzTree [ALML18] the authors demonstrate the usage of the persistent multi-word
compare-and-swap (PMwCAS) [WLL18] operation. This operation is a software abstraction to
allow latch-free atomic updates greater than 8 bytes. It maintains a descriptor table to keep track
of the metadata needed to complete an operation. PMwCAS can be seen as a general-purpose
method to achieve failure atomicity and concurrency and is fundamentally based on before
and after images. Besides the control bits necessary for the operation to work, the nodes of the
BzTree built with it consist of several further �elds. The complexity is mainly reduced due to
the failure atomicity realization being hidden within the operator implementations.
Similar to the BP -Tree, the DPTree [ZSC+19] also bu�ers recent changes in a volatile B+-Tree.
This bu�er is backed by a PMem log and merged into the base tree once it reached a de�ned
capacity. The base tree is implemented as a volatile radix tree and a linked list of persistent
leaves. Internally, the leaf nodes use the bitmap, indirection, and �ngerprinting features as
introduced by the wB+-Tree and the FPTree, respectively. To achieve failure atomicity, the
leaves are coarsely versioned based on the merging times.
As mentioned at the beginning, some of these B+-Trees variants have already been reevaluated
on real hardware in [LHO+19]. However, this was done again based on the whole tree designs
and not based on the underlying individual primitives. That causes, for example, the wB+-tree
to always underperform due to the persistence of the inner nodes, which leads to costly traversal.
Moreover, it is not clear, which of these design ideas can be applied to other data structures
besides the B+-Trees. Although, such write-optimized data structures like the LSM-Tree could
be a promising alternative. Therefore, we will now brie�y survey some other data structures
adapted for PMem.

LSM-Trees

Several modern key-value stores like RocksDB [Fac20] or Cassandra [The16] are based on
the LSM-Tree. There already exist some approaches to converge this concept for PMem.
In [LOLS17], for instance, a �rst approach is given, which adapts the caching policy of SSTables.
The authors utilize a dynamic strategy to identify hot blocks and move them to DRAM. On top
of that, it is also allowed to access cold blocks directly in PMem.
With NoveLSM [KBG+18], the authors present a PMem-aware redesign of a well-established
LSM-Tree implementation, namely LevelDB. They propose a mutable PMem-resident MemTable
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implemented as a persistent skip-list in addition to the DRAM MemTable. This larger persistent
MemTable is used for concurrent queries as soon as the volatile part is �lled and needs to be
compacted to an SSTable. Due to the byte-addressable persistence, no logs are needed in this
case, and serialization costs are also eliminated.
Based on RocksDB, NVMRocks [LPD17] is another PMem enhanced LSM-Tree. It contains two
possible adaptions. The �rst one moves everything from �ash to PMem and omits unnecessary
components used for �ash optimization. Similar to NoveLSM, the second redesign considers
the in-memory components and moves the MemTable to PMem to avoid logging and speed up
recovery. In addition, they propose a multi-tiered read cache over the SSTables.
Also built on top of RocksDB, MyNVM [EGA+18] is an LSM-Tree-based key-value store with
the ambition to reduce the DRAM footprint while maintaining comparable performance. The
aim is to ensure that data center providers have a signi�cantly lower total cost of ownership.
Fundamentally, the authors utilize PMem as a block device and use it for a second-level cache
while reducing the block size and partitioning the index. The database and logs are still kept
on �ash.
Concluding the discussion about LSM-Tree, it is arguable whether the log-based design is
inherently appropriate for PMem since bandwidth is more important than latency in this case.
Though, that is where PMem is very limited. Thus, combining it with, for instance, more
�ne-grained merge techniques could provide an immense bene�t.

Tries

Additionally, pre�x trees, radix trees, or tries such as Adaptive Radix Tree (ART) [LKN13] were
considered for PMem and have already been exemplarily implemented [FUJ20]. This type of
tree could be even more appropriate for PMem as fewer key comparisons and rebalancing
operations are necessary. Therefore, in [LLS+17], the authors propose three write-optimized
versions of a radix tree, namely the Write Optimal Radix Tree (WORT), the Write Optimal
Adaptive Radix Tree (WOART), and the Copy-on-Write Adaptive Radix Tree (CoW+ART). They
commonly enhanced the trees by failure-atomic updates and path compressions. While the �rst
is build on a basic radix tree, the latter two are adaptions of ART, as the name suggests. For
the former two, memory barriers and cache line �ushes were used to achieve failure atomicity.
Similar to [CJ15], they also use a combination of unsorted keys, bitmaps, and indirection arrays
in this process. The Cow+ART, on the other hand, makes use of copy-on-write techniques to
maintain consistency.

Hash Tables

The �nal data structure we will discuss here is the hash table. With PFHT [DHK+15], the authors
propose a PCM-friendly cuckoo hash table variant that reduces writes and thus improves insert
performance. By preventing continuous movements if a bucket is full and using larger buckets,
cascading writes as typical for cuckoo hashing are avoided. However, this is traded for a worse
lookup performance.
The NVC-Hashmap [SDUP15] realizes the hash table with so-called split-ordered lists [SS06].
As a result, resizing the hash table requires fewer displacements of entries and easy atomic
updates.
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In [ZHW18], the level hashing scheme is proposed as another approach to reducing the resizing
costs and avoiding cascading writes. It consists of two separate hash levels: the main hash
table and another level of over�ow buckets, where each is usable by two buckets of the main
level. On top of that, two hash locations and respective functions are used to achieve better
load balancing.
The cache line-conscious extendible hashing (CCEH) [NCC+19] is another hash table approach
adapted for PMem. Compared to the original extendible hashing, the authors add another layer
of indirection and use cache line-sized buckets. Here, the most signi�cant bits of the hash key
are looked up in a directory to determine the address of a segment of buckets. The o�sets of the
buckets are calculated by adding the least signi�cant bits times the bucket size on top. Thus, a
search always accesses only two cache lines, i.e., the directory entry and the bucket. Essential
is also the failure-atomic split operation, if resizing is necessary. Similar to [HKWN18] a failure
can lead to inconsistencies, but these are easy to detect and resolve on restart.
Even beyond B+-Trees, in the evaluation parts of the approaches above, we saw that most were
evaluated only for operator or end-to-end performance. As this hides the details and trade-o�s
of the underlying design primitives, little can be inferred about custom designs or use cases.
Therefore, we want to take a closer look at precisely that detailed analysis and evaluation in
this chapter.

3.1.2 Evaluating Data Structure Design Primitives

There already exist several approaches to analyzing access patterns and hardware aspects to
choose a suitable data structure or a special variation of it. Like us, some of them also break
down the data structures into primitives. A good example is the Data Calculator [IZH+18]
and the periodic table of data structures [IZA+18]. The authors interpret data structures as an
assembly of �rst principles and combine analytical models, benchmarks, and even machine
learning to gain deeper insights into their performance implications. The goal is to calculate
this performance for any design without the need for implementation or having access to the
actual hardware. They built a prototypical engine that takes a rough speci�cation of a data
structure and its primitives and can predict its performance for an input workload and hardware
pro�le. During this process, a user can interactively exchange features getting direct feedback
on the e�ects. A part of the engine learns a basic set of cost models for given access patterns.
From these, it derives the cost for more complex operations. The learning is based on manually
added micro-benchmarks per access pattern or hardware aspect. Thus, the whole prediction
process heavily depends on appropriate benchmarks. That is where our envisioned evaluation
and benchmarks for PMem access patterns can very well tie in. Especially in [IZA+18], the
classi�cation of design primitives and their already realized combinations is shown. Here,
a large gap in the design space is revealed that has not been investigated so far. Therefore,
the examination of PMem-speci�c designs is another connection point where we want to
contribute in this chapter.
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3.2 Data Structure PMem Adaptions

Before unveiling the individual design primitives, this section will provide a brief outline of the
big picture we envisage. Along with this, we address the potentially huge design space as well
as our implementations of corresponding data structures in the PMem context2 to populate it.

3.2.1 Glimpse into the Design Space

To get an overview, Figure 3.1 summarizes the typical data and index structures used within a
DBMS. They can be categorized into more �at or more branched data structures, with some of
them converging. Each of these data structures has its particular application purpose and is more
or less suitable for certain scenarios and access patterns than others. According to [AKM+16]
and [IZA+18], there is always a trade-o� between read, write, and space optimization. Besides
the workload running on the data structures, also the underlying hardware has a high impact
on performance. As we have seen in Section 3.1, basic structures like the B-Tree/B+-Tree
can be extended with features or combined with other structures to �t the circumstances and
requirements. This extension and combination can additionally create the opportunity for new
access primitives and thus access patterns. However, looking at the �gure and related work
above, it is evident that the design space is vast and thousands of variations exist that have not
yet been explored. In particular, with respect to PMem, there are still numerous gaps. In order
to be able to cover these on a large scale, we attempt to center our investigations on aspects
that can be found in most structures. Accordingly, we have focused on tree structures such
as B+-Trees and LSM-Trees and examined access patterns and design primitives in these on a
per-node and per-level basis, respectively.

3.2.2 B
+
-Trees

As they have been most discussed in the literature, B+-Trees also represent the largest part of
the object of study in our work. Here, we were particularly inspired by the work of [OLN+16]
and [CJ15]. Accordingly, we symbolically outline our implementation of the extracted and
adopted features of these two works.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of typical data and index structures in DBMSs.

2Our implementations are open source at https://github.com/dbis-ilm/PMem_DS.
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FPTree

From the FPTree, we were mainly interested in the �ngerprinting and bitmap feature as well as
the hybrid DRAM/PMem placement3. While the inner nodes stay sorted and in DRAM using
only a size �eld besides the keys and children pointers, the leaf nodes in PMem were adapted
like shown in the following:

/// LeafNode structure; M - Number of entries per leaf
struct alignas(64) LeafNode {
p<Bitmap<M>> bits; ///< bitmap for valid entries
p<array<uint8_t, M>> hashes; ///< fingerprint array
persistent_ptr<LeafNode> nextLeaf; ///< the subsequent sibling
persistent_ptr<LeafNode> prevLeaf; ///< the preceding sibling
char padding[PaddingSize]; ///< padding to align keys
p<array<KeyType, M>> keys; ///< the keys
p<array<ValueType, M>> values; ///< the values

};

We wrapped most of the �elds as persistent property and used persistent pointers from PMDK.
Additionally, we created and used our own bitmap to be able to extend it by hardware-optimized
bit operations. The auxiliary structures are always in a separate cache line (or multiple), and
the actual keys and values are aligned to the next.
The di�erences on an algorithmic basis are mostly related to the accesses to the leaf nodes.
Therefore, in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, the lookup and insert operations are shown at the
leaf node level and are intended to serve exemplary purposes. The other operations and more
details can be looked up in the repository. We excluded concurrency and failure-atomic actions
for the time being. As stated before, concurrency will be handled at a higher level. Failure
atomicity will be discussed as part of the primitive considerations and the evaluation.
During the lookup of a key, the node is traversed item by item. Since the hashes/�ngerprints
and the bitmap are checked �rst, the access optimally remains in the same cache line. Only
when both are evaluated as positive, the actual key is checked. If there is no corresponding
key, then the payload part is never touched.

Algorithm 1 FPTree::lookupPositionInLeaf(leaf, key)
1: pos← 0
2: while pos < M do

3: if leafhashes[pos] = fingerprint(key) and
leafbits[pos] = 1 and

leafkeys[pos] = key then
4: return pos

5: pos← pos+ 1

6: return pos

The insert part is rather trivial and simply sets the new data accordingly. Due to the bitmap,
a simple append is inappropriate and, instead, a free slot must �rst be determined. For this,
we used a 64-bit based multiply and lookup algorithm that counts the consecutive number of
one bits4. The result corresponds to the �rst free position in our leaf. That is much faster than
iterating through the bits individually as it constantly only costs about �ve CPU instructions.

3Ste�en Kläbe did the groundwork of the FPTree reimplementation as part of a student assignment.
4It was adapted based on the 32-bit variant presented at https://graphics.stanford.edu/~seander/
bithacks.html.
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Algorithm 2 FPTree::insertInLeaf(leaf, key, value)
1: pos← getFreeSlot(leafbits)
2: leafkeys[pos]← key
3: leafvalues[pos]← value
4: leafhashes[pos]← fingerprint(key)
5: leafbits[pos]← 1

wB
+
-Tree

Next, we consider the features of indirection and again a bitmap as found in the wB+-Tree.
Unlike the FPTree, both leaf and inner nodes are stored on PMem. The remainder is quite
similar and shown below:

/// LeafNode structure; M - Number of entries per leaf
struct alignas(64) LeafNode {
p<array<uint8_t, M + 1>> slots; ///< slot array for indirection
p<Bitmap<M>> bits; ///< bitmap for valid entries
persistent_ptr<LeafNode> nextLeaf; ///< the subsequent sibling
persistent_ptr<LeafNode> prevLeaf; ///< the preceding sibling
char padding[PaddingSize]; ///< padding to align keys
p<array<KeyType, M>> keys; ///< the actual keys
p<array<ValueType, M>> values; ///< the actual values

};

/// InnerNode structure; N - Number of entries per inner node
struct alignas(64) InnerNode {
p<array<uint8_t, N + 1>> slots; ///< slot array for indirection
p<Bitmap<N>> bits; ///< bitmap for valid entries
char padding[PaddingSize]; ///< padding to align keys
p<array<KeyType, N>> keys; ///< the actual keys
p<array<Node, N + 1>> children; ///< pointers to child nodes

};

Important to note is that the �rst slot in the indirection array is used as the size �eld. Again, we
made use of our own bitmap and aligned the metadata and payload accordingly. Algorithmically,
however, things change a bit, as is apparent in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.
The lookup is now a binary search for a key but with additional sorted indirection slots. Unlike
the FPTree, the number of accesses is logarithmically smaller, but there is always a jump
between metadata and payload data.
The insert part is slightly more complex than for the FPTree. Here, in addition to the data
position determined by the bitmap, the position in the slot array must also be calculated
for indirect order preservation. Depending on the latter, the entries must then be shifted
accordingly.

Own Adaptions

In addition to the two remakes just described, we have also created a few adaptations of our
own that combine or isolate the features of these. First, we implemented a completely persistent
B+-Tree with sorted entries as traditionally known. The only adjustment is the 64-bit alignment
of the metadata (size �eld and sibling pointers) and payload (keys and values). This adaption is
also available as a hybrid DRAM/PMem version. Then the next isolated feature is unsorted
nodes. It has the same structure as the sorted ones, but the algorithms change (e.g., append-only
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Algorithm 3 wBPlusTree::lookupPositionInLeaf(leaf, key)
1: pos← 1
2: left← 1
3: right← leafslots[0] /// current size of the leaf
4: while left ≤ right do
5: pos← (left+ right)/2
6: if leafkeys[leafslots[pos]] = key then
7: return pos

8: if leafkeys[leafslots[pos]] < key then
9: pos← pos+ 1

10: left← pos
11: else

12: right← pos− 1

13: return pos

Algorithm 4 wBPlusTree::insertInLeaf(leaf, key, value)
1: pos← getFreeSlot(leafbits)
2: slotPos← lookupPositionInLeaf(leaf, key)
3: leafkeys[pos]← key
4: leafvalues[pos]← value
5: /// shift entries in indirection array
6: i← leafslots[0]
7: while i ≥ slotPos do
8: leafslots[i+ 1]← leafslots[i]
9: i← i− 1

10: leafslots[slotPos]← pos
11: leafbits[pos]← 1
12: leafslots[0]← leafslots[0] + 1

inserts and linear search lookups). We also created a hybrid and non-hybrid tree adaption,
which both only substitute the size �eld with a bitmap without indirection or �ngerprint arrays.
Finally, we also introduce a hybrid wB+-Tree variant that we claimed to be missing in most
comparisons before. Overall, this should cover all variants of node structures that combine or
isolate the features found in the literature. Their layouts are summarized again in Figure 3.2,
with the metadata highlighted in gray. It also shows the size ratios depending on the number of
entries per node. Interesting to note is that only the �rst layout has a �xed metadata structure
of one cache line, while for the rest, it grows with the number of entries, possibly resulting
in multiple cache lines. Removing the sibling pointers and replacing the values with child
pointers will yield the corresponding inner node layouts. Furthermore, these node structures
can hence also be applied to other trees or node-based structures.

3.2.3 LSM-Trees

Next, we elaborate on the implementation of PMem-based LSM-Trees as presented in [Tha19].
While B+-Trees are often used as indexes and could thus also be stored completely in DRAM,
LSM-Trees always have one or more persistent layers. These are typically write-optimized
di�erential structures and can form a good contrast to our B+-Trees. However, according
to [DI18], the design space of an LSM-Tree ranges between write-optimized tiering and read-
optimized leveling policies. Tiering means that a merge process within a level is only executed
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numKeys nextPtr prevPtr padding Keys (k1 … kM) Values (v1 … vM)

0 8 24 40 64

(a) Sorted/Unsorted data nodes.

bitmap nextPtr prevPtr padding Keys (k1 … kM) Values (v1 … vM)

0 M/8 M/8 + 16 M/8 + 32 64 * J

(b) Bitmap-only data nodes.

slots bitmap nextPtr prevPtr padding Keys (k1 … kM) Values (v1 … vM)

0 M + 1 M + 1 + M/8 … … 64 * J

(c) Indirection data nodes.

bitmap hashes nextPtr prevPtr padding Keys (k1 … kM) Values (v1 … vM)

0 M/8 M + M/8 … … 64 * J

(d) Hashing data nodes.

Figure 3.2: Di�erent data node layouts, where: M - number of entries and J ∈ N>0.

when it and all runs are full. With leveling, on the other hand, a merge is done whenever a new
run within a level is created. In the most extreme cases, tiering degenerates into a log while
leveling degenerates into a sorted array. Without going into too much detail, we have opted
for a tiered variant here because we are aiming for write optimization.
The approach presented here is similar to NVMRocks and keeps the �rst level (L0) in DRAM
while the persistent layers can be con�gured to remain on PMem, disk, or both. The latter case
is visualized in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: PMem-based LSM-Tree Layout.
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The example has a bu�er size of one and a so-called tuning ratio of two, meaning that the size
per run doubles in the following level. Furthermore, there are two PMem and two disk levels,
which are also con�gurable. Besides the levels and runs, each level is supported by bloom �lters
as well as minimum and maximum aggregates in DRAM to accelerate lookups. The object of
investigation in our analysis and evaluation of the primitives is mainly the moving of runs to
PMem and the merging step. That is because these processes are not covered in this form by
B+-Trees yet. We will discuss the details in the next section.

3.2.4 Skip-Lists & Tries

Finally, we look at possible PMem adaptions for tries as it was presented in [Lie20] and for
skip-lists5. Currently, we have implemented all variants as PMem-only solutions.
For the tries, we created a standard trie and a radix tree with radix equal to two (≡ PATRICIA-
Trie). As mentioned above, the ART was already adapted for PMem in [FUJ20] and was therefore
not investigated further. In all trie variants, the alphabet is arbitrary and can be, for instance,
bits, characters, or integers. The path from the root to a leaf composes an entire key, where the
leaf contains the corresponding value. The standard trie always saves only one letter of the
alphabet per node and has a �xed number of children pointers (depending on the alphabet).
The combination of common pre�xes in the radix tree results in path compression for memory
and traversal optimization. That is utterly reasonable to avoid persistent pointer dereferencing.
A possible node structure in PMem could look like the following:

/// Patricia node structure; M - Maximum number of key characters
struct alignas(64) TrieNode {
p<array<char, M> key; ///< key prefix
p<size_t> keylen; ///< length of key up to here
p<bool> isLeaf; ///< true if leaf node
p<ValueType> value; ///< value if leaf node
persistent_ptr<TrieNode> children[2]; ///< pointer to children

};

Here, we assume the alphabet to be characters. Since each node can hold pre�xes of di�erent
lengths, storing them in a �xed structure is not straightforward. One option is to reserve space
with a de�ned maximum size, as shown above. Similar to the ART, it would also be possible to
de�ne a few structures with di�erent capacities, chosen according to the pre�x size. Another
option is the allocation of the pre�xes at an external location and using a �xed-size persistent
pointer. While the �rst solution costs additional memory, the second leads to frequent jumping
back and forth and thus a random access pattern. So both have advantages and disadvantages.
As noticed above, isLeaf marks leaf nodes and that a corresponding value is stored. Since
the radix is equal to two, there are two children pointers. Di�erent from the structures before,
a lookup operation needs a key length parameter if di�erent lengths are allowed. Within a
leaf, there would only be a simple key pre�x comparison. That is why we show the complete
lookup operation in iterator form in Algorithm 5.
The loop checks the key with the key part of the current node as long as the check is positive
and a result is still possible. The match function depends and should be optimized based on the
alphabet. Once all characters have been validated true, the value of the reached leaf is returned.

5The skip-list implementations were created as part of a student assignment by Alexander Baumstark.
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Algorithm 5 PatriciaTrie::lookup(key, length, value)
1: node← root
2: while node 6= null and length ≥ nodekeylen and

doesKeyMatch(key, nodekey, nodekeylen) do
3: if nodekeylen = length then

4: value← nodevalue
5: return true
6: node← nodechildren[extractBit(key, nodekeylen)]
7: return false

During the traversal, the child is chosen based on the most signi�cant bit of the last character
of the node.
The insert operation proceeds similarly. The di�erence is that the value is updated when found,
and a new node is inserted when not found. An update also includes the possibility that an
inner node is promoted to a leaf node. The value is then set for the �rst time. However, a new
node can lead to a split if the last comparison is negative and, thus, the search stops between
two nodes. Therefore, two new nodes are inserted. One leaf node with the new value and the
unequal su�x and an inner node above with the common pre�x of the last compared node.
Furthermore, pointers and pre�xes in the existing nodes have to be adjusted. In general, the
operations in these trie variants can be seen as a special form of other tree structures with only
one element per node. Hence, its primitives are already covered by our considerations based
on the B+-Trees and LSM-Trees above and in Section 3.3.
The skip-lists are available having a single key-value pair per node and a write-optimized
variant with multiple key-value pairs per node. While the former is more simple, it also leads
to a higher rate of pointer chasing during traversals and also more frequently produces small
distributed writes. The latter can compensate for this by grouping key-value pairs together.
This results in the following structure for a node:

/// SkipNode structure; M - Maximum number of levels, N - Bucket size
struct alignas(64) SkipNode {
p<Bitmap<N>> bits; ///< bitmap for valid entries
p<KeyType> minKey; ///< SMA min
p<KeyType> maxKey; ///< SMA max
p<size_t> nodeLevel; ///< height of node
array<persistent_ptr<SkipNode>, M>
forward; ///< pointers to following nodes

char padding[PaddingSize]; ///< padding to align keys
p<array<KeyType, N>> keys; ///< the keys
p<array<ValueType, N>> values; ///< the values

};

It is noticeable that this structure is almost identical to the node structure of the B+-Tree except
for a few extra �elds. The operations are also more or less similar. For a lookup, for instance,
the corresponding node is �rst searched following the forward pointers. The search of the key
within a node is then the same as with B+-Tree nodes. In the current implementation with
unsorted entries, this is a linear search checking �rst the bitmap and then the key. However,
this could be sorted or use �ngerprinting or indirection features as well. Therefore, in the
following sections, we will consider both structures as interchangeable when extracting and
evaluating the structural and access primitives.
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3.3 Design Primitives

After considering the basic data structure adaptions for PMem, the next step is to extract the
design primitives from these and investigate their impact in various access scenarios. The
primary goal is to reveal their trade-o�s to facilitate design decisions. It is necessary to do this
using white-box tests to eliminate side e�ects in the measurements. Therefore, preferably only
one primitive should be exchanged during comparison. As a tangible result, we envision a
pro�le per design primitive, from which performance and memory implications for each type
of access pattern are derivable.

3.3.1 Design Goals

To classify the primitives, we �rst identi�ed three central design goals that the primitives
address. These are based on the PMem properties and related work.

Reduce Writes

We have seen that PMem has a lower write endurance than DRAM. Furthermore, there is a
read-write asymmetry, where writes require more energy and time than reads and cause the
above-said cell wear. That leads to the �rst design goal of reducing writes (DG1) and trading
o� with more reads. For example, consistency constraints can be relaxed, or sorting can be
abandoned, both compensated by more frequent reading.

Fine-granular Access

Compared to disks, with PMem, storage is now byte-addressable. Even if this is limited to cache
lines with typical 64-byte granularity in x86 architectures, much more �ne-grained access
methods are now possible (DG2). That was previously realized by combining DRAM and disk.
For instance, while the structures are held and processed in DRAM, an append log on disk
traditionally provides persistence. With PMem, both byte-addressability and persistence are
enabled on the same device. That introduces �ne-granular operations to the storage layer.

Failure Atomicity

The byte-addressability combined with the direct load and store semantics leads additionally to
a zero-copy memory mapping. It opens up new possibilities for realizing consistency constraints
and durability (DG3). For example, atomic primitives can now be used for e�cient persisting,
in addition to concurrency. The primitives for this design goal explicitly tackle our �rst posed
data management challenge in Section 2.3.
In the following, we extract the design primitives and access patterns focusing on tree-based
structures from the literature and connect them with our de�ned design goals.
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3.3.2 Overview and De�nitions

In order to be able to classify the terms correctly, our two axes – namely design primitives and
micro-operations – should �rst be explained more precisely.

De�nition (Design Primitive). In our context, we de�ne a design primitive as an indivisible
layout or access concept, as it was similarly speci�ed by [IZA+18].

It is necessary to break down the possible primitives taking into account the properties of PMem,
to recognize their advantages and disadvantages. To this end, we examine the approaches as
described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 and map the ideas to the appropriate design goals.
Related to the derived primitives are typical micro-operations, as found for trees or nodes.

De�nition (Micro-Operation). We de�ne a micro-operation in this context as a low-level
access pattern whose (logical) result is independent of the employed primitive(s).

Lower operations – which would yield a di�erent result or are irrelevant depending on the
primitive – are of no interest because they are no longer comparable. An example of such
an operation would be the shifting of entries in a node after a delete or before an insert. If a
bitmap is used, this step is unnecessary. On the other hand, higher-order macro-operations can
be formed by combining the micro-operations. Typical examples are get, insert, update, delete,
and scan on a data structure. Therefore, we have classi�ed the micro-operations into read-,
insert-, and erase-based as well as recovery operations. Table 3.1 summarizes our �ndings
and the relation of design primitives and micro-operations. For design primitives that are not
applicable or only indirectly relevant to a few operations, we have left the cells blank. In the
following subsections, we will describe these in more detail.

3.3.3 Micro-Operations

By studying micro-operations, it is possible to identify bottlenecks and optimization potentials
that would remain hidden at the macro-level. For example, inserts are often faster in hybrid
DRAM/PMem solutions than in fully persistent approaches, almost regardless of the node
layout. As already mentioned in related work, this causes, e.g., the wB+-Tree to perform always
worse than the FPTree only due to the more costly traversal to the leaf. Thus, maintaining both
the access patterns and the design space concise is crucial for a meaningful comparison.
The �rst category starts with the micro-operation of searching (or lookup) for a key within a
node. That is strongly dependent on the selected node layout and, thus, possible access methods.
According to our de�nition, it is the smallest possible operation still giving the same result in
the end, no matter how it is retrieved. To reach a target node, there are typically two ways to
navigate in a tree, either vertically (tree traverse from top) or horizontally (tree iterate from
left/right). Combining navigations and the searching within nodes builds macro-operations
like get and scan.
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The next category contains the micro-operations that can be triggered by adding new data to
the structure. Foremost, this is the placement of new records such as key-value pairs into a node.
Similar to the lookup, this operation is not divisible further than inserting a record without
position reference into a node. Deeper operations return a di�erent result depending on the
primitive, such as the position or the division of the data. Inserting new data can cause further
structure-changing operations. For B+-Trees, tries, and skip-lists, this is usually a type of split
that leads to the allocation of new nodes and the division of content. These two steps can be
considered as separate micro-operations, although the allocation is independent of the primitive
for the same node size and thus can be omitted. Hence, it is mainly the type of data separation
that is of interest during a node split. The macro-operations to insert or update entries in a
tree would require the micro-operations lookup, traverse, insert, and split. Considering hybrid
structures, such as LSM-Trees in general or more speci�c solutions like the BP -Tree, introduces
further structure-changing operations. That is, for instance, the movement or migration of
nodes, runs, or levels from DRAM to PMem. Depending on the realization, data can just be
copied or must still be adapted beforehand, e.g., by sorting. Another micro-operation is to
merge multiple nodes into a new larger one. A representative example is the compaction/merge
step of a level in LSM-Trees.
Next, we consider operations that downsize trees and remove data. The most basic micro-
operation here is the removal of entries from a node. The cases where these are implemented
by inserting tombstone records, such as for LSM-Trees, are already covered by the micro-
operations insert in node and merge level. Thus, the erase operation checks primitives that
actually delete data instead. Such an erase can trigger an under�ow in a node, which can be
handled by balancing or merging with other nodes. The typical delete macro-operation in a
tree comprises searching, traversing, erasing, balancing, and merging.
The �nal category is recovery. During the examination of it, we realized that the steps are
basically composed of the operations of the read category plus the recreation of the volatile
DRAM parts. Thus, no new or other micro-operations based on PMem are arising anymore.
Only the reconstruction can now be done in bulk rather than by individual inserts, which is
why this category is still listed separately here. However, since our focus is on PMem and not
DRAM, the reconstruction step is left out of the evaluation. What is more interesting for us are
the measures, which have to take place before a failure occurs to restore the data in the �rst
place. This is not an explicit micro-operation but is re�ected in all modifying procedures and is
thus considered more concomitant as part of the primitives of DG3.

3.3.4 Primitives

In the following, we describe the set of our found design primitives. For the sake of clarity, we
will explain these alongside the design goals they pursue.

Reducing Writes

Per the �rst design goal, i.e., reducing writes, the node layout was reconsidered. The main
consensus in the literature was to keep the data nodes unsorted to avoid costly shifting
operations. However, this can cause the search for entries to take longer. To compensate for
this, features such as indirection, hashing, and bitmaps, as well as combinations of these, were
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Figure 3.4: Move DRAM data to a PMem node.

introduced. In Section 3.2 and Figure 3.2, we already discussed the conceivable layouts in detail.
What has become clear is that these options are not limited to B+-Trees, but apply to almost
all tree-like structures. To have a fair comparison in the evaluation (see Section 3.4), all of
our implementations align the search structure at the beginning and the keys to cache-line
boundaries.
The node layout is also decisive when moving nodes from DRAM to PMem, as it occurs with
LSM-Trees. For example, initially, the data could be bu�ered in DRAM and later transferred to
a sorted PMem-resident node. The sorting can be done 1 directly during bu�ering or 2 during
propagation. Figure 3.4 illustrates these two methods. If presorted, the DRAM data is simply
copied to the PMem node, or else it must be sorted before a copy operation. The cost of sorting,
in the �rst case, would be spread over time, while in the latter, it is done only once but to
a greater extent. However, the sorting should always already be done in DRAM to prevent
unnecessary writing to PMem. Which method runs faster or whether the copy process to
PMem costs the majority of performance anyway is hard to assess. However, the size of the
node will play a decisive role.
Also more commonly found in LSM-like structures is the merge process of multiple nodes
into a larger one. That is typically necessary if all nodes in a level are �lled and need to be
merged to a new node at the next level. Basically, we see two common approaches, namely
the 2-way and the K-way merge. Although the design space for merge algorithms is more
exhaustive, we think these two methods cover the main distinctions. Figures 3.5a and 3.5b
visualize both methods. The 2-way merge only merges two nodes at once until all nodes are
processed. The K-way merge, on the other hand, simultaneously compares all nodes at once
and can directly produce a �nal result. The former way is easier to implement but also leads to
more intermediate results. For both methods, the �nal result can be written either 1 directly
by performing the merge in PMem or 2 by merging the nodes in DRAM �rst and copying
the complete result to PMem. Unlike the previously considered micro-operation (moving of
nodes), no reordering is necessary, so the number of bytes written is for unique keys the same.
However, a direct write-out initiates many smaller writes, which can lead to cache lines being
�ushed multiple times in the case of unpredictable �ushes by the operating system. It becomes
even more problematic when duplicates exist, i.e., the same key was updated in multiple nodes,
and already written data has to be updated. The second variant via DRAM, however, requires
an additional copy step.
Splitting full nodes, as found in B+-Trees, skip-lists, and to some extent tries, can be done in two
ways. The �rst primitive, split move, involves fewer writes and thus more closely pursues DG1.
The idea is to move all keys greater than the split key to a new node. Alternatively, the data
could also be moved to two new nodes. That would be slightly easier but would also trigger
double the writes and tends thus not to be suitable. The second split primitive is applicable
when a bitmap is present in the nodes. It copies the complete full node and only resets the
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(a) 2-way merge into a PMem node.
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(b) K-way merge into a PMem node.

Figure 3.5: Design primitives for merging multiple nodes to the next level.

bits in the bitmap for greater keys in the original node. The inverted bitmap, i.e., enabling
the smaller keys, is then applied to the new node. Depending on the allocation process, this
split type involves more written bytes but could be faster due to algorithmic simplicity and
exploitation of more �ne-granular accesses. Therefore, this method is rather �tting DG2.
A �nal step to reduce the write load is given by the hybrid approaches storing only a necessary
part in PMem and managing the rest in DRAM. The best example is the selective persistence of
the FPTree, where the inner nodes are in DRAM, and the leaves are on PMem. This type of
data placement has an impact on almost all micro-operations. Its in�uence is thus quanti�ed at
the very beginning of the evaluation.

Fine-granular Access

The di�erent search and access methods assigned to DG2 depend strongly on the underlying
node layout. Therefore, the design primitives in this category have, for the most part, already
been explained along with it. While a linear search – where all keys are examined – is always a
possibility, binary searches are only feasible if some kind of sorting is given. This can be done
either by sorting the entries themselves or by an indirection array. If a bitmap is present, the
corresponding bit must be checked or �ipped, in addition to the entries in each case, so that
no deleted or unset data slots are read. With hash probing, a linear search can be accelerated.
However, this always requires extra hashes to be calculated. At this point, other algorithms
such as interpolation or exponential searches would also be conceivable but have not been
mentioned in the literature so far.
The major innovation with PMem is now that the data does not have to be loaded into DRAM
�rst but can be processed or searched directly. Especially the support by features like indirection,
bitmaps, and �ngerprints/hashing seems to be very well suited for cache sensitive and �ne-
granular accesses without having to touch the entire node.

Failure Atomicity

Regarding the last design goal, we extracted three di�erent methods to achieve failure atomicity.
The easiest method for developers is by using PMDK transactions. It provides a general-purpose
way by encapsulating appropriate sections to happen atomically. As we discussed in Section 2.4,
this process usually costs more performance than necessary. Another general-purpose solution
is the PMwCAS operation, which provides CAS operations for ranges bigger than eight bytes,
as we explained in Section 3.1. There are similar concerns as with PMDK transactions, though.
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The �nal method that was mainly used in the literature is to individually persist the data using
�ush and fence instructions.
In principle, the methods are relevant for all micro-operations that involve writes to PMem.
While we could simply place PMDK transactions around any micro-operation, manually setting
instructions must take into account the individual operation and also the primitive(s) used.
Thus, deleting an entry in a node with a bitmap can be e�ciently implemented by a bit �ip,
a �ush, and surrounding fences. For sorted or unsorted nodes without auxiliary structures,
however, the procedure becomes more complicated since the entries on the right must be shifted
one to the left, and the counter must be decremented. To make this procedure fault-tolerant,
there is probably no way around a before or after image, like in PMDK transactions. Only if
duplicates are not allowed, one could detect and �x a failed delete based on such duplicates,
as it was similarly done in FAST and FAIR [HKWN18]. In our experiments, we mostly left
out correct failure atomicity because of its individual treatment and just persisted all changes.
Instead, we consider them exemplarily using the micro-operations move node and merge level.
With these, an individual implementation by �ushes and fences independent of the primitive is
easily possible, which makes it more comparable with the transactional approach. The idea
is to introduce an array storing the pointers or o�sets for each level to the next free node, as
shown in Figure 3.6.
These pointers can be atomically updated – if aligned correctly – after the move or merge
process is �nished. It is possible since, on x86 architectures, 8-byte aligned writes are failure
atomic. Hence, by limiting the size of the pointers or o�sets to 8 bytes, we can completely avoid
transactions. Assume a crash occurs while the write operation in node 1 is not complete yet.
After the restart, no undo is necessary because the pointer is still at position 0. A new merge
or move process would just overwrite the partial changes in node 1. Similarly, this could also
be implemented with PMDK transactions or PMwCAS instructions (instead of atomics), only
encapsulating the pointer adjustments. It would be necessary if larger pointers than 8 bytes are
required. Data consistency remains unchanged irrespective of whether the entire node or just
the pointer is added into the log. Consequently, the performance penalty of PMDK transactions
could be signi�cantly reduced. All of these methods, we refer to as individual failure atomicity
in the evaluation. If all the changed data is simply �ushed, ignoring the reordering abilities of
the CPU, we term this as no failure atomicity. The third variant we evaluate encapsulates the
complete micro-operation and is marked as PMDK transaction. Regarding Table 3.1, all variants
fall under DG3. The individual and no failure atomicity variants could also be counted to DG1
as they reduce the number of writes, whereby the latter serves more as a theoretical baseline.

5,6,7,8 DRAM Buffer

1,2,3,4 5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PMem Nodes
(1. Level)

0 1 Offset/Pointer per Level

Figure 3.6: Individually realizing failure atomicity with an LSM-Tree as an example.
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3.3.5 Extendability

As it already became clear in Section 3.2, the design space is tremendous and, thus, Table 3.1
only covers an excerpt. However, it can be easily extended by more design primitives and micro-
operations. Conceivable extensions can be expected, for example, in the �elds of hardware
utilization and concurrency. Concerning the former, we already applied cache-line alignment
and speci�c CPU instructions. The latter was excluded as it does not �t into our micro-
consideration. Instead, concurrency control is discussed separately and on a higher level in
Chapter 5. Also, failure atomicity could be explored more deeply. For the time being, we have
focused on PMDK transactions and individual persist operations. Finally, future proposals
for the node layout – that we have not thought about yet – can also be incorporated later. In
principle, our currently considered micro-operations and primitives should already cover a large
part of PMem-aware trees while serving as inspiration for future extensions or applications to
other technologies.

3.3.6 Metrics

Now that the primitives and operations and their mapping have been inspected, the next step
is to evaluate the applicable options from Table 3.1 using appropriate white-box benchmarks.
The correspondingly assigned experiments are noted in the last row of the table. Thus, all
PMem-based operations are fully covered. Before we delve into the experiments, however, we
must �rst consider relevant metrics. From our point of view, the throughput does not provide
usable values at this point because we are at the micro-level. The average time of the micro-
operations, i.e., the latency, is more meaningful here in terms of performance. Furthermore,
performance counters on the hardware level, such as cache misses or instructions per cycle,
can also provide valuable information. We think that especially the number of �ushes (persist
operations) and written bytes are crucial factors due to the read-write asymmetry. General
memory consumption is also a factor that should not be ignored since PMem typically has less
capacity than disks.

3.4 Evaluation

The benchmarks in this evaluation represent the micro-operations on tree-like data structures
as presented in the previous section. From the design primitives, we focused on the following
candidates for the node layout: sorted, unsorted, indirection + bitmap (indirection), hash-probing
+ bitmap (hashing), and bitmap only, in most of the experiments. Accordingly, we reviewed the
access primitives: binary search with and without using indirection as well as linear search
with and without using hashing and a bitmap. In Section 3.2, we already discussed how we
reimplemented these approaches to isolate the primitives. A brief recap will still be given for
each corresponding experiment. The primary goal is to evaluate the design primitives inde-
pendently of their original context and identify their bene�ts and costs. As a comprehensible
result, a performance pro�le for our main primitives shall be created exemplarily at the end.
As already mentioned during the discussion about failure atomicity, we mainly report the
results for manually persisting the modi�ed data. We will compare the impact of individual
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handling of failure atomicity and PMDK transactions only for the move node (experiment E6)
and merge level (experiment E7). Alternatively, we could also use PMwCAS operations. Since
these were not yet integrated with PMDK at the time of the experiments, they were omitted
for the time being.
Regarding the data used, we mostly worked with �xed-size keys and values being 8-byte
identi�ers and 16-byte tuples (<int, int, double>), respectively. In cases where this format
di�ers, this will be indicated. The chosen size of the values also corresponds to the size of a
persistent pointer (e.g., to the actual payload). As it was already shown in Figure 3.2, we stored
the keys, values, and child pointers in separate arrays within the nodes to provide better locality
bene�ts when iterating through the keys. Furthermore, the payload was always cache-line
aligned. The �ll ratio of the trees was set to 100%, but this ratio is actually irrelevant in most
experiments since we access prede�ned positions. With the di�erent node layouts, also the
number of maximum elements di�ers. That is in particular apparent for smaller node sizes.
In all benchmarks, we created several nodes (and sometimes even trees) with the same content to
avoid reporting cache instead of PMem performance. Together, they stretched over a multiple
of the LLC size. For each benchmark iteration, a di�erent randomly chosen instance was
accessed. Thus, it is rather unlikely for the CPU to prefetch or cache the correct instances.
For comparison purposes, we nevertheless ran the measurements additionally always on the
same instance, what we refer to as a cached case in the text. In any scenario, the data points
in our graphs are supported by several thousand iterations. Like the data structures, also our
benchmarks and used scripts can be reviewed in our public repository6.

3.4.1 Read Operations

Node Search (E1)

First of all, we consider performance of the most basic micro-operation, namely searching for a
key within a node. It is used for nearly all macro-operations such as get, update, and delete
and, thus, a crucial performance indicator. The most decisive factor is the node layout and the
corresponding possible access primitives, which we have all tested. We varied the node size
and the position of the target key, as these can also have a large impact on performance. As
a result, we expect binary searches to be faster with and without the help of an indirection
array for the middle and last node positions. Figure 3.7 visualizes our measurements. Besides
the PMem implementations, we included the results for all variants when running on DRAM
summarized in one curve. That should serve as a baseline.
It is visible that the binary search is performing worse than expected. Just when the key
is exactly in the middle and, thus, only one access happens, it can keep up with the linear
approaches in the PMem case. Also, contrary to our expectations, indirection does not yield
any advantages over a direct binary search. It should be noted, however, that it takes much
fewer writes to insert and delete, which we will look at later. The problem that causes the
slowdown is the alternate access to the indirection and key array, which are all the more apart,
the larger the node. The direct binary search only scans through the latter. With one or two
exceptions, the hashing approach is the fastest of the linear methods. That is since most of
the comparisons are made in the front cache line(s). Only if a hash comparison is positive, the

6PMem-based Data Structures - https://github.com/dbis-ilm/PMem_DS
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Figure 3.7: Searching for a key within a node (E1).

corresponding key is checked. Since in our scenario the hashes are unique, it amounts to a
single key comparison. Thus, on average, the fewest cache lines need to be loaded from PMem.
When doing the same experiments with DRAM-resident nodes, binary searches performed
much better, especially with the target key in the middle. In a cached case, both for DRAM and
PMem, even the back access areas were faster with binary search. However, it is important to
mention that the unsorted approaches are not suitable for inner nodes in B+-Trees since the
search is based on key ranges and not key equality. That is particularly relevant for hybrid
structures as binary search performs better in DRAM anyway.
Furthermore, with the indirection and hashing approach, it can be seen that there are sometimes
rapid rises in latency when the node size is increased. It is related to the also increasing search
structure at the beginning of the nodes. Thus, for 1 KiB and 2 KiB already two cache lines are
needed for the auxiliary structures, and for 4 KiB, three. However, unlike indirection, hashing
usually reads fewer of the cache lines. Overall, both approaches (and slightly also the bitmap)
have a higher memory footprint.
Staying on the subject of memory footprint, Table 3.2 shows the exact number of possible
entries per node depending on their size and layout as well as the total PMem space required
for a given number of 50M records. Without a search structure – as with sorted and unsorted
nodes – more records will naturally �t in a node. If auxiliary structures like the indirection
or �ngerprint array are introduced, one additional byte per entry is required. The bitmap
requires an additional bit per entry. As we already clari�ed above, for a fair comparison, we
have aligned the base node structure as well, so that the keys also start in a new cache line. In
percentage terms, it can be seen that smaller nodes entail a higher memory overhead. However,
this is also very dependent on the size of the keys and values. The poorer utilization of space
also leads to potentially longer traversing paths.
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Table 3.2: Calculated number of records per node and memory consumption of a node chain (50M
records) for a given node size.

Node Size
256 B 512 B 1 KiB 2 KiB 4 KiB Unit

Base Node 9 19 41 83 169 records/node
1,32 1,25 1,16 1,15 1,13 GB

Aligned Node 8 18 40 82 168 records/node
1,49 1,32 1,19 1,16 1,14 GB

Node with Search Structure 8 18 37 79 160 records/node
1,49 1,32 1,25 1,22 1,19 GB

Overhead Aligned +13% +6% +3% +1% +1%
Overhead Search Structure +13% +6% +8% +6% +5%

Overall, apart from the higher memory requirements, we see the hashing approach as the best
solution for searches in a persistent node. For nodes that are in DRAM (e.g., inner nodes) or
that are very likely to be cached, the traditional sorted layout is better suited.

Tree Traversal (E2)

In the next experiment, we consider the traversal cost from the root to the leaf level, as
known from navigations in B+-Trees. Therefore, most of the accesses concern inner nodes.
Since the search within nodes is already covered in experiment E1, we only measure timings
for dereferencing and chasing pointers. Again, we want to avoid prefetching and cached
measurements. Therefore, a random child pointer is always chosen and chased. Without the
search, the node layout is hardly decisive. Instead, we thus compare the times for traversing
nodes placed in PMem or DRAM. Merely the last access ends in a persistent leaf node, re�ecting
the idea of hybrid data structures and placement. Regarding the parameters, we varied the depth
of the tree or the length of the node chain. Since the node size made virtually no di�erence here,
the results are reported in aggregate form. We expect that the latency per node visit increases
by about the corresponding idle random read latency measured in Table 2.2, depending on the
technology. Our results are illustrated in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Traversing a tree w/o search (E2).
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As it can be seen, with increasing tree depth or frequent pointer chasing in general, the use of
PMem can lead to a drastic loss of performance. For DRAM nodes, the latency increases by
about 50-100 ns for each extra level, like anticipated. In the case of exclusively used PMem-
resident nodes, on the other hand, each level increases the latency by about 400-500 ns. That
is already almost 50% more than the latency measured at the beginning and also reported
in [LHO+19, vRVL+19]. It may be due to the additional software overhead (such as PMDK)
and possibly not yet fully developed optimizations on the compiler and hardware level.
Apart from that, it becomes clear anyway that all structures would bene�t greatly from a
hybrid layout. In the previous experiment, we had already pointed out that, in the case of
DRAM, sorted nodes can be searched faster and are also necessary. Both direct and indirect
sorting is possible. The direct search is more memory e�cient, and the indirect one saves write
operations, but this is not as vital for DRAM. However, it should always be considered that the
DRAM parts have to be restored in case of a crash and, thus, the restart takes longer. A decision
must be made here depending on the use case and requirements. For example, if performance
is most important and failures are rare, a hybrid approach should de�nitely be applied.

Tree Iterate (E3)

The orthogonal navigation direction is the horizontal traversal of nodes, also called scan or
iteration. Since we traverse the nodes not in an ordered manner, we prefer to use the term iterate
to avoid confusion with range scans. This micro-operation is the last in the read category that
we want to wield. Unlike the experiment before, this one includes pointer chasing and iteration
over all keys and values. The number of entries per node has a great in�uence here. Therefore,
we limit the number to the maximum possible based on the nodes having a search structure
(see Table 3.2). The benchmark was implemented by letting a tree grow horizontally by making
the single inner node, i.e., the root, progressively larger. The size of the leaf nodes also has an
in�uence, but the results are proportionally the same. Hence, we show representatively only
the measurements for node sizes of 1 KiB. There are three variants for the access primitives.
The sorted and unsorted approaches use the same algorithm since the order is not of interest,
and the key and value arrays can be iterated directly. The three approaches with a search
structure also share the same algorithm. They all have a bitmap that must be checked for
valid entries. Since this causes branching in the loop and alternating accesses, we expect it
to perform poorer than the direct variant. The third variant is enabled if an indirection array
is present. As this also stores the number of entries in the �rst byte, the indirection array
can be traversed to the �ll level using this number, which thus only refers to valid entries.
However, since this approach does not necessarily correspond to the order of the key and value
arrays – and, hence, results in more random accesses – better performance is rather disputable.
Nevertheless, we have tested all three variants and present the results in Figure 3.9.
Interestingly, the iteration via indirection is even worse than expected and slower than the
bitmap variant. As a consequence, it can be stated that even if an indirection array is available,
the bitmap should be used for iteration. It might look di�erent though if the order should be
respected when iterating. In any case, as expected, the direct approach is the fastest. Based on
its performance, the overhead of the bitmap is 31%, and that of the indirection is 58%, in the
largest tested case. Especially alternating between the cache lines (bitmap/indirection slots, key,
and value array) as mentioned above is a drawback. However, the nodes in this scenario are
100% �lled, which is already favorable for the bitmap procdedure. Thus, the branch prediction
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Figure 3.9: Iterating through nodes (E3).

should always be positive, and moreover, the number of checked entries is the same as with
the other methods (i.e., the loop passes). In the case of indirection and direct iteration, the loop
only needs to step over the number of entries actually present. Since our iteration function
only reads the keys and values and copies them into a variable, its e�ort is quite manageable.
Also, the bulk of performance goes thus to the algorithmic part of iterating. We assume that
with an increasing complexity of the underlying function, the approaches converge in terms of
performance.
Overall, we saw that for iterating through persistent data nodes, the direct iteration used for
a plain sorted and unsorted layout performs the best. In order to realize range scans based
on this micro-operation, sorting must be available. It remains open to verify the overhead of
on-demand sorting per node versus the already sorted approaches. Experiment E6 will provide
partial insights into this. Finally, this experiment has shown us, in particular for DCPMMs,
that frequent alternating between non-sequential cache lines should be avoided.

3.4.2 Insert-based Operations

Node Insert (E4)

The basic operation for inserting new data into a tree is the placement of a new entry in a
target data node. Again, like in experiment E1, the node layout is the main category of the
primitives as it determines what else has to be modi�ed. In the benchmarks, we varied the
node size and the insert position regarding the order of the already existing keys. Since we now
modify data on PMem, we additionally report the number of bytes modi�ed and the actually
written bytes to the device (a multiple of cache lines). In preparation, all key-value pairs except
the target key are inserted into a node with precisely the space needed. For example, if a pair
is to be inserted at the �rst position in a node with ten slots, the pairs with the keys from 2-10
are inserted in advance. The measured part is con�ned to the insertion of key 1, i.e., the search
for the target position is not included. In order to obtain the macro-operation insert into a tree,
we can add approximately the time to traverse, the respective node searches, and the node
insert as presented here. Theoretically, the sorted layout has the most overhead since other
entries must also be moved. That results in many writes and �ushed cache lines. Therefore, we
expect it to perform the worst for this micro-operation. In the other approaches, however, the
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payload is only appended. The di�erence becomes apparent when adapting the metadata. Our
results are shown in Figure 3.10.
It is quickly evident that maintaining sorted nodes in PMem has an essential performance
impact. The direct sorting approach worsens as the node size increases, corresponding to the
higher number of bytes written. It can only keep up with 256-byte nodes, which can be justi�ed
by the approximately equal number of �ushed cache lines. The unsorted variants, on the other
hand, perform signi�cantly better. For instance, for the plain unsorted case, only the key and
the value need to be appended and the size �eld updated. In the hashing and bitmap case, the
hash and bit are set accordingly instead of the size �eld. The indirection approach performs
much better than the directly sorted layout, especially when the key position is in the front and
all slots have to be shifted to the back to keep the indirect ordering. Compared to the unsorted
approaches, however, the maintenance of metadata costs signi�cantly more time. As can be
seen particularly in the last case with the key position at the back, the overhead is not due to
sorting the slots. Instead, it is constituted by the determination of a free bit position plus the
given slot position. The indirection approach is thus the only approach that has to �nd two
positions, which is why we have included the overhead of one of them.
In general, the direct sorting of node entries is not suitable for read-write asymmetric devices
like PMem. Although the number of changes is similar for indirection, the total number of
modi�ed bytes is much smaller, and several slots can be persisted at once. Therefore, apart
from the additional determination of the position, indirection can compete with the unsorted
variants, which in turn perform all equally well.
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Figure 3.10: Inserting a key into a node (E4).
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Node Split (E5)

The next experiment in the insert category is the splitting of nodes. We have focused on data
or leaf nodes since these must always be stored persistently to be fail-safe. We chose a similar
setup as for experiment E4, except this time, the nodes were �lled completely in advance.
Therefore, we again report the number of bytes modi�ed and actually written, besides the
latency. The two split strategies, as presented in Section 3.3, can be applied to the indirection,
hashing, and bitmap approach. The move variant changes fewer bytes, which theoretically
leads to a reduction of writes and thus supports DG1. The copy variant, on the other hand,
exploits the �ne-grained access and thus pursues DG2. If there is no bitmap in the node layout,
the copy strategy is not reasonable as it would trigger duplicate writes. The reason for this
is that the entire node is copied �rst, and then all entries are reordered to the left and thus
written again. In general, we expect that sorted approaches should be faster since nodes that
are already sorted can be split into larger and smaller parts more quickly. Unsorted approaches
would have to check each entry against the split key, while with sorted nodes, everything
starting from the middle can simply be copied. The measurements are shown in Figure 3.11.
Since the bitmap and hashing approach exhibited exactly the same performance, and to keep
the �gure neat, we summarized them in the diagram as bitmap.
As expected, the approaches with ordered entries are generally faster than the unordered ones.
Using an indirection layout and the move strategy results in a similar curve as the sorted
variant. It requires, however, a bit more e�ort for transferring and setting the slots and the bits
of the entries. In the case of direct sorting, only the size �eld has to be adapted at this point.
With the bitmap (and hashing) approach, more time is needed by searching for the median in an
unsorted array. For this search, we used the quickselect algorithm with an average complexity
of O(n), although other selection algorithms could conceivably be used. Accordingly, this
procedure is even more dependent on the node size.
Conceptually, the copy strategy modi�es more bytes than the move strategy as it copies an
entire node. Re�ecting on the write endurance and read-write asymmetry of PMem, this could
be a shortcoming. However, we performed this copy operation together with the allocation.
Since this initiates a sequential write, it seems bene�cial for the write-combining bu�er on
the DCPMMs. As can be seen, the copy strategy performs better than moving. With only the
bitmap (or plus hashing slots), the di�erence is more noticeable since only the bitmap has
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Figure 3.11: Splitting a node (E5).
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to be updated after the allocation. With indirection, the corresponding slots must be shifted
additionally, but it does not require searching for the median. In general, we can deduce that the
copy approach is more e�ective when a bitmap is present. When running the same experiments
on DRAM-based nodes (e.g., for inner nodes), we saw a similar result and again recommend
either a sorted variant or the copy approach.
By pro�ling, it has been found that the majority of the time in all approaches is required for
allocating the new node (about 80%). As a result, the curves in the �gure are all relatively close
to each other. Currently, the allocation was implemented with PMDK, which must always be
encapsulated in a transaction. In addition, we found that the duration depends on the allocated
size. Already in [LHO+19], it was observed that allocations in PMem have a tremendous
impact and, therefore, should be used as rarely as possible. In contrast to DRAM, additional
mechanisms must be employed to prevent persistent memory leaks. To amortize the overhead,
group allocations, as also proposed in [OLN+16], are recommended.
Overall, we would have expected a trade-o� of performance against endurance between the
copy and move strategy. That is not the case because the copy process is carried out during
allocation, and the copy strategy can be recommended without reservation. In the end, however,
the sorted variants (direct and indirect) are always better when splitting.

Move Node (E6)

Another insert-based micro-operation is the movement of DRAM data to a persistent node. It
is motivated by LSM-Trees when merging the full DRAM bu�er to the �rst persistent level. In
this setup, we varied the node size and also examined the di�erent strategies regarding failure
atomicity. These are no failure atomicity, individual failure atomicity, and PMDK transaction as
they were explained in Section 3.3. Here, we want to analyze, on the one hand, the e�ect of the
strategies depending on the node size. On the other hand, we want to determine the additional
overhead to keep sorted nodes in two variants. The �rst is to keep the DRAM data unsorted and
sort it just before moving it to PMem. Secondly, the DRAM data could be maintained sorted and
directly be moved to PMem Thus, the measurements for the �rst method additionally contains
the time for sorting in DRAM. The nodes in this experiment have been simpli�ed a bit and
are simple persistent arrays of key-value pairs. In contrast to LSM-Trees, we do not consider
duplicates for this operation and use only unique keys. Our results are given in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Move data from DRAM to a PMem node (E6).
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Obviously, the additional sorting takes more time.The relative overhead continues to increase as
the node size increases. With no failure atomicity measures, the unsorted variant is 4-5× slower
than the already sorted variant. Using individual measures and transactions, the overhead is
3-5× and 2-3.5×, respectively. However, the overhead of maintaining a sorted source data
structure would be greater. All the more if this is to be done on PMem (see experiment E4).
Theoretically, inserting n elements into a sorted array by shifting the entries has an average
complexity of O(n2). Whereas the one-time sort is possible in O(n log(n)). Alternatively, the
sorted array can be organized as a tree reducing the complexity also toO(n log(n)). In practice,
however, larger nodes will then lead to more frequent cache misses and random accesses. For
smaller DRAM bu�ers, we thus see it as sensible to keep them sorted. However, larger DRAM
bu�ers and PMem structures as a whole should be kept unsorted. Since for a typical LSM-Tree
application scenario the DRAM bu�er is in the order of a few kilobytes, the unsorted variant is
the more appropriate approach.
Besides the impact of sorting, the overhead of the PMDK transactions is unmissable in Fig-
ure 3.12. These degrade performance in the range of 1.2-3×. Especially with smaller nodes and
the presorted approach, this is decisive. On the other hand, we see that the individual realization
of failure atomicity – adding a single 64-bit persistent variable into a PMDK transaction or
using an 8-byte aligned write (plus manually placed fences) – has almost the same performance
as no failure protection. In both cases, the persistent node is still explicitly �ushed. Overall,
this experiment shows that general-purpose implementations such as PMDK transactions can
lead to a signi�cant overhead. Therefore, this should be used exclusively for allocation and
deallocations, if possible. Particularly for performance critical applications, failure atomicity
should de�nitely be implemented individually.

Merge Level (E7)

Also derived from operations of the LSM-Tree, the next experiment deals with merging multiple
sorted nodes into a larger one. We test performance of the 2-way and K-way merge algorithms,
as introduced in Figure 3.5a and Figure 3.5b, respectively. On top of this, we considered the two
variants of merging, where either the data is merged directly into PMem, or it is �rst arranged
on DRAM and then copied to PMem. In addition, we investigate two extreme cases regarding
duplicates. That is, either there are only unique keys across all nodes or 100% duplicate keys,
i.e., every key is in all nodes. Again, since the individual implementation of failure atomicity
is independent of the primarily tested primitives, its in�uence can also be well studied here.
The results of all these combinations with four source nodes of varying sizes are visualized
in Figure 3.13. We summarized no and individual failure atomicity in the same curves because
they resulted in about the same performance.
Once again, we can observe that PMDK transactions massively degrade the runtime. Inter-
estingly, the 2-way merging directly to PMem without duplicates is signi�cantly faster than
with DRAM bu�er. With the K-way strategy, this is not so clear. Using transactions, it is even
the other way round. In general, the 2-way strategy with direct merge on PMem performs
better than the K-way strategy. The reason for this is probably the emergence of more frequent
cache misses and random accesses during the K-way merge since all nodes are considered
simultaneously. When duplicates are present (second column of Figure 3.13), the K-way and
2-way merge performance converge. Only when transactions are used the 2-way merge is
again faster.
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Figure 3.13: Merging sorted data in persistent nodes to a new persistent node (E7).

The reason why the merge directly on PMem with transactions behaves this way, we explain
as follows. The resulting node after a merge operation may contain a di�erent number of
elements varying between two extremes. The least number of elements corresponds to one
source node, which is the case with 100% duplicates. If there are no duplicates, the size equals
the sum of the elements of all source nodes. Usually, the result size cannot be predicted. For the
K-way merge, this means that the maximum size must be assumed and added to the transaction.
With the 2-way merge, the size can be reduced by the intermediate results already before, and
only the potential maximum of the last binary merge must be added to the transaction. With
100% duplicates, this corresponds only to the number of elements of two nodes. Therefore, the
2-way merge performs better here with PMDK transactions.
With an intermediate bu�er on DRAM (the second row in the �gure), the K-way merge can
take advantage of that since it knows the target size on PMem before allocating and copying
the result. Therefore, both merge strategies perform quite similarly. If there are no or only a
few duplicates, the K-way merge is even slightly better than the 2-way merge. However, as
already stated, the DRAM bu�er is not suitable here anyway since it does not reduce the �nal
result size.
So, in summary, we can state the following. In any case, individual failure atomicity should
be preferred instead of PMDK transactions. If duplicates are expected to be rare, the 2-way
merge with the last merge directly to PMem is the best choice. However, if frequent duplicates
are assumed, the approaches show little di�erence, but the direct merge on PMem uses fewer
resources. Lastly, if an individual realization is not possible or PMDK transactions must be
used, by all means, these should make use of the DRAM bu�er to minimize the size of the
logged region.
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3.4.3 Erase-based Operations

Erase from Node (E8)

In the �nal erase-based category, we start with the basic removal of a single key-value pair
from a node. As with the search (E1) and insertion (E4) of a single pair, performance depends
on the node size and position of the data, which is why they are varied. In addition to latency,
the quantity of bytes written is also of interest. A full node is created in advance so that we can
delete entries at any position. Similar to E4, the search for the position is not included in the
measurement and can instead be added to it using E1. The complete delete macro-operation
excluding under�ow handling is composed of traversing the tree, searching each node, and this
erase micro-operation. The traditional sorted approach probably performs the worst since the
keys and values to the right of the deleted position must be moved to �ll the created gap. That,
in turn, leads to many writes and �ushes. For the unsorted layout without auxiliary structures,
we noticed that this is not necessary. In fact, it is su�cient to copy only the rearmost entry to
the deleted position and eventually decrement the size �eld. Since the hashing and indirection
approaches are equipped with a bitmap, only one bit has to be reset for them, just like for the
pure bitmap approach. Algorithmically, the same process applies, except that the slot array still
has to be shifted in case of indirection. Because all of these approaches apply their changes
usually in the same cache line, we expect them to run faster than the sorted and unsorted
approach. The visualization of our measurements is given in Figure 3.14.
The suitability of the bitmap for fast erase operations is undeniable. There is never a case it
is not the best-performing approach. Combined with hashing, not much changes since the
algorithm remains the same. Only the slight di�erence in the node layout seems to have a
minimal in�uence. Even with indirection, the additional e�ort for shifting the 1-byte slots is
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Figure 3.14: Erasing an entry from a node (E8).
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moderate. Since from 2 KiB, another cache line must be adapted and �ushed (more than 64
slots, cf. Table 3.2), the distance to the pure bitmap implementation, which still considers only
one cache line, is a little higher there. Only when the target entry is the greatest key of the
node, i.e., the last slot, performance stays close to the pure bitmap. That is because no slots
have to be shifted and only the bit is reset and the size is updated.
Regarding the remaining two approaches, we would have estimated the alternative approach
for the unsorted layout to be more constant as always the same number of bytes are adapted.
However, the location of the erased and last position from which the entry is moved is decisive.
Furthermore, the size of the node is also crucial since the larger the node, the greater the
probability that three cache lines have to be almost always processed. Interestingly, this access
pattern is even slower for smaller nodes than the shifting in the sorted approach. In this case,
therefore, the original approach should rather be chosen. However, it can be seen that shifting
does not scale well with increasing node size and is thus not suitable. The reasons are too many
writes and �ushes that drastically degrades performance when using PMem. For larger nodes,
this approach can only keep up if the last key is deleted and, thus, no shifting is necessary.
Overall, we can state that a bitmap is vital for fast erasures.

Balance Node (E9)

Erasing entries can lead to the under�ow of a node, which can be balanced with a full node.
However, there may be other reasons why entries are transferred from one node to another. That
is the process we want to address in this experiment. In preparation for this, we create an array
with full nodes and an array with half-�lled nodes (actually one less than half, representing
an under�owed node). The task of the balance micro-operation is to move a quarter of the
entries of the full node into the half-�lled node. In tree structures, this is usually done using
sibling nodes located either on the left or on the right. Practically, this means that the entries
are moved either to a node with larger keys or with smaller keys. In the former case, with
sorted nodes, the receiving node has to make room in the front for the new smaller entries in
advance. On the other hand, when balancing a node having smaller keys than the donating
node, the remaining entries of the donor must be shifted to the front. The indirection approach
is similar, only that the shifting is applied to the slot array, and the entries can be placed at any
free position. With unsorted nodes, however, the whole node must be scanned to �nd the next
minimum or maximum key for every movement, which makes the complexity quadratic. We
expect similar results as with the splitting of nodes (E5) since sorted nodes make this procedure
more simple. Accordingly, we again vary node sizes and report modi�ed as well as written
bytes per operation in addition to the latency. Our results are illustrated in Figure 3.15.
In contrast to our previous results, a contrary pattern emerges so that the number of bytes
written is not directly re�ected in performance. As expected, the two sorted approaches are
consistently the fastest. However, it is unexpected that as the nodes get larger, the performance
gap with the unsorted variants becomes so tremendous. In the most extreme case, the directly
sorted approach is four times faster than the hashing one. The layouts with bitmap have to
additionally search for free space on the receiver side at each move step. Due to the �ngerprint
array when hashing, extra bytes and possibly even cache lines have to be written. Also, with
the indirection, the search for a free slot in the bitmap seems to play a greater role with larger
nodes. Since there is less writing, we would have expected it to be better as directly sorted
nodes, but the random read and write portion seems more crucial.
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Figure 3.15: Balancing two nodes (E9).

If we consider the di�erence between balancing with the left or right node, we get fewer writes
for the former but lower latency for the latter – which is more visible for the plain sorted and
unsorted approach. The number of writes can be explained for the sorted case as follows. When
balancing with the left node, the entries of the half-�lled receiver are �rst moved to make room,
and then a quarter is copied from the donor (≡ 3/4 of node entries written). However, on the
other side, a quarter of the donor is �rst appended to the receiver node, and then the remaining
three-quarters of the donor are shifted (≡ an entire node written). The second variant involves
more writes, but the access pattern is also more sequential and thus slightly faster. Ultimately,
with respect to our design goals DG1 and DG2, we would consider indirection the best primitive
for this micro-operation as long as the node size does not exceed 2 KiB.

Merge Nodes (E10)

Besides balancing, under�ows in nodes can also be handled by a merge with another node. This
merge, unlike experiment E7, a�ects only two nodes and happens in-place, i.e., no new memory
area is allocated. It means that the 2-way and K-way merge strategies are not applicable.
Duplicates are also irrelevant for this micro-operation. Again, the node layouts and the
corresponding incorporation of the new data are crucial. The merge can be done with a node
having smaller or larger keys, as with the balance operation before. However, in this case,
merging into a node with larger keys would require an additional shift in the receiving node
for the sorted approaches. A merge into a node with smaller keys, on the other hand, does not
need to shift anything since the donor node is deallocated or marked free hereafter. Hence,
this is always the better option, and we only consider this direction. In general, it can also
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Figure 3.16: Merging two nodes (E10).

be seen as an ordered bulk insertion. Algorithmically, the sorted and unsorted approaches
proceed exactly the same by appending the entries to the receiver node and �nally updating
the size �eld. Accordingly, we have summarized them as append. The other primitives require
to search for free slots for each new entry, which can be at arbitrary positions and, thus, will
lead to a random access pattern. Therefore, we expect them to perform worse than the append
procedure. In our measurements, we excluded the time for deallocation of the donor node as it
is the same for all approaches and could also be solved by adding the node to a free list or node
pool, as indicated before. The measured latencies and modi�ed/written bytes of the approaches
are presented as a function of the node size in Figure 3.16.
As with the previous experiment E9, the bitmap has a negative impact. Again, for a node size of
4 KiB, the di�erence amounts to a factor of four. In the previous section, we already mentioned
that it leads to a random access pattern, which becomes even more pronounced as the size of
the nodes increases. The iteration of the donor node does not have to check every bit in the
case of indirection. However, the indirect access via the slots still causes a random pattern, and
the receiver’s slot array must also be updated. With the hashing approach, the copying of the
�ngerprint array is added again and can lead to even more written cache lines. In a separate
isolated experiment, we measured the time for plainly deallocating a node. Constantly, this was
about 1.6 µs independent of the node size. Overall, the result of this experiment is as expected,
and the approaches without auxiliary structures are the most suitable for this merge operation.

3.4.4 Performance Pro�les

Now that we have discussed all the individual experiments in detail, we can assemble our said
goal of a PMem-based performance pro�le per primitive as a comprehensive overview. We
have focused on the main layout primitives (sorted, unsorted, indirection, hashing, and bitmap)
and their corresponding access primitives as these in�uence most of the micro-operations.
For the access primitives, we have always considered the best-performing of the applicable
algorithms based on the experiments. Figure 3.17 presents our result summarizing and con-
trasting performance and the write reduction of the selected primitives. In the following, we
will recapitulate the individual advantages and disadvantages of the approaches.
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Figure 3.17: Performance pro�le of primary design primitives.

Sorted

As it becomes evident when looking at the �gure, the original sorted approach has signi�cant
bottlenecks when placing new or deleting entries in a node. In addition, the search performance
is also not optimal in the uncached PMem case. As compensation, iterations and cross-node
operations, such as splitting and merging, can bene�t from sorting. Furthermore, the layout is
the most compact but is paid for with signi�cantly more write and �ush operations.

Unsorted

Due to the omission of node sorting, the basic operations such as search, insert and erase
perform signi�cantly better. Particularly for the latter two, it is mainly attributable to the write
reduction. If the order is not of interest during the iterations, they also perform equally well as
the sorted variant. In return, structural adjustments such as splitting and balancing are subject
to signi�cantly higher costs because the order in the entire tree must still be maintained. So
if the structure grows and shrinks frequently, these micro-operations will heavily weigh in.
Two ways to counteract this would be to opt for larger nodes to minimize the number of these
operations or not to handle under�ows at all.

Indirection

Introducing the indirection feature to the unsorted nodes is another method to overcome the
problem of costly structural adjustments. Indirect sorting results in a good balance between
all micro-operations. In addition, it requires far fewer write operations, which has a positive
e�ect on PMem cell life. Only the node needs a little more memory due to the additional search
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Table 3.3: Workload assignment for our main design primitives.

RUM Workload Particularly Positive Particularly Negative

Sorted · scan-heavy + range scans - point lookups
+ lowest memory footprint - insertions & erasures

Unsorted · read-heavy & read-write + range scans
+ lowest memory footprint

Indirection · write-heavy + many structural changes
Hashing · read-write + point lookups - costly under�ow
Bitmap · read-write + erase entries

+ lower memory footprint

structures. However, since searching for a key is slower in this case than for the other layouts,
the indirection approach is sooner suitable for write-dominant workloads.

Hashing

The �ngerprint or hashing approach is a little worse in terms of restructuring. In return, the
other micro-operations are a bit better than with indirection. Especially for node sizes ≤ 1 KiB,
this design primitive o�ers the best overall package. As with the unsorted approach, searching,
inserting, and erasing a single entry are the key strengths. Only during iteration, due to the
unavoidable check of the underlying bitmap, does a de�ciency arise. If scans are infrequent
and under�ow handling is avoided or omitted, hashing is the best choice.

Bitmap

A similar pattern as with the hashing approach can be seen with the pure bitmap primitive. It is
slower only for a few operations, so the combination of �ngerprints and bitmap should usually
be chosen when considering these two variants. The advantage of the bitmap-only approach is
the slightly lower memory footprint and, to some extent, faster under�ow operations. However,
this minor di�erence will hardly be noticeable at the macro-level.
To sum up, we assigned the primitives to �tting workloads or application scenarios in Table 3.3.
For a quick comparison, we also added read, update, and memory overhead (RUM) indicators
as de�ned by [AKM+16].

3.5 General Insights & Design Guidelines

In this section, we want to brie�y review the observations of several studies and our experience
regarding the properties and challenges introduced by PMem – particularly for DCPMMs.
Addressing these, we derive general insights and design guidelines in due consideration of the
above experiments for implementing new data structures on PMem, as it was similarly presented
in [JBGS21]. These should enable developers to avoid common pitfalls when designing novel
e�cient data structures or even systems tuned to a modern hardware landscape.
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3.5.1 Challenges & Characteristics

C1 In the �rst place, PMem has a 3× higher latency and also a 3× lower bandwidth than
DRAM for a random read pattern. The degradation factor for the write bandwidth is even
about seven [vRVL+19, YKH+20].

C2 Reading and writing operations on PMem have an asymmetrical behavior towards each
other. This is manifested in three characteristics, where writes are slower than reads, cost
more energy, and lead to cell wear.

C3 To reduce write ampli�cation, the DCPMMs internally work on 256-byte blocks. An
underlying write-combining bu�er summarizes four cache lines to one block write.

C4 The largest failure-atomic store instruction comprises only 8 bytes, which must be aligned
on an 8-byte boundary. Larger atomic changes have to be realized via software, either
individually or via general-purpose libraries.

C5 Allocations on PMem are signi�cantly slower than on DRAM, which stems from the fact
that cache lines have to be �ushed and other additional recovery measures have to be
taken. In [LHO+19], it was shown that PMem allocations could take up to 8× more time.

C6 The dereferencing of persistent pointers may not be optimized by compilers. Since this
concept is not part of the standard (yet), its usage is not automatically optimized, as it is
with volatile pointers [Sca20].

3.5.2 Insights

Besides the statements and inferences about the primitives, our results gave us also some
sustainable general insights when designing data structures, choosing suitable access primitives,
and combining several ideas. Our �ndings are partly consistent with those in [LHO+19] and,
thus, corroborate them.

I1 Extendability and Combinations. We have already mentioned in Section 3.3.5 and seen
when examining the design space that there are still numerous unconsidered primitives and
combinations thereof. Thus, for example, in the hashing approach, we have always used
a bitmap for foreseeable advantages during erasures. But it would be just as conceivable
to replace it with a size �eld. Furthermore, there are probably other search variations like
interpolation or exponential search. A more detailed investigation of known techniques
such as compression or zone maps to reduce write and read accesses also seems bene�cial. A
more explicit recommendation for tree-like structures is to use 1 KiB data nodes supported
by �ngerprints and a bitmap, while 4 KiB inner nodes should be placed in DRAM using a
traditionally sorted layout. If inner nodes should also be persistent (e.g., to keep recovery
short or save DRAM), indirection is advisable since it massively reduces the number of
writes. In addition, it should be noted that hashing is not exploitable for inner nodes since
no exact keys but ranges are searched. The use of indirection for inner nodes and hashing
for data nodes basically represents the combination of the ideas from [CJ15] and [OLN+16].
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I2 Save Writes. Not intrinsically a new insight, but derived from the original design goal DG1,
algorithmically saving writes is an important aspect when designing PMem-based data
structures. It reduces not only cell wear and energy consumption but also fundamentally
improves the performance of the algorithms (challenge C1 & C2). This correlation between
the number of writes and performance was observed particularly in experiments E4 and E8.

I3 Hybrid Data Structures. With the help of our �rst two experiments E1 and E2, it became
clear that in total, there is still a big di�erence between PMem and DRAM performance
(challenge C1). In particular, the traversal experiment E2 has shown that dereferencing and
pointer chasing have an even greater impact on PMem if they are not cached (challenge
C6). Therefore, we highly recommend adopting a hybrid approach of DRAM and PMem
when facing high performance and simultaneous persistence requirements. As indicated in
insight I1 and as it became clear from our DRAM and cached measurements, the sorted
approaches (direct or indirect) are best suited for inner nodes.

I4 Lightweight Failure Atomicity. Although general-purpose solutions for failure atomicity,
such as PMDK transactions, simplify the implementation, they are usually not recommended
for performance-critical applications (challenge C4). Particularly in experiments E6 and
E7, we observed that the underlying logging and snapshotting of transactions lead to a
noticeable overhead compared to individual solutions. Especially the classic copy-on-write
conversions should generally be avoided and replaced by in-place approaches. Even if
failure atomicity is one of the most intricate aspects of programming with PMem, an
individual solution adapted to the problem using lightweight atomic writes is almost always
preferable.

I5 Strive for Sequential Patterns. Although PMem allows �ne-grained random access, unlike
disks, it has been shown that sequential access is still superior (challenge C1). Alternating
or jumping between non-consecutive cache lines proved to be particularly expensive. It was
evident, for example, for in-/direct binary search in experiment E1, iterating while checking
the bitmap or indirection array in experiment E3, and also when erasing and moving entries
in unsorted nodes in experiment E8. Especially the latter was kind of unexpected for us but
showed the importance of physical proximity.

I6 Avoid Frequent De-/Allocations. Since allocations on PMem are much more expensive than
on DRAM and depend on their size as well – at least with PMDK – they should be handled
with care (challenge C5). That was particularly well re�ected in experiments E5 (allocation)
and E10 (deallocation). To mitigate costs, it is possible, for example, to perform group
allocations at idle times and reuse nodes instead of frequently deallocating and allocating.

I7 Small Node Sizes. The block or node size on PMem should always be a multiple of 256 bytes,
and in our cases, optimally between 256 bytes and 1 KiB. The lower bound of 256 bytes, as
well as the multiple of it, is justi�ed by the write-combining bu�er of the DCPMMs, which
work on this granularity (challenge C3). Also, read operations seem to bene�t when using
a multiple of this block size [vRVL+19, YKH+20]. The upper bound was established by the
experiments, where often for larger nodes than 1 KiB, performance deteriorated drastically.
The ordinary 4 KiB for DRAM are thus not optimal here. On the one hand, this could be
due to the larger physical distances between the accesses, which means that prefetching
does not take e�ect properly. On the other hand, it could be caused by the search structures
at the front, which then occupy more than one cache line. However, smaller nodes also
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lead to longer navigational paths. In the vertical case, i.e., traversing, we refer back to I3.
For the horizontal iteration, however, small node sizes are a real disadvantage.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we explored typically used data structures within DBMSs and how to adapt
them for PMem. We saw that the design space is massive and, thus, focused on tree-like data
structures such as B+-Trees, Skip-Lists, Tries, and LSM-Trees. Furthermore, we identi�ed
several data structure design primitives and micro-operations and extensively evaluated them
on real PMem hardware. With the help of our white-box conceived evaluation, we could
derive performance pro�les for the main primitives and compile a set of general insights for
designing PMem-based data structures. Essentially, we could already address three of the four
data management challenges that we identi�ed in Section 2.3. These are the failure atomicity,
property utilization, and data placement.
When looking at the primitives, it has become apparent that there is ultimately no single best
solution. Instead, every design decision depends on the target application. Therefore, our
analysis and evaluation serve as guidance in �nding optimal PMem-speci�c design parameters
and primitives, as well as combinations thereof, for a given use case. For example, in write-
heavy workloads with many structural changes as well as for range scans, indirection arrays
can provide a tremendous speedup. The �ngerprint or hashing approach, on the other hand, is
best suited for many point queries and also for inserts and deletes when omitting under�ow
operations. Especially for frequent deletes, however, the approaches should be supported by a
bitmap. Finally, when mainly running iterations or leaner memory usage is required, the sorted
and unsorted layouts without additional structures are the best choice. Overall, Table 3.1 and
our investigations already include a fair number of primitives and micro-operations. At the
same time, it still o�ers a lot of potential for further extension.
We will use the collated insights and guidelines from our low-level examination for the following
chapters and the challenges they entail. More precisely, we can apply and extend the experience
to analytical structures in Chapter 4. In addition, the data structures developed in this chapter
serve as possible candidates for maintaining persistent states in our envisaged transactional
stream processing model in Chapter 5.
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Storage Layouts

T he data and index structures presented in the previous chapter are intended for fast
key lookups and OLTP-like updates. A feature they all lack is to e�ciently query
tuples or records on other attributes than the key. Employing a full-grown Online

Analytical Processing (OLAP) or data warehouse system would cost a lot of installation and
administration e�ort as well as additional storage. Furthermore, the development of such a
system optimized for PMem would be beyond the scope of this thesis. However, a wide range
of analytical applications would highly bene�t from a PMem-enabled storage layout for a table.
Considering the global goal of this work to conceive a TSP system, the question could arise
why these analytical layouts are relevant. In fact, the intention is to provide these within a
TSP system to represent a persistent state on which both continuous as well as ad-hoc queries
can be executed simultaneously. In this case, the key used for indexing is most likely the
timestamp of the tuple. That is not very convenient for analytical workloads, which often use
other attributes than the key. Therefore, in this chapter, we discuss two layouts to tackle this
issue, namely, a clustered table design and a multi-dimensional index structure.

4.1 Related Work

We divide related work into two areas. The �rst subsection focuses on engines using PMem to
improve recovery and build times while still providing e�cient analytical query performance.
The second part considers hybrid DRAM-PMem approaches that follow a similar path as our
multi-dimensional index structure.

4.1.1 PMem-based Engines targeting Analytical Workloads

A predominant portion of work involving PMem focuses on OLTP workloads and corresponding
structures, which we already described in Section 3.1. Analytically targeted engines have so far
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mainly been found in the graph domain. For example, Sage [DMK+20] is an approach to parallel
graph analysis on PMem. They store the entire graph as a read-only copy in PMem while smaller
mutable parts are held volatile. One of these parts is an auxiliary structure that tracks deleted
edges for faster graph �ltering. In particular, with the proposed parallel semi-asymmetric model,
the authors address the asymmetry properties of PMem and provide fundamental algorithms
to e�ciently solve various graph problems. Similarly, Gill et al. [GDH+20] investigated graph
analytics using PMem. However, they used it in Memory mode and, thus, its serves only as a
DRAM extension. Nevertheless, they were able to show that their NUMA-enabled algorithms
can outperform more expensive DRAM-only cluster organizations on cheaper single-machine
setups with DCPMMs. Another representative from the graph domain is Poseidon1 [JBGS21].
However, the authors aim at an architecture for HTAP and not just OLAP, with the current focus
still being transactional processing. Due to the underlying Multi-Version Concurrency Control
(MVCC) approach, older snapshots can potentially be archived to PMem or disk for time travel
analysis. Equally, a storage engine that is more oriented towards HTAP is SOFORT [OBL+14].
This engine implements column-oriented tables that keep the primary part read-optimized in
PMem, similar to Sage. That accelerates analytical workloads. A write-optimized delta storage
structure, on the other hand, is used to e�ciently handle OLTP queries. It is periodically
merged into the main store. As with Poseidon, an engine for mixed workloads is envisaged, but
only OLTP and recovery aspects are evaluated. This lack of approaches for analytical purposes
motivates this chapter and our two proposals all the more.

4.1.2 Selective Persistence

We have already described many of the following approaches in Section 3.1. Here, however,
we look at them again from the perspective of a hybrid DRAM-PMem division. The naïve
approach towards data structures on PMem is to move everything to the persistent medium.
However, so as not to diminish performance excessively compared to DRAM, only essential
parts should be kept durable, while recoverable portions should be maintained volatile. The
volatile data can then be rebuilt during recovery. The best-known representative is probably
the FPTree [OLN+16] – and correspondingly the derivative optimized for DCPMMs called
LB+-Tree [LCW20] – which keeps its leaf nodes in PMem as a linked list, while the inner nodes
reside in DRAM. Thus, only the last access when traversing the tree is more expensive than
a pure in-memory solution while at the same time signi�cantly less DRAM is used. With a
persistent hash index and a volatile B+-Tree, HiKV [XJXS17] o�ers another hybrid memory
design. Simple searches involving only a key-value pair (e.g., put, get, update, and delete)
can be quickly handled by the hash index. More complex operations such as scanning, which
require ordering of the data, make use of the B+-Tree. It is useful because order preservation
often leads to sorting, splitting, or merging of nodes resulting in many writes that are too
expensive on PMem. A volatile B+-Tree is also used by the DPTree [ZSC+19] that is backed
by an append-only log on PMem and serves as a bu�er. This bu�er is merged into the base
tree as soon as it reaches a speci�ed size. The base tree is implemented similar to the FPTree
with volatile inner nodes (radix tree) and a persistent linked list of leaf nodes. Another hybrid
approach is to use a general-purpose multi-tier bu�er management that covers DRAM, PMem,
and disk. Examples of this are [vRLK+18] and [APM19]. This kind of approach is very similar
our dynamic caching design (see Section 4.3.3).

1Poseidon: https://github.com/dbis-ilm/poseidon_core
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4.2 Clustering Approach

Our �rst approach for an analytical storage layout makes use of clustering2. The goal is to
�nd a suitable layout with e�cient data placement for analytical workloads in the presence
of PMem. For this purpose, we have opted for a table design based on multi-dimensional
clustering employing a block-oriented structure. The focus is on signi�cantly speeding up
range queries without essentially slowing down point queries.

4.2.1 Bitwise Dimensional Co-Clustering

As a clustering approach, we used Bitwise Dimensional Co-Clustering (BDCC) [BBS16] that
we brie�y describe in the following. BDCC is a processing and storage framework based on
multi-dimensional clustering. It covers data structures, data access, and processing techniques
that have proven highly bene�cial for analytical workloads. Although the original work focused
on disk access, BDCC works with �ne-grained access to millions of small groups. With PMem’s
byte-addressability, these groups could be fetched even more e�ciently. Simultaneously,
the consideration of multiple dimensions empowers rapid query processing beyond the key
attribute(s). The approach was designed for column stores and, thus, decoupled indexing
from clustering. Hence, it can be moved to byte-addressable memory like DRAM or PMem by
calculating data o�sets rather than relying on additional indirections.
In summary, BDCC stores similar tuples close to each other using an arti�cial clustering
key referred to as BDCC key value. The similarity is determined by the speci�ed clustering
dimensions and their weighting. Such a key value is then composed of a bit interleaving
binary representation of the chosen dimensions. The weighting of a dimension results from
the number of assigned bits and their positions in the clustering key. The interleaving of the
BDCC clustering key can utilize di�erent strategies such as round-robin or major-minor, but
also any other interleaving. An optimal choice highly depends on the dataset and the workload.
In order to make the speci�ed dimensions e�ciently queryable, they must be sorted according
to the clustering key. The original study proved that for that purpose, multiple lookups on
dimension attributes could be executed as a set of bit operations on the clustering key. It results
in very e�cient selection pushdowns and fast data reordering based on the various dimension
sort orders. An example of the generation of a four-digit wide BDCC clustering key is given
in Table 4.1. It is based on two columns, which each is assigned two bits interleaved in a
round-robin fashion. After calculating a binary representation of the columns and composing
the BDCC key from the two major bits (in this case, all bits), the table can be sorted and
partitioned based on this key.
In the original context, the term co-clustered refers to the coherent multi-dimensional storage
of tuples across relations based on their foreign keys. Since we consider mostly independent
tables without foreign key relationships in the TSP model, this part is of no importance for our
purposes. We have chosen BDCC due to its proven �exibility and e�ciency. Nevertheless, any
other clustering approach could have been chosen for our design.

2The material in this section is based on [GBS18].
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Table 4.1: Example BDCC key calculation from two dimensional columns.

Original Column Order Binary and BDCC key calculation Sorted Columns
column1 column2 bin1 bin2 bdcc

key
column1 column2 bdcc

key
400 B 11 01 1011 200 B 0011
300 C 10 10 1100 100 C 0100
100 C 00 10 0100 100 D 0101
300 D 10 11 1101 400 A 1010
400 A 11 00 1010 400 B 1011
400 D 11 11 1111 300 C 1100
200 B 01 01 0011 300 D 1101
100 D 00 11 0101 400 D 1111

4.2.2 Analytical Table Structure

As the focus is on analytical workloads, reads are more dominant than writes. In particular,
we aim for fast range scans and random point queries. Since our table represents not just a
key-value store, it should also be possible to query multiple attributes apart from the key.
Looking at the PMem characteristics and our expected access patterns, initially, an appropriate
data structure is required. A typical table layout in database systems uses a combination of
a persistent table stored on disk, and a volatile part kept in memory. We strive for a better
performance than these systems while reducing writes to PMem whenever possible to disguise
the read-write asymmetry and avoid premature cell wear. Hence, the data structure should
be optimized and utilized for reading operations. The approach covers a three-layer memory
hierarchy to provide a high query performance and the possibility to swap cold data in case of
a PMem shortage. That is essential both due to the higher latencies compared to DRAM and
the lower capacities compared to �ash. Before looking at the complete layout, we start with a
description of the two main aspects of our approach, namely clustering and block design.

Clustering

Since OLAP queries often demand other attributes besides the key for lookups, a technique
is required to answer them without executing a full table scan. A variant would be to create
secondary indexes per attribute. However, this would lead either to a higher write ampli�cation
on PMem or recovery e�ort when maintaining them on DRAM. Our alternative is to use
clustering, which groups similar tuples within blocks. As a clustering approach, we opted
for BDCC that allows multi-dimensional accesses and accelerates analytical workloads. As
mentioned above, there are also other clustering methods, but BDCC has proven itself quite
e�ective [BBS16] and is the most �exible approach. The underlying bitwise operations are
utterly suited for PMem and can massively accelerate queries. By storing similar values close
to each other, compression becomes more promising. The clustered blocks are sorted by their
BDCC key value ranges and form a linked list (i.e., chunked vector). However, the block’s
respective contents are heap organized. That results in fewer writes for re-sorting and swapes
it with potentially more PMem read accesses during range scans.
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Block Structure

To allow a simultaneous application of PMem and disk for persistence, we have decided on
a block-like structure on which both technologies can operate. It also results in better data
locality, which, in turn, is bene�cial for exploiting caches and prefetching mechanisms. Since
the bytes or cache lines of a block in PMem can still be accessed individually, there are no
restrictions or negative e�ects. Similar to Data Blocks [LMF+16], we use a PAX-like structure
and extend it with Small Materialized Aggregates (SMAs) [Moe98]. The layout of the block
structure is shown in Figure 4.1.
The header starts with three �xed-size �elds, namely the clustering key (BDCC key value)
range, the number of containing tuples, and the free space of this block. The BDCC key values
and the tuple count are four bytes each. For the free space, two bytes are su�cient. After the
�xed part of the header, the o�sets to the aggregates of the attributes and the actual data values
are stored. These are calculated based on the number and type of attributes of the tuple. The
main part then consists of mini pages for each column. Three basic types are supported: integer,
double, and string values. While integer and double values (8 bytes each) are handled equally,
the string type must be organized di�erently due to its variable length property. For integer
and double attributes, the SMAs are copies of the minimum and maximum values, whereas,
for string attributes, these are o�sets to the actual values. The total block size is currently set
to 32 KiB as this was proven to be the minimum size before reading from solid-state drives
becomes ine�cient [BdNSS10]. Apart from that, this corresponds to today’s typical L1 cache
sizes, which could lead to more cache hits when using the same block several times. We also
examine di�erent block sizes experimentally further below. Possible optimizations for future
work could be the application of compression and outsourcing of SMAs in DRAM. Both would
reduce the PMem storage overhead and possibly accelerate query performance.

Storage Layout

The complete three-layer storage layout based on Data Blocks [LMF+16] and BDCC [BBS16]
is sketched in Figure 4.2. There are three top-level components, namely, the table metadata,
an index structure, and the actual table data that is distributed among PMem and disk. The
metadata serves, on the one hand, as a root object into the persistent area to �nd all data in case

BDCC Range Count Fr
ee SMA + data offsets

min1 max1 data1 ···

min offset2 max offset2 string offsets2 ···

data2···

···
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Header
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Figure 4.1: Single clustered block structure.
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of a restart. It holds a persistent pointer to both the index structure as well as the �rst data node.
On the other hand, the schema and clustering information is stored here that is determined by
the client on table creation. The default index is currently a basic PMem-persistent B+-Tree
version, but it is not limited to a speci�c structure. Alternatively, a complete in-memory variant
could be used, but this must be restored in case of failure. Furthermore, hybrid variants would
also be conceivable, such as the FPTree. The key of an index entry complies with the table’s
primary key. However, the value is not directly the searched tuple but a separate class called
PTuple. It consists of a persistent pointer to the data node and the o�sets of all attributes in
the corresponding clustered block. That allows more precise queries (and updates) of selected
attributes to touch fewer data areas. The data nodes themselves consist, in addition to the
actual clustered data, of a vector of deleted tuple o�sets and optionally a histogram. As inserts
can trigger splits, the deleted vector marks the positions of tuples which can be skipped during
the split procedure or possibly reused for an insertion. Another option would be a bit vector.
However, since deletes are rarely expected in analytical workloads, the �rst variant seems more
e�cient. Similarly, the histogram is currently only necessary for splits. Depending on the data
distribution, the use of the mean on the BDCC range as the pivot key does not necessarily lead
to a favorable split. The histogram allows more options such as the median as a split key or the
creation of a separate node for frequent BDCC key values.
Persistent pointers are dereferenced once to avoid too much pointer chasing, and then virtual
references are used. It yields a higher optimization potential for the compiler and the CPU. For
the time being, a persistent pointer is PMem exclusive, and a transcending variant for both
disk and PMem will be part of future work. A practical solution would be to use a boolean �eld
associated with a union structure that, in turn, can represent a PMem pointer or disk �le o�set.
Additionally, only the 32 KiB clustered blocks could be moved to disk while the secondary data
and links of the data nodes are always kept within PMem. The distinction between hot and
cold blocks is another point of discussion. Besides the location (disk or PMem), the question
of structural di�erences would also be interesting, such as the general layout or compression
techniques. In the current implementation, however, all structures are stored on PMem. In
combination with atomic transactions, the recovery e�ort is thus almost zero.
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Figure 4.2: Three-layer storage layout of a table for analytical workloads.
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4.2.3 Operations and Optimizations

Besides the basic data manipulation operations – i.e., insert, delete, and update – the table
structure supports the primarily targeted analytical operations such as range scans, point
queries on the key, and other selections with arbitrary predicates. All operations always store
their intermediate results and variables in DRAMs since query recovery was not intended
here. The insert operation �rst calculates the BDCC value of the new tuple and puts it into the
appropriate block. Since the entries within a block are unsorted, this process is additionally
accelerated. Subsequently, a PTuple is created and added to the index. Due to PMem, the data
can be directly persisted and read later without detouring via memory to disk and vice versa.
Once a block is full, it must be split. It can be done based on the BDCC range distribution
using either a histogram, the middle of the minimum and maximum, or the average. Since this
process can be very costly due to reading, comparing, and copying, it is also conceivable to use
bulk loading, which avoids splits. In order to delete a tuple again, its position is queried via
index, marked as deleted in the corresponding data node, and �nally removed from the index.
An update is currently implemented as a sequence of delete and insert.
For the typical search and scan requests based on a key, the index is used. If all data are
desired, additionally, a conversion from a PTuple to a proper tuple must be conducted. But also
individual attributes can be materialized. The goal of our clustering approach is to provide fast
and robust range scans even for non-key attributes. To achieve that, the number of required data
block accesses must be limited. We introduce a separate block iterator, which �rst collects all
candidates and prunes blocks that do not qualify. Subsequently, only the blocks in the candidate
list are scanned. The pruning is accomplished by comparing the BDCC range in the block
headers with the selection predicate applying the same BDCC mask to the attributes. If the
columns used within the predicate are not part of the clustering, the SMAs can be used instead.
An additional block index, such as a binary search tree or a sparse index, could accelerate this
process further.

4.2.4 Evaluation

With the following microbenchmarks, we want to demonstrate the potential of our clustering
layout compared to other PMem-based solutions and the classical DRAM + disk approach.
Our procedure is brie�y labeled PTable in the �gures. If an index is used, its corresponding
type will be part of the label (e.g., PTable+PBPTree). Since this is an analytical approach, we
focus exclusively on reading performance in the form of point and range queries. We execute
these on the key as well as on non-key attributes, where we expect in particular for the
latter a better runtime of our approach than the competitors. These competitors include our
own implemented B+-Tree versions based on PMem, namely the PBPTree and FPTree. Any
of these trees can be used as an index within our table implementation. Apart from these
PMem-based competitors, we have further added an upper and lower baseline. Due to its
wide usage in the research community as a persistent key-value store, RocksDB [Fac20] was
added as a disk-based reference. It is relevant to point out that RocksDB writes to disk (SSD)
for persistence and simultaneously keeps a transient version of the data in memory. As a
simple improvement, we also present a variant where RocksDB is writing durably on PMem.
Again, the label indicates which version is used. However, it still employs unsuitable disk-based
instructions like msync, which means that the improvement will probably be limited. Finally,
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we also included a proprietary in-memory B+-Tree as a volatile reference implementation. We
presume the performance of the PMem-based approaches to be located between these two
baselines.
Since we strive for structured data, the values are always tuples of four elements (<int, int,
string, double>) and an integer key (same as the �rst attribute). An essential part that in�uences
the performance is the serialization, deserialization, or dereference overhead. It a�ects both
RocksDB and our approach since tuples are not directly stored as such. While RocksDB packs
these into so-called Slides, the tuples in our case are distributed across mini pages. In both
cases, the internal representation of the result must be converted after a query. Because of this
impact, we examine the performance both with and without this kind of materialization. Based
on our insights of the previous chapter, the node size of the PMem-based index structures is
set to 1 KiB. For the transient version, 4 KiB has revealed the best performance. That is most
likely due to the OS being optimized for a 4 KiB page size. The FPTree has a leaf size of 1 KiB
and a branch size of 4 KiB accordingly.

Point Queries

We start with the point lookups based on the key. Figure 4.3 shows the performance curve
with increasing table size. As can be seen, RocksDB is far behind, although the measures here
do not include materialization. Furthermore, it is evident that only for larger tables a di�erence
between SSD and PMem placement becomes apparent. That is most likely since cache hits
become increasingly rare and the actual non-volatile devices need to be accessed more often.
Since the identical B+-Tree versions are used within our layout, a similar performance is
achieved. The di�erence is that the BDCC approach uses PTuples, whereas the isolated tree
uses C++ tuples. The two lines shown for the PTable contain the materialization. Without
materialization, the results would be identical to the standalone trees. For one million tuples,
point queries on the PTable with volatile B+-Tree and materialization would be just as fast
as the pure PBPTree. Overall, the larger the table, the more the curves of the persistent trees
and the PTable converge. For the same reason, as already mentioned for RocksDB, PMem
is accessed more frequently, which makes the slightly higher complexity of the PTable less
prominent. The standalone transient B+-Tree (80-400 ns) outperforms all other solutions.
However, it obviously does not provide the desired persistence and, when used for a TSP
system, transactional guarantees. As expected, our approach is between both baselines with a
clear tendency towards the lower limit. That is already a partial success because we did not
want to make queries based on the key much slower than an isolated persistent index structure.

Range Scans

Next, we consider range scans with typical key-based scans as well as scans on non-key
attributes. In particular, the latter is of essential interest. As mentioned before, our later
use case shall exploit this structure to represent persistent states in a transactional stream
processing system. The key is highly likely the timestamp and, thus, usually not the target
of the range predicate. For the following experiments, the data structures were initially �lled
with one million tuples, and subsequently, the scans were performed varying the selection
percentage. For scans based on non-key attributes, we used the �rst (integer) and fourth
(double) �elds for the range predicates. The ranges were chosen to overlap by 50 percent and
result in the same selection ratio as the key-based scans.
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Figure 4.3: Point queries on clustering approach.
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Figure 4.4: Range scan varying block sizes using non-key attributes.

The block size, as already stated, was chosen due to e�cient SSD I/O operations and the L1
cache size with 32 KiB. In the following, we will investigate whether a similar block size is
sensible in connection with PMem. Thus, in a preliminary experiment, the block size was
varied while running non-key range scans via the block iterator. Figure 4.4 shows the best-
achieved execution times of this query, both with and without materialization. Interestingly,
the performance di�erence is particularly visible for a low selection percentage. That is due to
the relatively more frequent chasing of pointers for smaller block sizes. For broader ranges, the
performance converges. Including materialization, the curves approach each other even more.
However, a 16 KiB, 32 KiB, and 64 KiB block size achieve similar performance. Overall, we thus
conclude that a 32 KiB block size is a good choice for this workload on both SSDs and PMem.
Now, we compare the performance with the other structures and competitors. Our approach
can fall back on two types of iterators for range scans. The �rst is the block iterator that uses
an antecedent pruning mechanism as described in the previous section. The second approach
is the iterator of the underlying index. We re�ect the used variant in the label. Our results
of the key-based range scans without and including materialization (for PTable variants and
RocksDB) are visualized in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b, respectively.
Although our focus was on queries with non-key attributes, the BDCC based table implemen-
tation combined with an index performs similar or even better than the competitor systems
when excluding materialization. Despite the fact that the PTuple, in this case, has the same
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Figure 4.5: Key-based range scan on a table of one million tuples.
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Figure 4.6: Range scan using non-key attributes on a table of one million tuples.

memory footprint as the original tuple, it seems to be more e�cient to process. However, as
soon as these have to be transformed, it clouds the picture a little. Figures 4.6a and 4.6b show
the results for non-key attributes.
With non-key attributes for RocksDB and the B+-Trees, all the scan queries degenerate to
full-table scans. Using the block iterator in our approach can outperform even the non-volatile
B+-Tree and, thus, provides persistence and best performance simultaneously. However, the
execution time increases linearly with the selection percentage as fewer blocks can be pruned
from the scan. The index iterator gets faster, starting at around 10-20%, still achieving the
same performance range as the transient and persistent B+-Tree. For small range windows,
the index iterators of the PTable are even faster with materialization than their stand-alone
counterparts. Overall, the choice of iterator highly depends on the table size and selectivity.
For larger volumes (>1M tuples) and a low selection amount, the block iterator is most likely to
be preferred over the index utilization. It is expected that with larger table size, the intersection
point will move further to the right. That is because the index structures take longer for a
complete scan, regardless of the selection. Consequently, the system would bene�t from a cost
model which autonomously decides on the appropriate iterator. All in all, it has been shown
that our approach can keep up with and sometimes surpass the other compared structures in
all aspects considered.
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4.3 Multi-dimensional Index Approach

The second layout targeting analytical workloads is a multi-dimensional index approach3. The
particular challenge of exploiting PMem for multi-dimensional index structures is their inability
to reconstruct inner tree nodes from the leaf nodes, as it is done, e.g., for B+-Trees. That is
because the dimensional data is only stored in the inner nodes to avoid massive amounts of
stored data. Therefore, we need another method that universally leverages PMem for multi-
dimensional index structures. Accordingly, in this section, we present a selective caching
approach that bu�ers index nodes statically or dynamically in DRAM. We use the Elf data
structure [BKSS17] as a representative for multi-dimensional index structures. It employs an
explicit main-memory optimized layout, making it ideal for byte-addressable PMem.

4.3.1 The Elf Data Structure

Since we have chosen Elf as a multi-dimensional index structure to be the investigation target,
we start by introducing its original layout and operation. Elf clusters the column values by
their pre�x. Because of the DRAM-optimized storage layout, it can e�ciently answer analytical
queries. Furthermore, all column values are part of the structure and, thus, can be used as
a standalone structure or as a supporting index. Below, we explain the fundamental design
principles of Elf, followed by the extension to enable parallel search.

Design Principles and Optimizations

Clustering column values by pre�x conceptually makes Elf a pre�x tree similar to ART [LKN13].
However, ART does not work with column values but with characters or digits of the key domain.
Each level in the Elf tree representation contains all values of a speci�c column. The nodes in
the tree itself keep their entries sorted, thus achieving a total order and allowing pruning. In Elf,
two types of nodes are distinguished, called DimensionLists, which are inner nodes with sorted
column values, and MonoLists, which represent a sort of leaf nodes. While DimensionLists
contain values of the same column concerning various tuples, MonoLists comprise values
of a single tuple over multiple columns. Based on the example table in Figure 4.7, which
is composed of four columns and seven tuples, Figure 4.8 shows the conceptual Elf in tree
representation. The DimensionLists in this example are labeled (D1)-(D5), whereas (M1)-(M7)
are MonoLists. The di�erentiation of the node types serves the optimization of data access
and memory consumption. Therefore, the idea of the MonoLists is that if there is no more
branching at the end of the tree, the linked single-valued DimensionLists are combined into a
single MonoList. It reduces the number of pointers and random accesses. In this sense, Elf starts
as a kind of column store and gradually converges to a row-oriented layout when traversing
down the tree. As shown in [BKSS19], this design can e�ciently compress the dataset at hand.
To further reduce random access patterns, the conceptual tree is linearized into a �at array,
as it is shown in Figure 4.9. It is especially bene�cial for read-intensive analytical workloads.
The DimensionLists and MonoLists are stored in the contiguous array in the same order as a
depth-�rst search through the tree. Furthermore, child pointers are converted to o�sets within

3The material in this section is based on [JGBS20, JGBS21].
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Figure 4.9: OLAP and DRAM optimized array layout based on example table.

the array. In [BKSS19], it has already been shown that this approach can accelerate �lter queries
by a factor of 10. Furthermore, this was also similarly realized already for B-Trees [RR00].

Parallel Search Algorithms

To make range queries more e�cient, among other things, Elf also o�ers the possibility of
searching the structure in parallel with multiple threads. The division of the search space can
be done in various manners. Blockhaus [Blo19] has proven that a too �ne-granular separation
– such as one DimensionLists per thread – results in too much synchronization overhead.
Splitting threads by subtrees, on the other hand, has emerged as the best strategy. More
precisely, it means that each thread is assigned an entry from the �rst DimensionList and
processes the corresponding subtree. If there are more entries than available threads in the �rst
DimensionList, those threads that are already �nished will be assigned to another remaining
entry until all entries are covered. Using our example in Figure 4.8 and assuming two threads,
the �rst thread would be designated for the �rst entry 1 and process the subtree D2-D3-M1-
M2-M3. The second thread would get assigned the second entry 2 and would only evaluate M4.
The �rst thread to �nish – most likely the second one – would process the last entry 3 and
its subtree D4-D5-M5-M6-M7. In [Blo19], this approach has also been shown to work most
e�ciently for imbalanced subtrees.

4.3.2 Persistent Memory Adaptions

After the basic structure and procedure of the Elf have been described, we will now discuss
possible adaptations for PMem. Before we present our idea of selective caching, we start with
two baseline implementations. Both consider a naïve translation of the Elf from DRAM to
PMem. The �rst approach is to store the Elf exclusively on PMem providing full persistence
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and simple data management, albeit with performance losses compared to the DRAM variant.
Quantifying this degradation in performance is the objective of our �rst experiment in the
evaluation section. The second naïve approach – which we refer to as hybrid Elf – maintains
both a PMem and DRAM copy. It gives us both DRAM performance and persistence but also
costs us double the memory consumption.

Pure PMem-based Elf

For the translation of Elf to PMem, we used the features and libraries of PMDK, as shown
in Figure 4.10. The Elf is stored as a data object located in a �le on PMem. For that, we used the
pool class template and its basic methods create, open, and close. When the pool is opened, the
o�set of the Elf object is obtained by following the root and the succeeding persistent object
pointer. Subsequently, we use only the virtual pointer of the current application instance to
access the Elf object. Besides some member variables, the linearized array occupies the major
part, which is stored separately and accessible via the Elf object. The outsourcing of the array
took place because of its variable, unpredictable size. Analogous to the entire Elf object, the
persistent pointer for the array is dereferenced only once at the beginning, and then the virtual
address is always used directly. It eliminates expensive dereferencing on every access and, at
the same time, halves the used pointer sizes. In the �gure, the virtual pointer is part of the
persistent structure, but this is not necessary and only serves visualization purposes. To ensure
atomicity during the creation of the Elf, we used PMDK transactions for the persistent memory
allocations. Furthermore, we wrapped the member variables, such as the sizes and the number
of dimensions, with the persistent property class. Since the focus is on analytical read-only
workloads, it is super�uous but paves the way for consistent in-place updates and inserts. The
array itself was not maintained as a persistent property since otherwise, updates would cause
the entire array to be copied to the undo log. Therefore, when making changes, it is more
e�cient to manually add the respective ranges to the transaction.

Hybrid Elf

As mentioned initially, a hybrid structure, where primary data is held in PMem and recon-
structable secondary data is kept in DRAM (selective persistence), is desirable but not possible
with Elf. Because of its layout, persisting only the MonoLists or TIDs would render recovery
impossible as the pre�xes are irreversibly lost. Thus, the only viable option of a hybrid approach
is to create a volatile copy in DRAM after the initial building in PMem or at the restart. All
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Figure 4.10: Organization of persistent Elf in PMem pool.
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queries are then answered by the volatile copy leading to a query performance at DRAM speed.
At the same time, a persistent copy is preserved, and the structure does not need to be recreated
from the original data (if any) in the case of failure. Alternatively, the persistent version is still
available to execute query workloads if the available DRAM capacity for the copy is insu�cient.
The evident disadvantage of the hybrid Elf is the memory overhead since it maintains two
copies now. In addition, it also has a performance overhead since extra time is necessary for
copying it to DRAM after building. However, this only happens once, and then only the copying
mechanism has to be repeated. We estimate the actual cost of copying to be comparatively low
but will evaluate this below. For the native application purpose of Elf, namely data warehousing,
periodic inserts would occur, whose modi�cations must always be propagated to the DRAM
copy, too.

4.3.3 Selective Caching

Having presented our two more naïve approaches, we now come to our more complex idea
based on the pure persistent Elf to build an additional cache in DRAM that is signi�cantly
smaller than a complete copy (as in the hybrid Elf). This cache should only hold the crucial
parts that are frequently or most likely traversed by the queries. The question now is which
parts of the Elf these are and how to �nd and cache them. In general, a cache entry in our
approach corresponds to a DimensionList. Since MonoLists only store parts of a single tuple, we
excluded them from caching. For selective caching, we devised two strategies for building up
the DRAM cache:

• Dynamic Caching: The �rst strategy is to cache the DimensionLists dynamically while
traversing the Elf. In a naïve way, all visited nodes can �rst be stored in a DRAM-resident
hash table. Since this will sooner or later become quite large and ine�cient, it should be
supplemented with an eviction/replacement strategy. We discuss below what eviction
policies are conceivable. However, it must be considered that CPU caches also already
use a dynamic strategy. Whether an additional DRAM layer with a similar procedure
can thus provide signi�cant improvements at all remains to be investigated.

• Static Caching: Alternatively, only predetermined (static) parts of the Elf could be
kept in DRAM. For instance, these could be the �rst x dimension levels that need to
be copied at build or recovery time. It would virtually ensemble an FPTree-like hybrid
layout [OLN+16] that maintains inner nodes in DRAM and leaf nodes in PMem. However,
it is also conceivable to statically cache entire subtrees or paths if it is known in advance
that these will be queried very frequently. The static strategy would prevent the situation
that the cache has to be probed �rst and, in the negative case, the persistent part also
has to be accessed. That means fewer branch predictions and, thus, mispredictions are
necessary. Instead, it is always known which part is in DRAM and which part is in PMem.

Besides these two isolated strategies, it is also possible to combine both of them. Thus, the
upper levels could be cached statically and the lower dimensions dynamically, resulting in a
sort of split cache.
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Replacement Strategies for Dynamic Caching

Principally, all classical eviction policies, such as Least Recently Used (LRU), Least Frequently
Used (LFU), and First In, First Out (FIFO), are conceivable for the dynamic strategy. Brie�y
recapped, LRU evicts the last element in a list ordered by access time, which is also updated
when parts are retrieved from the cache. With LFU, each element is associated with an access
counter, and the one with the smallest number gets evicted. FIFO is the most modest approach
as elements are evicted in the same order as they came in without positional updates. In the
context of PMem, Lersch et al. [LOLS17] already investigated the application of a dynamic cache
with an eviction policy for LSM-Trees. They achieved some performance gains for read-only
workloads using the LRU and the more sophisticated 2Q policy. Especially for our analytical
intent, this appears promising. 2Q divides the cache into two separate queues, which, in turn,
can have di�erent eviction policies like LRU. The �rst queue contains the actual data elements
and is called AM. The second, on the other hand, stores only the IDs of elements – o�sets,
in the case of Elf – referred to as A1. Once an element is requested that is not in any of the
queues, only the ID is initially cached in A1, and the data is still loaded from PMem. If it is
already present in A1, the data is copied from PMem to AM, and the access is made via the
DRAM cache. If the element is in AM, it is accessed directly, which corresponds to a cache hit.
Apart from the existing policies, we have also developed our own candidate based on LFU. In
fact, our idea is to populate the cache using access probabilities calculated from the proportion
of a DimensionList and its subtree to the total tree. More precisely, given the total set of tuples as
T = {t1, ..., tn} and the set of reachable tuples by DimensionList Di as TDi

= {ti1 , ..., tik
} ⊆ T ,

the assigned probability for a DimensionList is PDi
= k

n
. The sum of the probabilities of the

same level is one if there is no MonoList. Accordingly, the �rst DimensionList (the root) always
has a probability of one. In contrast, each MonoList has a probability of the inverse of the
number of all tuples ( 1

n
) since it is only a su�x of a single tuple. For the remaining nodes,

the probability results in accordance with the pre�x redundancy. Considering the example
in Figure 4.8 with a total of seven tuples again, D2 covers three tuples (T1, T3, T7) and, thus,
has a probability of 3

7
. Analogously, D1, D3, D4, and D5 yield probabilities of one, 2

7
, 3
7
, and 3

7
,

respectively. The MonoLists M1-M7 have a probability of 1
7
. An important observation is that

DimensionLists at a lower level do not necessarily have a lower probability than the nodes of
the previous level (cf. D2/D4 and D5). After we calculated all probabilities, the next step is to
copy designated DimensionLists into the DRAM cache. The selection happens depending on
the intended cache size and cut-o� probabilities. The copy operation can be either static on
build and reboots or dynamically as part of the eviction policy. We refer to the latter as Least
Likely to be Accessed (LLA). Essentially, it works in the same way as LFU, except that �xed
probabilities are used instead of the frequency values. Furthermore, DimensionLists are only
evicted if the lowest probability is smaller than the new one to be inserted. It is not the case for
the original LFU, where an entry is always evicted, and the access must go through the cache.
Another possibility would be to use the probabilities only as a starting value and increase them
with each request. However, this would mean additional e�ort and would eventually converge
to LFU.
All in all, both of our caching strategies (i.e., dynamic and static) have their ups and downs,
which we will examine in more detail in the following evaluation. However, it should be noted
at the outset that selective caching causes the query execution to often switch between DRAM
and PMem while both devices use the same CPU caches. Especially for the dynamic variant,
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there is thus a higher probability for cache misses. The static strategy, on top of that, costs
extra time when building and restoring.

4.3.4 Evaluation

The subject of the evaluation will be all three persistent Elf variants (pure, hybrid, and cached)
explained above. Since we target analytic workloads, the focus will be on read-only queries,
in addition, to build and recovery time. More speci�cally, these are exact-match, range, and
partial-match queries which we will describe further below. For the pure persistent Elf, we
will �rst quantify the performance overhead to the DRAM counterpart. Then we look at our
optimizations, starting with the hybrid Elf and followed by the caching techniques to reduce
this overhead. Overall, it will be seen that with suitable �ne-tuning, a DRAM-like performance
is achievable.

Experimental Setup

For the experiments, we prepared two datasets. The �rst test dataset consists of 100M tuples
having ten dimensions, whose values are uniformly distributed using various ranges. The
dimensions are of integer type4 with a range of 100 as default. That resulted in about 4 GiB. In
addition to our uniform dataset, we considered another dataset with more realistic data and
properties, such as the correlation of dimensions. Namely, this is the TPC-H LineItem table
with 15 dimensions. Using a scale factor of ten, this resulted in about 3.5 GiB. Since the Elf
is designed to make e�cient use of shared pre�xes, the ordering of dimensions is essential.
Therefore, in preparation, we sorted the columns of the table in ascending order of cardinality
to take advantage of pre�x redundancy and improve caching bene�ts.
The queries use a Zip�an distribution [GSE+94] with skewness parameter θ = 0.5 to set the
query parameters. It simulates a more realistic access pattern than a uniform random number
generator. All experiments were executed for at least ten iterations and, by default, in a single-
threaded environment to produce robust results. Exclusively our �nal investigation will cover
multi-threaded executions. The three query types used are described below. Their throughput
is reported in queries per second (qps).
Exact-Match Query: For exact-match queries, all dimension values are checked for equality
with the query parameters, and the TID of the matching tuple is returned in the positive case.
In order not to measure the computation times of the Zip�an distribution, we extracted the
dimension values of the tuples according to this distribution before each run and, thus, only
had to execute the queries successively during measurement.
Range Query: For this type of query, a lower and upper bound is speci�ed for each dimension x,
and it returns a list of TIDs of the tuples whose dimension values are included in all x ranges.
As with the exact-match queries, we precomputed the query parameters. For range queries,
the extracted dimension values were used as lower boundaries, and the upper ones were set
according to the given range size (to be speci�ed in due course).

4Larger or even variable data types would also be possible but bring additional parameters into play due to the
typical use of dictionaries, making the measurements harder to interpret. Furthermore, they would increase the
used cache size in DRAM and put more pressure on CPU caches. Hence, the DRAM cache will most likely be
more bene�cial as an additional layer between CPU caches and PMem.
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Partial-Match Query: The last query type is a more extensive variant of range queries. In
partial-match queries, upper and lower limits are not given for each dimension but only for
preselected ones. Dimensions that are not speci�ed are wildcarded, and the entire cardinality
of these dimensions is traversed accordingly. From a technical point of view, the lower limit is
set to the minimum and the upper limit to the maximum of the dimension’s data type. The
creation of the queries is the same as for the range queries except that we additionally pass a
boolean array indicating which dimensions are wildcarded.

PMem versus DRAM

As a �rst experiment, we juxtapose the pure PMem solution with the DRAM-based Elf. Fig-
ure 4.11 shows our measurements based on the uniform dataset. The runtimes presented
are means of 1M, 10K, and 1K executed queries for the query types exact-match, range, and
partial-match, respectively. For the range and partial-match queries, we plotted a range size of
2% and 100% per set dimension to illustrate the in�uence of selectivity. In general, we expected
that DRAM would outperform PMem. It is interesting to note, however, that the initial building
of the Elf entails an overhead of just 18%. We estimated that this is because the build process is
writing the array to PMem sequentially. The write-combining bu�er of the DCPMMs seems to
be quite e�cient if there is only a single sequentially writing thread. Similar results can be
observed for range and partial-match queries with 100% selectivity, where the overhead is also
only 70% and 66%, respectively. Again, the structure is traversed sequentially across long ranges
(depth-�rst search), only this time in a read-only manner. The wide ranges also lead to more
commonly passed DimensionLists, which will result in more hits in the CPU cache for both the
volatile and the persistent Elf. However, this is di�erent for the exact-match queries and the
two range-based queries with a low value for selectivity. These queries only have a very tiny
query window and, thus, often produce a random access pattern. That results in an overhead
of 223%, 210%, and 236%, respectively, which corresponds roughly to the di�erence between
the PMem and DRAM random read latency. Since the resulting random access patterns o�er a
higher potential for improvement by caching, we will mainly focus on small query windows in
the following experiments.
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Figure 4.11: Build and query performance of Elf.
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Hybrid Elf

After considering the two pure variants, we will next look at their combination in the form
of the hybrid Elf. Since the query performance will be the same as for DRAM, we evaluate
only the build and recovery times here. What is added in comparison to the pure PMem Elf
is the allocation and copying of the array into the main memory. For our 100M tuples from
the uniform dataset (∼4 GiB), this process took 1770 ms. This amount is in addition to the
building time and results in 58.28 s. Thus, this process takes only 3% more time in total, while
at the same time causing the recovery in DRAM to shrink from 47.71 s to 1.77 s (i.e., about 27×
faster). Hence, if enough DRAM and PMem are available, this is the best performing solution
across all tasks (except for the negligible copying overhead).

Dynamic Caching - Eviction Policies

If the last condition, namely enough DRAM, is not given – as is often the case for analytical
tasks – our caching approaches o�er an alternative, which we will evaluate in the following.
Initially, we examine the e�cacy of the eviction policies for dynamic caching dependent on
the query type. We implemented the naïve, LRU, LFU, LLA, and 2Q strategies as described
above. Furthermore, we have included two baselines. The �rst is the pure persistent Elf without
DRAM caching (labeled as w/o caching), which serves as a lower limit that must be reached as a
minimum in order to achieve performance bene�ts. The second baseline is more theoretical to
indicate the possible upper limit for our caching approach (labeled as dual access). It makes use
of the hybrid version and retrieves all DimensionLists from the DRAM copy and the MonoLists
from the PMem copy. Hence, this simulates the case where all DimensionLists are cached but
exclusive of probing if they are. Our results on the uniform dataset are presented in Figure 4.12a
for exact-match queries and Figure 4.12b for range queries. Since the results for partial match
queries behave similarly to the range queries, we have omitted them. An in�uential parameter
that we have varied along the x-axis is the cache size.
Prior to the measurements, we warmed up the caches for 100M and 100K queries, each for
exact-match and range queries, respectively. The measurements themselves are then reported
as the average of 1M and 1K subsequent queries. As can be seen for exact-match queries, the
best setting with dynamic caching is LLA, with a capacity of about 1M entries. Concerning the
total number of DimensionLists, this capacity corresponds to 3.8%. For range queries, the best
setting is the naïve approach and a capacity of about 4M entries. It is equivalent to 15.2% of
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Figure 4.12: Throughput of dynamic caching variants on the uniform dataset.
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the total DimensionLists. We also ran the experiments on the TPC-H dataset and saw similar
results for range queries. Therefore, for this dataset, we also opted for the naïve approach with
a capacity of 4M entries. The exact-match queries also reached their peak using the LLA policy,
however, with only 64K entries.
Overall, we can state that our initial concerns – that an additional dynamic DRAM cache may
not give salient advantages above dynamic CPU caches – have turned out to be true. With only
two of the tested eviction policies, it was possible to outperform the pure PMem variant and
even with those only for a few cache sizes. During pro�ling, we were able to con�rm that the
number of instructions is about the same for both the caching and pure variants. However,
another concern was proven true in this investigation, namely that dynamic caching leads to
more LLC misses, which is mainly responsible for the inferior performance. In the warmed-up
state, three hotspots were found to cause this performance degradation and cache misses.

HS1 Lookups in the hash table5 (∼25% performance impact)
The hash table constitute the central part of the cache structure. The bottleneck becomes
particularly noticeable starting at around 100K entries.

HS2 Accesses to the DimensionLists (∼25% performance impact)
These are both in PMem and DRAM.

HS3 Accesses to the MonoLists (∼50% performance impact)
They are always located on PMem.

Hotspot HS2 and HS3 arise because the DRAM and PMem parts evict each other from the CPU
caches, especially when DimensionLists are continually copied from PMem to DRAM. In the
pure persistent variant, PMem practically occupies the CPU caches alone, and DimensionLists
cannot be cached twice. However, not much more is optimizable for these two hotspots since
these are essential accesses that work algorithmically the same as without caching. Therefore,
only hotspot HS1 remains as a possible tuning option. The reason for the bottleneck is the
following con�ict of the used hash table. While increasing the cache size provides better
chances for a DRAM cache hit, it decreases the odds for a CPU cache hit and, thus, the general
lookup performance. A countermeasure we have applied is the partitioning of the cache into
multiple smaller hash tables (Figure 4.12 is already based on this optimization). For larger cache
sizes, this already led to a signi�cant performance boost. Nevertheless, even this could not
consistently outperform the non-caching variant and probably needs further tweaking. The
dual access baseline plotted shows theoretically what performance would be possible if HS1 is
eliminated. HS2 and HS3, i.e., the competition of DRAM and PMem for free slots in the CPU
cache, are still present. While the exact-match case still o�ers some room for improvement, we
seem unable to achieve much more for range queries.
In [JGBS20], dynamic caching has shown to be signi�cantly more bene�cial. However, this was
due to the fact that the same series of queries was executed twice, which is a sort of selective
warm-up. Here instead, we have always queried other tuple or dimension ranges using the
Zip�an distribution and observe that dynamic caching can only provide minimal gains. As
so often, this means that the bene�ts depend heavily on the workload and its skewness. In
the subsequent experiments, we use the best settings for dynamic caching (LLA and naïve), as
pointed out above.

5robin_hood unordered map: https://github.com/martinus/robin-hood-hashing
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Performance of Selective Caching over Time

In the following, we now include static caching in addition to dynamic caching. For both
datasets, we show the throughput over time for all three query types. It is to be understood as
total queries that ran up to this point in time. The caches are not warmed up and, thus, we
show the process of warming up the system and its �nal steady performance. Besides the best
dynamic caching setting, we report the throughput of the pure persistent Elf and the static
caching approach. The label static x levels means that the �rst x dimension levels in the
Elf tree are statically cached in DRAM. On top of that, we also tested the combination of static
and dynamic caching. Figure 4.13 shows the throughput over time for exact-match queries.
Since dynamic caching (LLA) has to additionally populate another cache (DRAM), it takes the
most time to reach the steady state. However, after this is reached (about 1M-10M queries),
it can surpass the non-caching variant of Elf on the uniform data set by 25%. For the TPC-H
dataset, dynamic caching reaches its peak performance faster, but it is only 1-2% higher than for
the pure PMem Elf. Since too many graphs clutter the �gures, we have included only a selection
for static caching. If the �rst one or two levels are statically cached, the performance will
hardly change since they will likely end in the CPU cache anyway. The best performance for
the uniform dataset is achieved with four cached levels. Three or more than four cached levels
settle at static 6 levels in Figure 4.13a. It is contrary to the raised hypothesis in [JGBS20]
that more cached levels would successively increase the performance. Similar results can be
seen with the correlated LineItem table, which achieves the best throughput with eleven levels
and more. Once again, the behavior is not linear since, for example, four levels are faster than
three, but �ve levels are worse again, and from nine levels onwards, it improves continuously.
Other factors besides the number of levels that in�uence performance are the size of the DRAM
cache compared to the CPU caches and, accordingly, the size of the used hash table6, the rate
of successful branch predictions, and frequently traversed DimensionLists. For the uniform
dataset, for example, levels one and two completely �t in the L1 cache, together with the third
level, it becomes a little larger than the L2 cache, and the higher levels are all greater than the
LLC. Summing up to level four – the best-performing setup here – results in 136 MiB being
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Figure 4.13: Continuous throughput of cached Elf variants for exact-match queries.

6The partitioning of the hash table did not have a positive e�ect with static caching.
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10× larger than the LLC. In comparison with the total size of the tree, this is only 3% more
space in exchange for 30% more performance.
Combining the best dynamic approach with the best static one in the uniform case, we get
the overall best result. Similarly, for the TPC-H dataset, the combination achieves a better
result than the individual approaches. Since the higher dimension levels do not contain many
common DimensionLists and, thus, there is not much left to be cached by the dynamic
part, we used nine static levels instead of eleven. The reason for it is the reordering of the
columns of the LineItem table. That leads to the fact that dimensions twelve to �fteen are the
unique primary and mostly unique foreign keys. Overall, when putting the performance gain
in relation to the use of additional DRAM, this combination of dynamic and static caching
seems not worthwhile, though. Separately, both caching strategies provide a considerable
compromise here.
Next, we will look at the range and partial-match queries using a range size of 2% per dimen-
sion. Because many more tree paths are traversed, the throughput is signi�cantly lower than
with exact-match queries. The results for the uniform dataset are visualized in Figures 4.14a
and 4.15a. The best-performing dynamic approach here is the naïve variant. For range-based
queries, it does not achieve quite as sound improvements as for point queries since much more
DimensionLists are probed per query. This leads to more dynamic cache misses as well as a
sequential access pattern. Since PMem can handle this pattern more e�ciently (cf. Figure 4.11),
an additional cache provides less value. Nevertheless, range queries achieve a gain of about
20% for the uniform dataset. For partial queries, however, it is reduced to 5-10% due to the
wildcarded dimensions leading to even more DimensionLists being probed. On the TPC-H
dataset, as shown in Figures 4.14b and 4.15b, the di�erence is much more evident. While the
dynamic approach speeds up range queries by 30%, it degrades partial-match queries by as
much as 10%.
The static approach appears to be more reliable for both data sets, albeit subject to some
�uctuations. Similar to the exact-match queries, four and eleven levels perform best for the
range-based queries. Range queries are accelerated by 50% and 40% compared to the uncached
version for the uniform and TPC-H datasets. Also, the partial-match queries could be improved
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Figure 4.14: Continuous throughput of cached Elf variants for range queries.
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Figure 4.15: Continuous throughput of cached Elf variants for partial-match queries.

by 40% in the uniform and 15% in the correlated case. Two further notable points are that,
on the one hand, for range queries in Figure 4.14a, the number of statically cached levels
beyond four does not cause much performance degradation and, on the other hand, the static
strategy with two levels in Figure 4.14b is slower than the uncached variant by exception. In
retrospect, looking at Figure 4.12, the static approach is even better than the customized hybrid
dual-access version. It further reinforces the notion of selective caching instead of caching all
DimensionLists.
Combining both the static and dynamic approach for range-based queries, we get worse
performance in this case compared to the standalone static variant. That makes this combination
futile. Only with the correlated dataset and range queries (cf. Figure 4.14b), a slight improvement
could be achieved. Therefore, we draw the same conclusion as for the exact-match experiments
that both strategies are only worth the extra invested DRAM in isolation from each other.

Parallel Range Queries

As a �nal experiment of this section and chapter, we consider the impact of running range
and partial-match queries in parallel. We only included static caching since dynamic caching
would require additional synchronization mechanisms due to the concurrent eviction process.
Since the gain from dynamic caching for range-based queries has been small so far in any
case, additional synchronization can only be expected to worsen the situation. Furthermore,
concurrency control protocols would have to be considered, which would lead to even more
parameters in the analysis and complicate it unnecessarily. Therefore, we stick with the
best-performing static caching setup (four levels) from before and compare the parallel and
sequential performance against the uncached variant. We used the uniform dataset since the
cardinalities of the dimensions and range size of the queries can be easily customized. The
results shown in Figure 4.16 are based on measurements on a single socket using the same
number of threads as available logical cores (≡ 20).
As can be seen, both non-caching and static caching variants can bene�t from a parallel execu-
tion as long as the cardinality and range size are large enough. Looking at the partial-match
results, we see that the parallel variant always performs better. In the case of range queries, the
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Figure 4.16: Sequential vs. parallel range and partial-match queries.

best speedup in this series of experiments was achieved with the maximum tested cardinality of
100 over the entire Elf (see rightmost). The throughput is 12× larger than the sequential version.
The cardinality and the number of total tuples can naturally be chosen even higher, which
would most likely cause the speedup to increase to some degree as well. Considering the other
end of our benchmark, i.e., a cardinality of 20 and a range size of 5%, the parallel execution is
utterly counterproductive and worsens performance by two orders of magnitude. Smaller query
windows seem to have too much overhead for creating threads and collecting their results.
Therefore, the parallel variant is unsuitable as a complete implementation replacement and
instead should be chosen based on the passed range parameters and dimension cardinalities.
It could be realized, for example, with the help of a cost model, which decides at a certain
threshold in favor of either the sequential or the parallel implementation.
If we compare the throughput of the static and the non-caching approach, the di�erences
are hard to discern due to the logarithmic scale. Taking a closer look reveals that the static
cache only improves the performance for small range sizes. This insight is consistent with our
�ndings from the previous experiments and is again justi�ed by the sequential access pattern,
which can be handled more e�ciently by PMem.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we presented two PMem-based storage layouts targeting analytical workloads.
While the �rst one uses a clustering approach to keep similar data physically close and an
interchangeable index, the second is a multi-dimensional index structure that uses DRAM as
an additional caching layer.
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The introduced clustered PMem-aware storage layout potentially covers all three memory/
storage layers (DRAM, PMem, disk) and can thus take advantage of all the properties. The
approach allows to e�ciently access tuples on non-key attributes, which is especially reasonable
for our target TSP system. For example, for selection rates below 1%, range scans can be
accelerated by several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, with a volatile index on top, even
key-based queries on our structure perform similar to approaches designed for OLTP workloads,
and sometimes it even outperforms them.
The multi-dimensional index is a kind of orthogonal approach to the clustering layout. It
focuses on the selective caching idea, which statically or dynamically caches tree nodes in
DRAM. In our evaluation, we found that random access patterns, in particular, can bene�t
considerably from investing in additional DRAM to bu�er frequently traversed nodes. Thus, for
exact-match queries, we reduced the overhead compared to the DRAM implementation from
223% to 150% with just 3% more space. The DRAM implementation would require 100% more
memory accordingly. Analogously, we could reduce the overhead of range and partial-match
queries with a 2% range size from 210% to 110% and 236% to 140%, respectively. However,
it was also evident that a combination of static and dynamic strategies does not always pay
o�. Only the dynamic naïve and LLA strategies – where the latter is an approach we devised
based on access probabilities – could outperform the uncached PMem version. In addition, we
have shown that parallel range queries combined with static caching can result in additional
performance boosts. Overall, selective caching has proven to be pro�table. Also, we think
that it is generic enough to apply to other tree-like data structures. Only the granularity of
the cached objects will vary. Hence, the optima will need to be determined manually or by an
appropriate cost model.
Altogether, the two proposed approaches represent a valuable complement to the previously
presented data and index structures to also support analytical applications. In principle, it
would be conceivable to combine both approaches, i.e., selectively cache the clustered blocks
in DRAM. For our purposes, however, the individual approaches should su�ce for the time
being. Therefore, we have now scrutinized both OLTP and OLAP preferential data and index
structures concerning PMem and can use them as building blocks for more complex systems,
such as for the states of our TSP model.
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5Stateful Stream Processing

D ata stream processing is one of the newer research areas in data management that
emerged in the 2000s. Modern applications often require transactional guarantees in
addition to fast processing of unbounded data sources, which is driving a convergence

of stream and transactional processing. That can be observed, for example, by market trends
such as real-time data warehousing or new designs following the lambda architecture that
aims to combine batch and online processing using big data platforms. This observation was
also described in [CFKK20], which highlights future application requirements and necessary
developments in the data streaming domain. These include, for example, transaction guarantees,
shared queryable states, cross-state versioning, and modern hardware support. We intend to
address all of these aspects within the scope of this chapter. In particular, the exploitation
of new hardware, such as PMem, o�ers sublime opportunities to meet the requirements of
modern applications. Since streaming applications often rely on fast response times while
requiring fail-safety, PMem with a near-DRAM latency and direct persistence seems to be a
natural candidate for transactional and stateful stream processing.
Irrespective of the hardware, the convergence of stream and transaction processing means that
the input to such a system is conceived as a continuous stream of data elements. The processing
is then realized as a stream processing pipeline (continuous query) with an arbitrary set of
persistent tables as sinks. At the same time, updates to these tables can trigger further processing
again implemented as a stream processing pipeline. From the traditional point of view, the
tables can also be queried in an ad-hoc way, for instance, to create snapshot reports. Thus, such
a system consists of a mixture of long-term continuous queries plus usually spontaneous batch
(ad-hoc) queries. The data objects, on the other hand, are streams and tables. Probably the most
frequently encountered stateful operators are windows. Combined with the table approaches,
for example, this o�ers a wide range of implementation opportunities. Conceptually, a window
is nothing more than an ordered table that is �lled by a stream and reports the events on the
table to another stream. When using existing persistent table implementations, this would
support crash recovery basically for free.
However, concurrent access and stream-based queries require extended transaction support.
I.e., queries that write to or read from tables must be executed in a transactional context
meeting the ACID guarantees. That is not only important for the aforementioned correct
failure recovery but also to provide consistent views on persistent subsets of the data stream, as
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with the window example above. In this work, we denote this processing style as Transactional
Stream Processing (TSP) [BFKT12, MTZ+15]. Summarized the transactional component means
that

A a stream query writing to tables represents a sequence of transactions, and

B stream or batch queries on such tables require transaction isolation.

Following [MTZ+15], a TSP model should address three guarantees: (1) ACID for both OLTP-
typical and streaming transactions, (2) ordered execution for streaming, and (3) exactly-once
processing of streams. From our point of view, the former is of particular interest since a
wide range of implementations is feasible using PMem-based states. Furthermore, this has
the most decisive performance impact and, thus, can bene�t the most from new memory and
storage technologies. The other two guarantees are considered somewhat incidental. The
reason is that, for example, for ordered execution (2), nothing needs to be adapted for PMem.
For exactly-once processing (3), we could use persistent queues in front of all sources and sinks.
During recovery, these queues are checked for already seen tuples or other unique identi�ers
to determine the last fully processed items in a pipeline. Moreover, external services such as a
replayable messaging system [ABD+12, KNR+11] can assist this process.
For illustration purposes, we consider the use case as shown in Figure 5.1: a modern smart
metering and monitoring example scenario that could bene�t from TSP. It is a more detailed
and specialized application of Figure 1.1 introduced in Chapter 1. The data sources are smart
meters of private households and measurements from the global infrastructure such as power
supplies, generators, accumulators, etc. The idea of this use case is to observe the complete
environment and generate alarms if something is not within the speci�cation ranges. This
veri�cation step can also be coupled back to realize a self-adapting system. In total, this example
contains three continuous and one ad-hoc query. The �rst continuous query – the beginning
is marked as Stream 1 in the �gure – collects the measured values of the private smart
meters in 30-minute time windows. That can be both a tumbling as well as a sliding window.
Whenever the window operator triggers, it passes the data on to the aggregation operator,
which for example, prepares and summarizes the data in a necessary way. Subsequently, the
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Figure 5.1: Smart metering and energy monitoring use case.
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results are written to a shared state (table). The second query, based on the measurements
of the infrastructure, could be similarly constructed and also writes to a separate state. It
then accesses the household measurements and joins them with the current streamed data
element (summarized as TO_STREAM). That is compared with the respective speci�cations.
These, in turn, can be updated by another query, e. g., for adapting ranges or adding new
machines. If anything falls out of the acceptable range, an alarm is generated. In addition, there
could be periodical ad-hoc analyses studying the historical course of events. For this task, a
multi-versioning approach which, for instance, also supports time-travel queries, would be
sensible. Conceptually, tables are used in this scenario to maintain persistent states to deal
with voluminous datasets (e. g., windows ranging over hours or days) and to support crash
recovery. However, as the example indicates, such tables are not only appropriate for internal
states but can also be queried on an ad-hoc basis to get the current (or even historic) picture of
the process or individual process states.
From the speci�ed conditions, desired guarantees, and the example, we can derive explicit
requirements. Thus, to support transactional and queryable states, a correctly working system
must ful�ll the following points:

1 State representations (tables) must be queryable as a matter of principle.

2 Concurrently running stream queries updating the state and ad-hoc queries to these states
must ensure the isolation property.

3 Consistency between multiple states associated with the same query is necessary, also in
the case of transaction aborts.

For the former, this includes providing a uni�ed interface for operator states and separately
created tables and centralized management of these. To realize the isolation property, a
scheduling protocol like MVCC is necessary for handling both batch and continuous queries.
For consistency preservation across multiple states, there is also the need for a protocol that
coordinates all accesses with ACID guarantees. A simpli�cation, which is also evident in the
illustrated use case, is that only one continuous query has write access to a state, thus creating
a single-writer-multiple-reader scenario.
This chapter aims to explore techniques used to meet the above requirements1. The ultimate
goal is to prototype a stream processing system with transactional capabilities using PMem-
based data structures as state and table representations. Our contributions provided by this
chapter are as follows:

• A Data-centric TSP Model: We propose and explain our TSP model conception in
detail with a distinct focus on transactional state management and queryable states.

• Concurrency & Consistency Protocol: We present our implementation of an MVCC
and consistency approach for the TSP model. We further discuss suitable optimizations in
the presence of PMem. Based on the protocols, we de�ne the necessary steps for failure
recovery and application restart.

• Query Planning: We outline possible parameters and cost models for query planning
in the TSP model.

1The material in this chapter is based on [PGS17, GS19, GPS19, GGK+20].
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• Event StreamProcessing: A specialized but well-established form of stateful stream pro-
cessing is the continuous processing of events. Based on an existing event store, we show
how to practically apply our previous �ndings with PMem to the store’s components.

The remainder of this chapter is organized according to the following structure. In Section 5.1,
we start by introducing our transactional model for stream processing. Then, Section 5.2 surveys
state-of-the-art research regarding stream processing with transactional guarantees and current
deployments of MVCC as a concurrency control protocol compared to our approach. Section 5.3
presents our protocols for realizing the snapshot isolation property to meet the transactional
requirements in this TSP model. Subsequently, we address the aligned implementation for
PMem and how the recovery process has to be adapted in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, respectively.
In Section 5.6, we take a brief detour into query planning opportunities and cost models for
TSP. Furthermore, we apply our experience to a specialized form of stream processing, namely
event stream processing in Section 5.7, before evaluating both processing types in Section 5.8.
Finally, Section 5.9 summarizes the contents and insights of this chapter.

5.1 Transactional Stream Processing Model

Transactions are a well-established concept known from DBMSs that guarantees consistency for
the underlying database even in the event of failures and concurrent user access. Transactional
Stream Processing can be seen as a hybrid model of the traditional relational data processing
and the data stream processing that provides both with transactional guarantees. Through this
combination, we can distinguish between two objects holding data: tables for representing
states and streams. Tables constitute a structured and �nite collection of data typically divisible
in rows and columns. Streams, on the other hand, provide a potentially in�nite sequence of
tuples that exhibit either an implicit or explicit ordering. I.e., either the ordering is based on
arrival time, or the tuples carry an ordering attribute such as the application timestamp. Still,
both objects need to be provided with a concrete schema. A further di�erence is that streams are
volatile and can often be processed completely in-memory, while tables are typically persistent
and require a physical storage representation.
In order to formulate queries on data streams the data is passed through a �ow of operators such
as �lter, map, join, group, aggregate, or even user-de�ned operators. That results in so-called
continuous queries. Unlike the relational case, due to the boundlessness of the data stream,
certain operators that typically require the entire dataset to return a result cannot be executed
in this form. These operators, such as joins and aggregates, are called blocking operators. It is
solved with windows that divide streams into bounded subsets. Windows can concern either a
�xed period or quantity of tuples or be data-driven and allow various eviction policies such as
sliding or tumbling windows. Furthermore, relational queries di�er from continuous queries
in the form of processing. While the former follows a pull-based model like in the Volcano
processing model [GM93], the latter is typically rather push-based. It means that tuples are
actively sent from the source(s) to the consumer operator(s). Due to these di�erences, it must
�rst be clari�ed how both paradigms can be linked to each other.
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5.1.1 Linking Operators

Similar to the concepts which were proposed in the query language for STREAM [ABW03], we
need two classes of operators to link tables and streams. One for the stream-to-table direction
and the other class for the opposite way. In this work, we refer to them as TO_TABLE and
TO_STREAM that need to perform the following tasks:

• TO_TABLE ingests tuples from a stream and inserts them into a table or updates or deletes
existing ones, e.g., to modify an operator state.

• TO_STREAM monitors arbitrary changes on a table and generates a stream of tuples from
them.

The handling of stream tuples with TO_TABLE can be di�erent depending on the context or
a potentially connected stateful operator. Usually, though, if a tuple with the same key as
the stream tuple already exists in the table, it will be updated and otherwise newly inserted.
Deletions can be performed either explicitly by delete tuples or implicitly when a tuple is
obsolete, e.g., due to window semantics. For TO_STREAM, we can further subdivide two scenarios.
First, stream tuples are processed incrementally, such as in an aggregation, where only a single
table tuple is modi�ed and subsequently output to a stream. The second scenario comprises
the case where table-wide operations are performed before a new stream tuple can be output,
as with a median calculation of all tuples in a table. Thus, TO_STREAM is very similar to the
concept of a database trigger that generates one or more tuples once the de�ned condition on
a table is ful�lled. It can also be extended to full trigger semantics, which additionally perform
modi�cations to the table. For that, the output stream only has to be redirected to the table
and linked with TO_TABLE. Besides the two classes of operators to combine the streams and
tables, it needs another operator class FROM, which allows ad-hoc queries. These also need to
cover two �avors. On the one hand, to hook onto a stream and get all tuples starting from the
time of attachment (motivated by views) and, on the other hand, to issue typical relational
queries to tables. In Figure 5.2, we have visualized the interplay between these three classes
of operators. The central semantics are marked with A for atomicity, I for isolation, and T
for trigger policy. The handling of transaction boundaries and state access is described in the
following subsections.

TO_TABLE TO_STREAM

FROM (Table)

▪︎ snapshot per tuple
▪︎ snapshot on commit

▪︎ each tuple
▪︎ transaction commit

▪︎ tuple
▪︎ sub-stream
▪︎ stream

▪︎ tuple
▪︎ transaction commit

FROM (Stream)

▪︎ snapshot
▪︎ isolation level

A I

T

T

I

Figure 5.2: Overview of linking operators and transactional semantics for TSP.
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5.1.2 Transaction Boundaries

As already indicated by the �gure, there are basically three ways to treat atomicity and trans-
action boundaries for data streams. The �rst and most trivial case is when each tuple in a
stream represents a separate transaction, which we refer to as auto-commit. For a data-centric
approach, however, we need explicit, dedicated stream elements that mark the transaction
boundaries (BOT, COMMIT, ABORT). These pass the stream pipelines alongside the actual data
tuples interpreted as inserts, updates, or deletes. For the realization of these concepts, punc-
tuations [TMSF03] or control tuples are well suited. These can be injected already from the
streaming data source or as part of the stream processing pipeline(s) when a prede�ned condi-
tion is met. Therefore, a transaction following this approach is always a bounded sequence of
tuples (i.e., a sub-stream). However, Out-of-Order (OOO) events can also occur in data streams,
which means that the ordering by arrival is inadequate. Therefore, in this case, tuples of the
same transaction must be tagged by concepts such as punctuations, equal timestamps, or similar.
Alternatively, transaction boundaries can be speci�ed as part of the query or data�ow program
as in the traditional query-centric approach. It would de�ne a transaction as a sequence of
operations, which seems more reasonable for ad-hoc queries. Figure 5.3 illustrates the data-
and query-centric strategies. In summary, a transaction can span the entire data stream to the
length of a sub-stream, or it may involve only a single tuple (≡ auto-commit).

5.1.3 Transactional State Management

Data-manipulation operations like inserts, deletes, and updates on tables must be executed in a
transactional context so that atomicity for writes and isolation for reads (via TO_STREAM or
FROM) can be guaranteed. In our TSP model, a table can only be modi�ed using the TO_TABLE
operator. To guarantee atomicity for these writes, the transaction boundaries as described above
are required in the �rst place. Moreover, since a stream query can operate on multiple persistent
states simultaneously (cf. Figure 5.1), a consistency protocol is necessary that encompasses all
states involved. For the states manipulated in the same transaction, it means that they must be
updated synchronously from an external perspective. Thus, depending on the isolation level,
other queries that simultaneously read the states should only see updates of the same and
possibly the most recent transaction that has already been committed. Since, in our data-centric
model, we view a transaction as a sequence of stream tuples containing update information,
usual OLTP queries are modeled as a sequence of updates by simply concatenating all changes
issued by a transaction. This sequence is then wrapped with transaction punctuations and fed
to the TO_TABLE operator to execute the modi�cations on the table.

BOTCOMMIT
data element

time

(a) Data-centric.

t.newStreamFromSocket(…)
  .extract(…)
  .beginTransaction()
  .slidingWindow(…)
  .aggregate(…)
  .commitTransaction()
  …

(b) Query-centric.

Figure 5.3: Strategies for de�ning transaction boundaries.
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Reads via the FROM operator can be executed using various isolation levels to control the
corresponding visibility of simultaneous updates, as known from DBMSs. Furthermore, this
concept also needs to be applied when FROM is used to attach to a data stream. Thus, for
example, snapshot isolation should only forward committed transactions. As opposed to that,
with a more relaxed isolation level, stream tuples of a transaction that is still running can
already be emitted.
Reading using the TO_STREAM operator requires a trigger policy added to the consideration
of the isolation property for all reads. A trigger policy is a constraint that causes stream
tuples to be output or back-to-the-table streams to be produced that contain the transactional
modi�cations. For instance, it is possible to react to arbitrary tuple modi�cations or only to
transaction commits. Furthermore, the trigger policy also a�ects the isolation property. Hence,
a snapshot includes only a single tuple or all tuples that have been modi�ed up to the commit.

5.1.4 Shared Queryable States

In order to ensure all relevant facets required for the TSP model with queryable states, we
draw on a uni�ed table model as used in DBMSs. Besides user-de�ned tables, some stream
operators such as windows, aggregates, and joins also require underlying and, at best, optimized
data structures to maintain their state. For these operators, tables (or table-like interfaces)
can be exploited as internal structures to make their state generally queryable or share their
contents with other queries. That allows providing shared queryable states while reusing
existing persistence and recovery mechanisms.
As an example, we �rst consider the window operator as known from streaming systems. It
can be easily realized with a pair of TO_TABLE-TO_STREAM operators that store and remove
tuples in and from a table. That makes the underlying table available to all other queries, e.g.,
for calculating various statistics or monitoring. In addition, in case of failures, the windows are
persistent and recoverable. Generally, the underlying tables can automatically be created based
on the query de�nition. Also, the schema is implicitly provided by the operator’s input schema.
As noted earlier, a single implementation of the table concept will not be su�cient because
the requirements and access pro�les vary by operator. Thus, operations on the tables may
involve merely append-only, batch appends, and deletes, or need to cover the whole range of
update operations. For further processing of the data stream, the TO_STREAM operator allows
to incrementally evaluate a window feeding only updates into the data stream. On the other
hand, also batch processing with access to the entire window contents is possible. It can be
done in the form of ad-hoc queries using the FROM operator, which provides the full range of
relational queries.
The same applies to grouping, aggregation, join, or other stateful operators. They can all be
implemented similarly to provide external access to their state. For example, in a scenario with
multiple data streams from di�erent sources, the same speci�cation table might be required
for joining. Rather than creating a hash table for each stream, all join operators can now
reuse a single hash table. In this way, redundant work is avoided, and the system’s memory
consumption is decreased.
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5.2 Related Work

Several models and systems already exist that use transactions and persistent states for pro-
cessing data streams. In this section, we summarize the existing approaches and highlight their
di�erences. We divided related work into three categories. The �rst covers stream processing
systems that support transactions and states. Then, we discuss those systems that focus more on
scalability on multiple cluster nodes. Finally, we will review current multi-version concurrency
control considerations. Related work regarding PMem-based data and index structures as part
of the possible state representations was already discussed in Sections 3.1 and 4.1. Besides the
di�erences outlined below, we will see that none of the listed systems consider PMem, and only
a few include NUMA e�ects. It is a contribution that we address in this chapter, among others.

5.2.1 Transactional Stream Processing

STREAM

One of the �rst approaches that combines data stream and transactional processing is the
STREAM project [MWA+03, ABW03]. They transform relations to streams by introducing the
operations RStream, IStream, and DStream. These emit tuples to a stream whenever changes are
observed in a relation. While IStream and DStream generate a stream of tuples based on inserts
and deletes into or from a table, respectively, the RStream operation emits all tuples of a table
enhanced with the same timestamp. For the former two cases, the tuple timestamps correspond
to the respective time of insertion or deletion instead. Similar to our model, STREAM also
exploits punctuations to model constraints such as transaction borders over data streams.
For the opposite transformation direction, windows are used to convert sub-streams into
relations. These can then be queried in a typical SQL fashion. However, their system focuses
on continuous queries and mostly neglects the interplay between stream- and relational-based
transactions.

Transactional Stream Processing

With the work Transactional Stream Processing [BFKT12], from which we adopted the name of
our model, this notion is further advanced, and also concurrency control and failure-atomicity
are incorporated. Here, a uniform transaction model is already being conceived to handle both
stream- and relational-based transactions. In order to achieve that, timestamps are assigned
to each transaction, and continuous queries are converted into a series of one-time (ad-hoc)
queries. States and independent relations are maintained in a separate storage manager and
can be queried through a transaction manager interface. The storage manager is based on a
storage system for data-intensive stream processing [BAF+09]. As a result, the transaction
manager does not distinguish whether continuous or ad-hoc queries are received. Either
way, concurrency control utilizes locks (SS2PL), and recovery is based on logical undo logging.
However, we see a potential for improvement in this protocol implementation of the transaction
manager, particularly when considering modern and upcoming server setups such as multi-
socket systems with PMem.
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S-Store

In a similar way, S-Store[MTZ+15] builds on an existing OLTP system and extends it with
data stream processing capabilities. In particular, they reuse the ACID implementations of
H-Store [KKN+08] by representing data streaming concepts such as windows and streams as
time-varying tables ordered by timestamp. Continuous queries, on the other hand, are realized
as a data�ow graph composed of stored procedures, which can also be nested. The transaction
scope is de�ned by a batch ID – derived either from a timestamp or from the number of tuples –
and executed atomically per stored procedure. With this way of processing, ordered execution
and exactly-once processing can be realized in addition to the ACID properties. Even though
S-Store ful�lls the functional requirements of a TSP system, it is still based on a relational
DBMS and, thus, leaves a lot of room for improvement, especially in the streaming domain
with stringent latency requirements.

Tidalrace

With Tidalrace [JS15], the authors propose a streaming data warehouse, contrary to the previ-
ously introduced streaming OLTP systems. The key idea is a system that acts as a data sink
for streams and facilitates ETL tasks as well as �nal data warehouse analyses. In order to
convert the incoming streams into tables, they are partitioned based on timestamps and stored
in write-once �les. When querying data, Tidalrace focuses on the �nal warehouse tables, which
means that it is not possible to mix stream and relational queries. Furthermore, when ingesting
the stream data, the consistency property is relaxed to obtain real-time results. It means that
the transactional part, i.e., the preservation of the ACID properties, is mostly omitted.

TStream

A more recent approach is TStream [ZWZH20], which is a transactional stream processing
system especially targeting modern multicore processors. The authors propose two disjoint
scheduling modes to scale the state synchronization. The �rst is the compute mode in which
the system starts. It processes events and collects state access operations in a list per state.
Every time a de�ned period is over, the executors switch to the state access mode. Here, the
postponed events now access the state in batches. It can also be done in parallel if these have
no data dependencies. Another contribution is the consideration of NUMA-aware processing
by allowing di�erent sharing options per state access list.

5.2.2 Scalable Stateful Stream Processing

Apache Flink Streaming

Considering scalable distributed data stream processing, Apache Flink Streaming is one of the
most used and advanced platforms that provides consistent and fault-tolerant states [CFE+15,
CEF+17]. The fault tolerance is enabled by a mechanism based on distributed global snapshots,
as primordially proposed by Chandy and Lamport already in the 80s [CL85]. For that, punctua-
tions – here referred to as stream barriers – are periodically ingested to all source operators and
move alongside the data to the sinks. At each operator in the pipeline, the data �ow is blocked
until the barriers with the same ID are received from all other inputs. Once that is the case, the
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contents of the state are persisted in an arbitrary state backend. If a failure should occur, the
last consistent snapshot is used to restore all states of the same streaming pipeline collectively.
In addition, it is possible to query states at least in the form of point lookups as long as only
one operator/task has write access to this state. However, to the best of our knowledge, they
do not support transactions across multiple states and do not comply with the ACID properties
in the process.

SnappyData

Based on the Spark platform, SnappyData [MRM+17] extends it with an in-memory trans-
actional store and, thus, aims to unify transactions, streaming, and analytical tasks in one
framework. The task distribution is such that Spark is used for fast distributed computations
and streaming features, while the in-memory store allows for �ne-grained concurrent access
control. They take a hybrid approach to the storage model, allowing both row- and column-
oriented tables. The micro-batches introduced by Spark are used to de�ne the scope of a
transaction, which means that transactions must always be of the same size. Another feature is
the capability for approximate query processing to meet real-time requirements, for example.

TSpoon

TSpoon [AMC20] �ts into a similar category, where the authors build a transaction model
based on Apache Flink. They introduce the t-graph notion, a subgraph containing all stateful
operators that must jointly satisfy the ACID properties. It is relatively similar to what we call a
topology or state group. Another similarity is that only streams can write to states. However,
a di�erence to our model is that TSpoon does not use punctuations to mark transaction
boundaries. Instead, a transaction can only comprise one streaming element at a time. In order
to cope with concurrent queries, key-value pairs are versioned and can be managed using
either a lock-based or a timestamp-based protocol.

5.2.3 Multi-Version Concurrency Control

Particular concerning modern multi-core architectures, MVCC can maximize parallelism
while still achieving serializability. Primarily, it is attributable to the principle that read
and write operations do not block each other. That makes the system much more scalable
and, therefore, many commercial DBMSs have adopted it as their Concurrency Control (CC)
scheme. These include, for example, Hekaton [DFI+13], MemSQL/SingleStore [Sin20], and SAP
HANA [LMM+13]. MVCC is also favored in almost every current academic and open-source
DBMS like Postgres [SR86], HYRISE [GKP+10], HyPer [KN11], Peloton [Car19, WAL+17], and
NoisePage [Car21]. However, it is principally not a protocol but rather a group of protocols,
and there is no exact standard on how to implement it. Several options and customizations are
conceivable, depending heavily on the expected workload. Most of the MVCC implementations
only support the snapshot isolation level since full serializability would be disproportionately
expensive. Hence, some approaches exist guaranteeing serializability with as little overhead
as possible [NMK15, CRF08]. In a single-writer-multiple-readers scenario, snapshot isolation
corresponds to serializability since write-skews cannot occur. That is why we do not need
such enlargement in our approach for the time being. A comprehensive study examining the
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major design decisions for the implementation of MVCC in an in-memory database system can
be found in [WAL+17]. More precisely, these design points are the underlying CC protocol,
the version storage, the garbage collection, and the index management. The authors discuss
tradeo�s and appropriate scenarios for each approach. We adopted some of the results of this
study to develop our own MVCC approach (see Section 5.3.2). However, several aspects could
not be applied in this way, as our system is not a pure in-memory solution. Even though the
design space for PMem remains roughly the same, the performance implications of some design
adjustments presented will not be identical to those observed for DRAM due to the di�erent
characteristics of the technology, such as the read-write asymmetry.
A few works exist that already use versioning or MVCC for PMem-based data structures. Among
them are, e.g., CDDS [VTRC11], SOFORT [OBL+14], Dash [LHWL20], and Zen [LCC21]. Most
of these proposals, except Zen, and to some extent Dash, omit an exclusive concurrency
comparison with other protocols or have still been evaluated on DRAM-based emulations.
However, the Zen approach already reveals that at high skew, MVCC and optimistic protocols
achieve higher throughput than lock-based protocols. In this chapter, we will explore in greater
detail if and when MVCC on PMem is more appropriate – particularly in the context of stateful
stream processing – than protocols without versioning.

5.3 Snapshot Isolation Protocols

Considering the transactional semantics as detailed in Section 5.1, we can now further specify
and address the requirements described at the beginning of this chapter. Fundamentally, this
is an application of the ACID principle to the TSP model. We start with atomicity, which
must be taken into account in several places. Primarily, it concerns the afore-said marking
of transaction scopes – the unit of work to be executed atomically – via certain transaction
boundaries. Furthermore, every operation of the transactions must be executed atomically
to ensure fault tolerance on the one hand and consistency even for concurrent access on the
other. That brings us directly to the next two requirements, namely persistence (or durability)
and isolation. The isolation property includes both continuous and ad-hoc queries. It has to
make sure that they do not interfere with each other regarding correctness and consistency.
That also holds when they cover multiple states or transaction aborts occur. On the other hand,
the persistence property requires that all e�ects of a successfully committed transaction still
exist after a system restart, whether intentional or not. It also includes recoverability, which
must ensure that states can either be fully recovered or always remain in a consistent form. In
order to comply with these requirements, we have developed a snapshot isolation approach
that consists of the following three components.

• Multi-versioned data structures for queryable operator states and custom tables

• A transaction protocol supporting reads, writes, commits, and aborts on these states both
by stream operators and ad-hoc queries

• A protocol that maintains consistency across multiple states
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We have prototypically implemented and integrated these components into a C++-based data
stream processing framework called PipeFabric2. The reason we chose an MVCC approach is
that it has proven to be the most scalable and widely used CC protocol in the literature for
DBMSs [PA16, WAL+17, CM86], as we have already pointed out in the related work section. For
a TSP environment, we expect similar scalability and resilience of this approach. However, this
assumption still needs to be substantiated. In addition, the suitability of MVCC in combination
with PMem has not been extensively studied yet. We will address both aspects later in the
chapter.

5.3.1 Data Structures

As a data structure supporting snapshot isolation and serving as transactional state representa-
tion, we have designed a table wrapper shown in Figure 5.4 on the right. The areas highlighted
in gray in the �gure represent the parts that need to be stored persistently. The underlying
Base Table can be any arbitrary data structure as long as it has a key-value mapping, which
is the case with frameworks like RocksDB or elementary representatives like a hash table
or a B+-Tree. Thus, for each type of state – depending on the access pro�le – a matching
underlying structure can be used, making this design highly versatile. For example, for an
aggregation or a grouping, a multimap might prove to be the most e�cient. Also, more nested
data structures would be conceivable, e.g., for grouped windows, one could map IDs to FIFO
queues (cf. Figure 5.1). Inside the base table, each key is mapped to its corresponding value,
which in this case is an MVCC Object. As it is typical for MVCC [Ree83, WAL+17], a version
entry, in turn, has the following form: < [cts, dts], value >. The Commit Timestamp (CTS)
and Deletion Timestamp (DTS) �elds depict the validity range of this version’s value. The
apparent separation into two arrays (headers and values) is expected to provide a better cache
locality when searching for a valid version, particularly when storing many versions or large
values. We use a bit vector (omitted in the �gure) to atomically handle the available free slots
in these two arrays. No additional write lock is necessary since changes are initially stored
volatile in the uncommitted write set of the corresponding transaction until commit. Thus,
new versions are not prematurely visible to simultaneous readers, and transactions can also be
aborted straightforwardly and fast. Furthermore, committed and uncommitted versions are
never mixed. The detailed operation of the commit is explained in the following subsection.
Finally, the transactional table wrapper maintains a reference to the global state context, as
shown on the left of Figure 5.4.
The state context holds all necessary runtime information about the states, state groups, and
active transactions registered in the system. In this sense, the state context is also the transaction
manager. For the states, we currently only store concise general information such as a unique
identi�er and their physical location. This location is usually a �le system path for both
PMem- and disk-based states and a virtual address in the case of volatile states. State groups
record which states must be written together atomically. It can typically be derived from the
continuous queries, which are called Topologies in PipeFabric. Since we currently focus on a
single-writer-multiple-readers scenario, a state can only be written by one such topology. It is
essential to keep track of the corresponding state groups to correctly apply the concurrency
and consistency protocol (see Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). For that, the last committed transaction

2PipeFabric - https://github.com/dbis-ilm/pipefabric
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Figure 5.4: Transaction components.

timestamp (LastCTS) is maintained for each group marking a snapshot. This information
must also be stored persistently to prevent individual parts of an incomplete commit from
becoming visible after an unexpected failure. Upon starting a new transaction, it acquires a
unique timestamp (TxnID). These timestamps are generated by a global atomic counter within
the state context. All active transactions are assigned with a list of states they accessed or are
going to access. This list contains the ID of the states and the access status (Active, Abort,
or Commit), which is mainly used in the case of writes. Furthermore, we also keep track of a
global commit timestamp at the time of reading (ReadCTS) for each state group. For the active
transactions, we again use a bit vector3 to atomically (de)allocate the available slots in this array
(UsedSlots). All common variants, such as background vacuuming, cooperative cleaning, and
so on (cf. [WAL+17]), are possible for garbage collection considering the active transactions.
Currently, the invisible or old versions are marked free only if there is no space for the new
version in the array. For this purpose, the oldest version considered by active transactions is
recorded (OldestActiveVersion). All versions with a lower timestamp can be safely marked
free or archived if time traveling is demanded. Altogether the state context of the transaction
management can be used entirely latch-free exclusively copes with atomic instructions.

5.3.2 Multi-Version Concurrency Control Protocol

Initially, we consider the necessary basic transactional operations on a state. These are read,
write, commit, and abort. More complex procedures such as update, scan, modify-if, etc., can
be composed of these. To better separate the protocols, we �rst consider the simultaneous
and consistent access to only one state at a time. The start of a transaction can be signaled
either explicitly by punctuation or implicitly by the �rst read/write operation. In our case, we
assume beginning punctuations that trigger the assignment of a timestamp to the transaction
and the registration in the context. Depending on the physical placement of the state, di�erent
synchronizations of the read and writes of MVCC objects are necessary. For disks, e.g., a
lightweight locking strategy with read-write locks (latches) could be used. Specialized handling
in the case of PMem will be considered in Section 5.4.
When reading, as shown in Algorithm 6, the �rst step is to see if the corresponding transaction
has already recorded a write for the requested key in its write set and returns this instead
(lines 2-5). If this is not the case, the base table is searched for the speci�ed key, and the

3In fact, it is a 64-bit integer, which is updated by CAS operations.
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associated MVCC object is retrieved (line 7). At this point, a synchronization with commit
operations is potentially necessary to maintain atomicity and isolation. If no entry yet exists,
the operation will inform the caller accordingly. To achieve snapshot isolation, the �rst read
version timestamp of this transaction must be transiently stored and is used for subsequent
reads (lines 11-13). More relaxed isolation levels can merely read the latest (visible) version.
For the desired snapshot isolation, however, the corresponding version is next looked up using
the previously determined readCTS (lines 15-17). No visible version may be available for this
transaction, which is handled as not found. As the last step, the read value is copied and
returned (line 18-19).

Algorithm 6 Read(txnID, key, outValue)
1: /// Read own version if written before
2: status← ownAvailable(txnID)
3: if status == SUCCESS then

4: outV alue← writeSet[key].value
5: return status

6: /// Retrieve MVCC object
7: (status,mvcc)← baseTable.get(key)
8: if status ! = SUCCESS then

9: return NOT_FOUND

10: /// Handling Consistency
11: readCTS ← StateContext.getReadCTS(txnID)
12: if readCTS == 0 then

13: readCTS = lastCommitID

14: /// Extracting latest visible version
15: pos← mvcc.getCurrent(readCTS)
16: if pos == −1 then

17: return NOT_FOUND
18: outV alue← mvcc[pos].value
19: return SUCCESS

The writing procedure, as it can be seen in Algorithm 7, is relatively straightforward since
only the new value is added into the write set of the transaction (line 3). No exclusive locks
are necessary because we assume and allow only a single writer (lines 1-2). Therefore, write
operations are not blocking. If multiple writers are to be supported, the write sets would
have to be checked for overlaps. In case of an overlap, the younger transaction could be
prematurely aborted or restarted. Alternatively, this check could be done only at commit time,
similar to optimistic approaches, to avoid slowing down writes. As blind writes are not always
appropriate, an update can be performed as a read-modify-write sequence.

Algorithm 7 Write(txnID, key, value)
1: if writeSet.txnID ! = txnID then

2: return NOT_ALLOWED

3: writeSet.append(key, value)
4: return SUCCESS
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Next, we look at the transaction terminating operations. Aborting a transaction is straightfor-
ward as all uncommitted writes are only stored in a volatile structure, which can plainly be
discarded or marked free. However, the commit operation requires a little more e�ort since
the changes that were previously only stored in volatile form have to be persisted. Of course,
atomicity and isolation must be observed again. The procedure is shown in Algorithm 8. In
the �rst loop, all changes are prepared in memory. Here, each a�ected MVCC object must be
loaded �rst (lines 4-5). After that, a free version slot and the slot of the latest visible version are
searched (lines 6-7). If a free position is not directly available, the garbage collection is triggered
at this point. Under certain circumstances, it can lead to waiting situations until older read
transactions have been processed. The slot positions are used to insert the new values and limit
the validity of the current version (lines 8-10). If no entry exists yet, a new one is created, and
the procedure is slightly di�erent, which was omitted here for the sake of clarity. The second
loop is then responsible for populating the changes atomically and isolated into the base table
(lines 12-13). Here, synchronization with the read operations, e.g., via key-based latches, is
required. While our algorithms can handle inter-thread synchronization, the underlying table
must guarantee failure-atomicity for a single update. If that is the case, all transactions can be
executed with ACID guarantees. The �nal step is to update the global commit timestamp of
the state with the ID of the committing transaction (line 14). Note that this �eld must also be
stored persistently. Updating this timestamp atomically ensures that the changes are either
fully visible or not at all. It is possible because the same timestamp is used for reading instead
of a transaction’s own ID (cf. Algorithm 6 - line 13). Since incomplete changes are not visible,
no undo is necessary. To support multiple writers, write locks are required, and also the order
of the commits must be respected. For example, it could follow the �rst-committer-wins rule,
i.e., if the current version is already newer than the timestamp of the transaction at hand, it
must be aborted.

Algorithm 8 Commit(txnID)
1: /// Bu�ering new MVCC entries
2: newEntries← {}
3: for each (key, value) ∈ writeSet do
4: newEntries.append(key, baseTable.get(key))
5: last← newEntries.tail.mvcc
6: iPos← getFreePos(last.usedSlots)
7: dPos← last.getCurrent()
8: last[dPos].dts← txnID
9: last[iPos]← (txnID, inf, value)

10: setBitAt(last.usedSlots, iPos)

11: /// Update MVCC objects
12: for each (key,mvcc) ∈ newEntries do
13: baseTable.update(key,mvcc)

14: lastCommitID ← txnID

The algorithms outlined above are kept generic at �rst and work like this also on block-based
storage. However, if PMem is available, all accesses can be �ne-grained, and update operations
can be atomically performed in-place. That also allows bypassing the OS cache and executing
direct load and store instructions. Thus, the logical time of persistence is known. In addition,
latches during the commit can be replaced by latch-free methods, e.g., compare-and-swap
instructions. Therefore, we present a more optimized variant for PMem in Section 5.4.
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Fundamentally, the design of the operations (without PMem optimizations) already allows
the elimination of logs for the most part. Furthermore, versioning generally prevents read
operations from being blocked by write operations and the other way around. As we have
shown, only during the commit, brief synchronizations with reading transactions can occur.
There can be no con�ict-induced aborts, which should keep the performance stable even for
long transactions and high contention situations. Moreover, versioning enables time-traveling
queries if demanded. However, compared to, e.g., a simple lock protocol, disadvantages could
be increased program complexity and a higher memory and storage consumption.

5.3.3 Lightweight Two-Phase Commit Protocol

The previously described procedures were based on only a single state. However, if multiple
states are updated in a continuous query, the changes must become visible simultaneously to
maintain consistency. In order to demonstrate it more clearly with an example, we will assume
a simple scenario, as shown in Figure 5.5. Ignoring the state context, for now, it consists of a
continuous query that writes to two states and an ad-hoc query that reads from the same two
states. If a commit is received by the �rst TO_TABLE operator, the visibility of the modi�cations
must be delayed until the commit has reached the second operator. Only if both are able to
commit, the changes can be applied in compliance with the ACID guarantees.
To achieve this cross-state consistency, we coordinate the operators using the state context
shown in Figure 5.4. Hence, when a commit reaches a state, �rst, the status �eld of the trans-
action for that state is set to Commit. As soon as the last stateful operator of the transaction
receives and sets the commit, it triggers the actual persisting of changes. The last stateful oper-
ator automatically becomes the coordinator and is thus responsible for the global completion
of this transaction’s commit. If an Abort status is set for one or more states, the transaction
will be aborted globally. Such an abort can be caused either by punctuations or local con�icts,

StateAd-hoc QueryStream OperatorData Flow

Continuous Query
keyBy

[…, w3,C3 ]
TO_TABLE
[…, w3,C3 ]

TO_TABLE
[…, w3,w3 ]

Ad-hoc Query

Transaction Management

ReplicaAccounts

C3 w3 BOT3w3··· ···

BOT2, r(A)2,r(R)2,C2
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G0     {S0, S1}     LastCTS{1}
State Groups
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Active Transactions
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3     {<S0,Commit>,<S1,Active>}   <G0,ReadCTS{0}>

States
S0    Accounts
S1    Replica

Input Stream
···

Figure 5.5: An example scenario for handling concurrency and consistency: One continuous writing
query (BOT, Write, Write, Commit) and an ad-hoc reading query (BOT, Read, Read, Commit).
The �rst ToTable operator has already seen a commit, the second not yet. Therefore, LastCTS still
holds the previous version timestamp, and also ReadCTS of the ad-hoc query keeps its �rst seen version.
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although the latter is precluded in our approach. As such, it is a modi�ed, lightweight version
of the Two-Phase Commit (2PC) protocol [LS79], which thus relies on proven concepts without
adding overhead in our case. The setting of the status �ag corresponds to the collection of
votes, and the coordinator’s calling of the commit or abort functions is then the distribution
of the decision. Eventually, when all local commits are done, the LastCTS �eld for each state
group is atomically updated to the transaction’s ID. It replaces the state-local setting of the
lastCommitID as listed in Algorithm 8 at line 14.
The consistency for reading operations is ensured by using the LastCTS �eld to determine the
visibility of versions (Algorithm 6 at line 13). Thus, reading transactions initially look at the
state groups to see which states are written atomically. For these states, the version must be
identical. If it is not, a newer commit has been performed meanwhile. Therefore, the version
timestamp used for the �rst read per state group is noted in the context (ReadCTS). Every
subsequent read operation of this transaction thus sees the same snapshot, and simultaneous
commits are not a problem. If a transaction reads states from multiple state groups resulting in
di�erent commit versions (LastCTSs), the older version must be read to ensure consistency.
Let us revisit the example in Figure 5.5 to make this process a bit more illustrative. Assuming
that a transaction with timestamp 1 was the last successfully committed transaction, the
LastCTS of the state group must also be 1. Furthermore, the �rst TO_TABLE operator has
already seen a commit from transaction 3, but the second one has only seen the last write
operation so far. Correspondingly the status �elds for this active transaction are Commit for
S0 and Active for S1. Up to this point, all changes are still volatile and not visible. Therefore,
the ad-hoc query would still read version 1 at this or a previous time since LastCTS has not
been updated yet. It would still be the case even if the second TO_TABLE operator has seen the
commit, but the persistent changes and the �nal LastCTS update have not been incorporated
yet. Transaction 2 thus starts with the �rst read logically before transaction 3 or after it and
sets the ReadCTS accordingly. In Section 5.8, we discuss more speci�c concurrency and failure
scenarios in detail and how our protocols deal with them.
To sum up, the algorithms outlined above would have to be extended as follows to support
cross-state consistency.

Read: Compare and set the ReadCTS based on the accessed state group instead of the
accessed state (line 13).

Write: Nothing changes here.

Commit: (1) Delay commits and set the status �ag instead to Commit.

(2) Once the �ag is set for all accessed states of the transaction, execute the local
commits and eventually update the global LastCTS for the corresponding state
group (line 14).

Abort: Change the status �ag to Abort to inform other table operators that this transaction
may not be committed.
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5.4 Persistent Memory Adaptions

The before-considered protocols are rather generic and also work when using block devices.
In the following, we discuss speci�c optimizations that are applicable when using PMem. In
summary, we see three possible improvements:

1 The use of in-place updates instead of out-of-place updates

2 The avoidance of latches/locks by employing atomics

3 The manual placement of �ush instructions and barriers instead of logs or shadowing

In the base variant, a commit including updates leads to the loading and overwriting of complete
MVCC Objects. Now, we only retrieve a reference to the PMem location and – due to the
byte-addressability – only update the necessary data in-place. The bitmaps and timestamp
�elds are 8-byte aligned and accessed atomically. The simultaneous observance of the order
eliminates the need for latches. Depending on the number of cache lines an MVCC Object
occupies, we achieve a reduction of the number of written bytes and increase the cache-hit
ratio. That is especially bene�cial for a higher number of version slots. However, for this
optimization to be feasible, the underlying Base Table must either return the tuples as a
reference or provide a corresponding in-place update method. In addition to performance and
concurrency, we must also guarantee failure safety. Therefore, we manually �ush all changed
data in the MVCC Objects using the clwb instruction. As mentioned before, we also have to
ensure the order of the atomic stores and �ushes. For that, the bitmap is updated at the end
for each object using an sfence instruction. This approach eliminates the requirement for the
underlying table to perform individual updates failure-atomically since we now take care of
this ourselves. Algorithm 9 shows the complete procedure for adding a new entry within an
object.

Algorithm 9 newEntry(txnID, iPos, dPos, newValue)
1: /// Limit validity interval of current version (dPos) and set it for new entry (iPos)
2: headers[dPos].dts.store(txnID);
3: headers[iPos].cts.store(txnID);
4: headers[iPos].dts.store(INF );

5: /// Copy/move new value
6: values[iPos]← newV alue

7: /// Flush all changes and set barrier to ensure everything is �ushed
8: clwb(&headers);
9: clwb(&values[iPos]);

10: sfence();

11: /// Activate slot at new position and �ush it
12: usedSlots.store(usedSlots|(1 << iPos))
13: clwb(&usedSlots);

As with the universal variant, the global visibility of the entire transaction is controlled by the
�nal write of the LastCTS �eld. In the PMem case, we again use atomic writing followed by a
clwb instruction and enclosing barriers. Algorithm 10 outlines this step.
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Algorithm 10 setLastCTS(groupID, txnID)
1: /// Barrier to ensure all previous changes are �ushed
2: sfence();

3: /// Update and �ush LastCTS �eld and set barrier to ensure persistence of whole transaction
4: stateGroups[groupID].lastCTS.store(txnID);
5: clwb(&stateGroups[groupID].lastCTS);
6: sfence();

5.5 �ery and State Recovery

The introduction of PMem also changes the recovery process in the case of failure. Here, we
consider two aspects. These are, on the one hand, the recovery of the states and, on the other
hand, the resumption of the query pipelines. In order to be ACID compliant, the e�ects of the
committed transactions must still be present in their entirety, and all uncommitted transactions
must not be partially visible. The necessary recovery steps can be summarized as follows.

1 Recovery of the shared state context

2 Recovery of each state

3 Updating the volatile pointers (dereferencing persistent pointers)

4 Recreation of the query pipelines

Since the state context and states are each stored in a separate �le, they must �rst be reopened.
We use the PMDK pool feature for handling these �les. In addition to the actual opening of the
�les, other auxiliary structures are initialized here by PMDK, and its logs are traversed. These
logs are written when transactions are used, but we only need them for the initial allocation.
Therefore, no undo steps are necessary for our protocol during recovery. Furthermore, the
volatile parts of the states and context (cf. Figure 5.4) must be recreated, such as the array of
active transactions. As already described in earlier chapters, dereferencing persistent pointers
is quite expensive. That is why we dereference them only once during start or recovery and
subsequently use the current virtual addresses. It is currently done for the linking from the
state context to the states and vice versa. As a �nal step, the continuous query pipelines are
rebuilt and linked to the current state addresses. Important to note is that this does not yet
guarantee exactly-once processing. For that, the states would further need to be synchronized
with the sources to avoid duplicates or loss of transactions. Although it is out of the scope of
our work, it could be solved by replaceable messaging systems [ABD+12, KNR+11] or with
persistent queues in front of all sources and sinks.
We use an atomic counter to allot unique transaction numbers. Given that this variable is
accessed very frequently, we decided to keep it in DRAM. In order to assign strictly ascending
numbers, the variable is set to the current timestamp (in nanoseconds) at each restart and then
incremented during operation using only fetch-add. Since a single action on a state typically
takes several hundred nanoseconds, this accuracy is adequate. As a result, we can maintain
logic and consistency also across restarts. We achieve atomicity with the LastCTS �eld per
state group as was described above. The last ACID property, namely durability, is also given
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because all data is �ushed before this �eld is updated. After that, the commit punctuation is
forwarded and could be fed back to the client. So it can be said that once a commit arrives in
the sink, all changes of the corresponding transaction are stored permanently and consistently.
Finally, we consider the very worst time of a system failure, which is during the commit. Here,
only a part of the data may have been persisted. Once a transaction updates LastCTS the next
time after the restart but excluding one or more of the changed tuples of the failed commit,
these would become visible to the following transactions as well. In order to prevent that, all
versions younger than the current LastCTS �eld must be discarded or made invisible after a
restart. Since discarding requires that almost all data would have to be scanned, we propose a
simpler way. Namely, when restarting, the system can declare the period from the LastCTS
to the current timestamp as an invalid range. However, readers must then additionally check
during version determination whether the CTS is within an invalid range. Assuming that
failures are rare, the number of these stored invalid ranges should remain manageable at all
times.

5.6 �ery Planning for Transactional Stream

Processing

Instead of manually selecting appropriate algorithms or query executions, DBMSs typically
use query optimizers or planners to accomplish it automatically. Therefore, in this section, we
will look at possible parameters and strategies that can assist in the decision-making process
for our TSP model. Since a full-featured query planner would be beyond the scope and is also
not part of our objectives, we instead consider the �rst steps in this direction and highlight the
opportunities but also limitations of di�erent approaches. In contrast to typical query planners
in a DBMS, our model additionally needs to consider the physical representation of states
besides the query execution plan. This automatic selection is obviously only possible if the
states are introduced by the continuous query being optimized. Therefore, from our point of
view, the decisions must be made along the following three dimensions.

1 State representation: choosing the underlying data structures what?

2 Placement: using the appropriate device(s) for the data (and algorithms) where?

3 Algorithms: �nding a suitable implementation of the operators how?

All three dimensions interrelate closely and can hardly be considered separately. First, we want
to identify the parameters that are necessary for a suitable selection, on the one hand, and
which of them are accessible at all, on the other hand. We then examine possible cost model
designs and how they can assess the parameters to make decisions. Eventually, we present an
initial practical proposal including cost formulas to realize query planning for (transactional)
stateful stream processing.
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5.6.1 Hardware Considerations

Before we can choose suitable parameters, we will �rst review the characteristics of the
anticipated hardware for our model. The focus is primarily on modern multi-socket/multi-core
CPUs with PMem attachments. Particularly PMem implies for an optimizer that storage accesses
no longer dominate the cost. That is, data access cardinalities alone may not be su�cient. Due
to the asymmetries and lower endurance, also algorithms should be preferred that trade writes
for more reads. In addition, the byte addressability in�uences the data structure and algorithm
selection, as we have shown already in detail in the previous chapters. Since there is a physical
upper limit regarding the clock rate of a single CPU, the trend is to integrate more and more
cores to increase parallelism. The number and clock rate of these are vital for query planning,
especially for the parallelization and partitioning of states and their inner processing steps.
However, our model should not be limited to PMem and general-purpose CPUs but can also
be extended to other hardware. Especially since there is a shift towards heterogeneous archi-
tectures and specialized hardware for dedicated tasks or operators, query planning should
recognize and exploit these. For example, GPUs can process vast amounts of independent data
in parallel but have comparatively high transfer costs to and from the device. It is thus ques-
tionable whether they are suitable for continuous queries at all or whether Single Instruction,
Multiple Data (SIMD) registers are su�cient for such purposes. For larger analytical tasks,
however, it can be thoroughly pro�table. For example, ad-hoc range queries on very large states
or linear algebra operators using tensors could be accelerated by GPUs. FPGAs, on the other
hand, can already be soldered onto CPU sockets and would thus not incur too high transfer
costs. These could be programmed, for example, for special operators or operator pipelines
that are very computationally intensive [MTA09]. Furthermore, modern high-speed networks
and technologies such as In�niband, RoCE, and RDMA, respectively, can be bene�cial for
distributed data management systems [Bin18]. As a central unit, many-core architectures can
also be used, which o�er even more parallelization options than multi-core CPUs. However, the
high number of densely packed cores can lead to heavy heating, which has to be compensated
by reduced logic and a lower clock rate. That, in turn, leads to poorer single-thread performance
and has to be considered during query planning. In order to match the high core count in
the memory area as well, the DRAM in many-core CPUs is often stacked to so-called High
Bandwidth Memory (HBM), which brings another memory class into play.
After the short excursion into the modern heterogeneous hardware landscape, it becomes clear
that a query optimizer can or even must take a colossal number of factors into account already
at the hardware level. Therefore, this will only be considered super�cially here for the time
being and is limited to non-distributed stateful operators.

5.6.2 Cost Factors

As mentioned above, continuous query optimization should consider the physical representation
of states and placement of operators in addition to the execution plan. The optimization goal can
vary depending on the use case and can, for example, target a low latency, a high throughput, or
energy e�ciency. To avoid being overwhelmed by a plethora of parameters in�uencing these
optimization goals, our objective is to identify the most important of them. Therefore, we start
by looking at what we consider essential parameters for query planning for stateful operators.
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We initially see the following three access scenarios to states where the ACID properties must
be maintained.

A Persisting changes to a state

B Querying a shared state

C Recovering a state after a failure

The ratio and frequency of these scenarios as well as the access pattern they entail are decisive
for the choice of state representation. For example, for a state that is mainly written but
rarely queried, a log-like structure is more sensible than a tree structure. For few changes and
frequent queries, on the other hand, a tree is probably more appropriate. Based on the size
and requirements of the state and the available resources, adequate data placements can be
realized. Finally, likewise depending on the available hardware, an appropriately optimized
algorithm must be chosen for each operator or operator pipeline. Overall, this process spans
a huge decision space, sketched as an example in Figure 5.6. Altogether, it is the task of the
optimizer to �nd a combination of state representations, data placements, and algorithms that is
as optimal as possible for the given query. As input for this, it needs the requirement pro�le and
the available resources and matches them with the data structures and algorithms implemented
in the system. Therefore, we now discuss available input parameters in more detail.

Data-driven Parameters

As described above, a crucial factor is the access pro�le to states. Therefore, it can be mainly
distinguished between the types of access (persisting, querying, recovery) being predominant
and how often they will occur. Some of this information can be derived, for example, from the
operators belonging to the states or their neighbors. From that, we can further �nd out whether
more short ranges, long ranges, or only individual tuples are queried. In a transactional system
with shared states, it is also instrumental to have an idea about the number of concurrent
accesses, along with the approximate level of contention. A suitable concurrency control
protocol can then be used on this basis. This parameter cannot be derived with a sole view on
the continuous query being optimized since no data and, depending on the point in time, no
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Figure 5.6: Sketched space of decision-making for a stateful operator.
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competing queries are observable yet. Instead, it could, for example, be based on statistics or
heuristics collected from previous queries. Alternatively, a modi�ed form of sampling could be
employed. It gets even more complicated when states are introduced as general-purpose tables
rather than via continuous queries. Here, user input such as annotations could potentially
help, but this only shifts the responsibility. Therefore, a dynamic adaptation relative to the
workload progression might be a better choice. However, this also poses new challenges.
For example, a change in the suitability of certain data structures, placements, or algorithms
requires a potentially expensive state conversion or migration. Doing so could slow down the
performance for some time, eminently while there is high demand for the state of concern.
That is why robust query plans that can withstand a variety of scenarios can be used as an
alternative.

Hardware-based Parameters

There are also several factors at the hardware level that are essential to decision making along
our identi�ed three dimensions. First of all, an initial calibration can already check which pro-
cessing units (e.g., FPGA, GPU, many-core CPU), as well as memory and storage technologies
(e.g., HBM, PMem, SSD, HDD), are available in the system. At the same time, available perfor-
mance indicators such as capacity, latency, and bandwidth can also be determined regarding
memory and storage. These indicators can then be used, e.g., to e�ciently tune multi-layer
data structures such as those presented in the previous chapters. The resource allocation can be
justi�ed by limited space, energy savings, performance reasons, or others. The con�guration of
bu�ers and their eviction policies also depends on these factors. Likewise, the access granularity
is di�erent, depending on the device (blocks, pages, cache lines, etc.), and should be adjusted
accordingly. On the other hand, for processing units, the degree of parallelism and the clock
rate are signi�cant parameters. Accordingly, di�erent partitioning approaches of the states or
the parallelization of whole query pipelines can be implemented to exploit the potentials of the
heterogeneous units. However, the transfer times to the co-processors and the merging times
of the pipelines should always be included in the cost calculation (cf. [PGS17]). In addition
to these basic metrics, modern processors, for example, use sophisticated techniques such as
caching, prefetching, branch prediction, and reordering, which should also be incorporated
into the calculation (cf. [Zeu18]).

5.6.3 Prototypical Cost Model

In the following, we will brie�y consider how the parameters intruduced above are acquired
and used by typical optimizer classes. We then outline our own strategy adapted to the TSP
model.

Existing Models

The three classes of optimizers we discuss are the hardware-oblivious, the hardware-conscious,
and the learning model. In early database systems, cost models without hardware-based
parameters (i.e., hardware-oblivious) were quite widespread. Usually, these models were
even application-based [LN96]. More precisely, it means that a DBMS is manually tuned
according to the available hardware by pro�ling the most critical performance bottlenecks and
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reimplementing them [WK90]. Of course, this shrinks the number of parameters and, thus,
the decision space of the model. However, with each change of the hardware or software, the
model must also be adjusted manually.
A model that automatically includes hardware parameters such as access latencies or cache
sizes (i.e., hardware-conscious) seems more �exible and robust. Typically these parameters
can be retrieved by (re)running calibration tools [Man02] whenever the hardware changes.
The main di�culty of such an approach is to properly link these parameters because they
often have an in�uence on one another. This interaction already commences at the hardware
level, where, for example, a higher clock frequency yields a lower latency for memory accesses
as well. Moreover, the hardware characteristics must be weighted appropriately with logical
access patterns of the queries and operators.
More recently, cost models are frequently supported by machine learning too. Instead of
manually creating cost formulas, the parameters are injected into already trained machine
learning models. It eliminates the need for separate tuning or cost model adjustments. A
representative of this class is the tool OtterTune [APGZ17], which automatically optimizes
the con�guration of a DBMS. In [OBGK18], the authors used deep reinforcement learning to
incrementally determine the optimal query execution plan based on the properties of identi�ed
sub-queries. Although this type of optimizer sounds convenient at �rst, its correct con�guration
is crucial for success. Another problem is that machine learning approaches usually create a
black box from which decisions cannot be decently explained.

Strategy for Transactional Stream Processing

Overall, we think it is reasonable for a transactional stream processing model to mainly decide
the state representation by the data-driven parameters and the placement and algorithms
by the hardware parameters. For the former, it can be mainly derived from the expected
access patterns using the operator characteristics. The factors that are ultimately used can
be determined either by a learning or a concrete cost model. Which of these is more suitable
remains to be examined. As we have shown above, there is a multitude of parameters, and only
the most in�uential among them should be considered so that the model does not become too
complex. Furthermore, it should be taken into account that not all information is available at all
times. That could make static decision-making questionable. Hence, an adaptive or progressive
optimization seems to be more appropriate from our point of view.
As a practical proposal for the TSP model, we have designed cost formulas that can be used
for stateful operators and seen as a supplement to the hardware-conscious model presented
in [PGS17]. These rely on prior calibration of the hardware parameters. Among them, PMem
has an elevated focus. Due to its asymmetry properties, we have separated accesses and costs
into read- and write-based factors. These we further break down into state (f<s>) and operator
(f<op>) dependent cost factors. The hardware parameters should be included in the former
factor, which generally represents implementation-speci�c costs per state access. At the same
time, depending on the state representation, there are di�erent additional costs for meeting the
ACID properties, such as synchronization. The hardware parameters could also be considered
separately, but since they are strongly coupled with the state representations, they can be
grouped together right away. In general, the hardware factors can either be included directly
or through another cost formula based on, for instance, device latency or special performance
counters (cf. [Zeu18]). The operator cost factors, on the other hand, are logically determined
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based on typical or expected access patterns of the operator enclosing the state. For example,
assume a count-based window with a speci�ed size of 100 and a trigger interval of 10. A new
arriving tuple would typically result in one persistent write for inserting the current data
from a logical point of view. Every ten tuples, the whole window has to be processed, which
means 100 tuples are read. Depending on the state realization, these logical operations mean
more or less costs on the physical side. For instance, a ring bu�er insertion in a steady-state
system overwrites the oldest value and shifts the start and end o�sets by one so that a logical
write physically requires at least two or three writes. Combined with an expected input rate,
we can then derive the most suitable settings having the lowest costs. In summary, the cost
of streaming data through a stateful operator thus consists of the read and write costs for
the operator-typical access that must be weighted with the state- and hardware-dependent
factors. Using these factors, we obtain a cost formula for updating/persisting the state as given
in Equation (5.1).

c<op> = f<op>r · f<s>r + f<op>w · f<s>w (5.1)

For the state access types querying and recovery, there are no operator-speci�c costs. Instead,
they are more dependent on the state representation (<s>). Since the querying of states is
similar to typical queries in a DBMS, also the cost formula can be designed analogously by
using the cardinality of the state (<s>size) and selection (σ) information. Hence, we provide
the formula in Equation (5.2) for calculating the costs for querying a state.

c<s>_q = σ · <s>size · f<s>r (5.2)

For the recovery costs, on the other hand, it gets a little more complex. We can distinguish
three cases depending on the recovery measures taken during the persistence of the state. If,
for example, the state can be updated entirely atomically, no recovery actions may be necessary,
and the cost is thus zero. Of course, the corresponding state must still be loaded into the user
address space. However, since it is necessary and constant in any case, this part can also be
omitted from the calculation. The second case is when the state is made failure-atomic using
checkpoints, logs, or similar concepts. Accordingly, for example, only the changes from the
last checkpoint need to be undone or redone. The worst-case could be when the entire state
has to be read, and inconsistencies have to be overwritten or removed. To cover all three cases,
we introduced a delta (∆) and set it o� against the state size (<s>size). It would be 0 and 1
for the �rst and last cases, respectively. For the second case, it can range from 0 to 1 and,
thus, represents the percentage of the total size that has to be un-/redone. That yields the cost
formula for recovery given in Equation (5.3).

c<s>_rec = ∆ · <s>size · (f<s>r + f<s>w) (5.3)

The given formulas are for now only theoretical considerations. Their precision still needs to
be empirically investigated as part of future work. Nevertheless, we hope that they will already
assist in the conceptual design for query planning in a TSP system.
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5.7 Use Case: Event Stream Processing

Complementary to our TSP model, we now consider a special but widely used form of stateful
stream processing known as the continuous processing of events. For this purpose, there are
dedicated event stores, which have the challenging task of continuously handling massive
temporal data streams. This data must be persisted while meeting severe query and recovery
guarantees. To meet those, many of these systems make tradeo�s for a variety of optimization
directions. For example, performance-oriented systems keep the majority of data in the main
memory, but this entails higher monetary costs and can sometimes result in data loss in the
event of a failure. On the other hand, the primary data can be placed on cheaper storage
media like SSDs or HDDs, while queries can be accelerated by DRAM caches. PMem can be
an opportunity to make fewer compromises and provide an optimal solution in terms of costs
(economic as well as ecological), performance, and recovery guarantees. To our knowledge,
there is no event store yet that leverages PMem for that. Therefore, we will consider several
potential ways to use PMem in an event store in the following. Rather than considering PMem
as a universal memory, we will examine it for opportunities to design a three-layer memory
hierarchy consisting of DRAM, PMem, and disk. We base the discussion as a case study on
the DBMS for event streams called ChronicleDB [SS17, SGKS19]. In particular, we will review
three main components of ChronicleDB and examine how to achieve better insertion and query
times as well as recovery guarantees. The concepts developed and lessons learned here serve as
an important foundation for a comprehensive system that exploits a modern memory hierarchy.
In this regard, the focus on ChronicleDB is not limiting but still allows us to apply the insights
to both more general (e.g., ingestion and recovery) and more specialized considerations (e.g.,
temporal indexing and storage designs).4

5.7.1 ChronicleDB

ChronicleDB is a DBMS with a storage layout that supports high write and query performance
for numerous event stream data [SGKS19]. It also o�ers fault tolerance and recovery guarantees
but is not as strict as our TSP model. It can be either used as a standalone database server
or integrated into an application using its library. Since ChronicleDB is targeting application
scenarios that feature a large amount of continuous data within rapid time frames, it is designed
around three main requirements:

R1 Fast ingestion of high and �uctuating event rates

R2 The possibility of stream replays and e�cient time-travel operations

R3 Fast access to events via secondary non-temporal attributes, e.g., point, range, and aggre-
gation queries

The �rst requirement demands that in the case of high data rates, load shedding should be
avoided. R2 and R3, on the other hand, address e�cient query performance for a plethora
of analytical workloads. Examples include post-mortem analysis of event stream queries,
continuous processing for dashboards, or traditional OLAP demands. ChronicleDB consists out

4The material in this section is based on [GGK+20].
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Figure 5.7: ChronicleDB’s TAB+-Tree (primary index) layout including SMAs (secondary index).

of four core components which we will summarize in the following paragraphs. After that, we
will examine these components in combination with PMem and which alternative approaches
arise in this context.

Primary Index

As the primary index, ChronicleDB uses the Temporal Aggregated B+-Tree (TAB+-Tree), an
extension to the B+-Tree with event timestamps as its key domain. In more detail, let T be the
temporal domain and Ai be the attribute domains for the attribute at the position i for a stream
of events E. An event e in E is then a tuple of the following form:

e = (a1, ..., an, ts) where ai ∈ Ai and ts ∈ T (5.4)

The event stream is directly ingested into the TAB+-Tree. Important to note is that the schema
here is �xed per store, and timestamps in E do not have to be unique. An overview of the
layout is given on the right in Figure 5.7. Unlike a typical B+-Tree, the sibling nodes here
are doubly linked at all levels to improve query and recovery performance (R2). Since the
keys are (mostly) monotonically increasing timestamps, the index builds up from left to right.
This append-like approach is also found in the storage layout (see below), where the data log
represents the database. Together this supports fast ingestions (R1). By default, inserts behave
e�ectively like a continuous bulk load into a traditional B+-Tree index as new events can be
simply appended to the most-right leaf node. However, this default behavior takes only e�ect
if the temporal order in the event stream E is maintained. The most recent nodes on each level
are referred to as the right �ank of the TAB+-Tree. These nodes are kept in DRAM at all times
to increase the ingestion performance (R1). However, this also means that in the event of a
failure, this data can be lost. In order to entirely avoid data loss, an additional log would be
necessary [SS17].

Secondary Index

As can be seen in Figure 5.7, there is the option of a secondary index in addition to the primary
index. It comes in two �avors: a heavyweight and a lightweight index. The variant shown
in the �gure is the lightweight index which is an adaptation of SMAs [Moe98] and supports
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arbitrary aggregate functions on the event’s attribute domains. For example, this can be the key
range, the total event count, or the attribute’s minimum and maximum values. Unlike [Moe98],
ChronicleDB stores the aggregates directly in the nodes of the TAB+-Tree. The aggregates are
associated with a child pointer to a subtree or single leaf node. That can speed up aggregate
queries, range queries (by pruning), or even more complex queries like pattern matching (R3).
For example, instead of reading all leaf nodes, temporal aggregation queries can directly use
matching aggregates from the inner nodes to obtain answers in logarithmic time. Another
bene�t is that a range query on secondary attributes can directly exclude entire subtrees
using the minimum and maximum aggregates. Furthermore, the interleaving of the secondary
index with the primary index removes the need to persist them externally, thus avoiding
random I/O while querying a temporal region. Apart from the lightweight index, heavyweight
indexes, which are traditional secondary index structures such as LSM-Tree [OCGO96] or
COLA [BFF+07], are also possible. Notably, leaf pages of heavyweight indexes refer to the
TAB+-Tree pages with a record o�set.

Storage Layout

Since event application scenarios often deal with massive amounts of data, ChronicleDB
compresses the nodes of the TAB+-Tree. It can reduce the storage cost signi�cantly as, for
instance, sensor data often feature similar values which can be e�ciently compressed. The
actually used algorithm for compression is con�gurable. However, this compression leads to
variable-sized nodes, which, in turn, prevents a direct mapping to �xed-size block addresses as
the physical position cannot be computed. Hence, an address translation layer is necessary
that maps logical node IDs to physical addresses. This layer should be stored persistently so
that a full scan is avoided during recovery. Separately maintaining this information would be a
naiïve solution because this would lead to random I/O when switching between the primary
and metadata locations. Instead, the address translation is interleaved with the actual data
pages to achieve a more sequential access pattern5 For both the address translation and data
nodes, blocks of the same �xed size – a multiple of the uncompressed index node size – are
used. In previous work [SGKS19], it corresponded to 32 KiB blocks based on 8 KiB index nodes.
A block can contain either compressed TAB+-Tree nodes or the address translation information
for such nodes. If a block contains the data nodes, it is referred to as MacroBlock. This block
stores the number of TAB+-Tree nodes it contains and their respective compressed size besides
the actual data. Therefore, accessing a node of the index requires the physical address of the
MacroBlock plus its o�set within this block. This composition �ts into a single 8-byte unsigned
integer number where 6 bytes are used for the physical address and 2 bytes for the o�set.
On the other hand, if a block contains the address translation information, it is referred to as
Address Translation Block. The entries in these blocks are organized as a global tree structure
called Address Translation Tree (ATT). Since the IDs of TAB+-Tree nodes are consecutive
numbers starting at zero, the ATT only has to store the 8-byte translation information while
the ID is used as index position. Therefore, each leaf of the ATT contains the same number of
addresses comprising a contiguous range of index node IDs. Also, the inner nodes cover a �xed
number of node IDs pointing to the corresponding block of the next level. Similar to the right
�ank of the TAB+-Tree, the most recent translations are kept in DRAM and are written to disk
once a block gets full to retain the ingestion performance high. Consequently, these volatile

5This aspect is less critical for SSDs than for HDDs, but there is still a remarkable di�erence compared to random
access patterns [SAJA09]. Also for PMem, as seen in Section 2.5, this performance mismatch is still present.
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Figure 5.8: Handling of OOO events in ChronicleDB.

translations must be recovered in the event of a restart. Within the ATT nodes, back-references
to the predecessor on the same level and the predecessor of the parent are introduced to speed
up the recovery process. Thus, it can be performed from the end of the database to its start.
Expressed that in numbers, recovery only needs the number of translations stored per block
(i.e., fan-out) times the height of the ATT (h) read operations (fan-out ∗ h).

Out-Of-Order Data

Above, it was assumed that new events typically arrive in a temporal order resulting mainly
in an append-only process. However, if this order is not maintained, the performance of the
TAB+-Tree will degenerate to that typical of a B+-Tree. Events that violate this temporal order
are referred to as OOO data. Naturally, this issue can only occur if the temporal domain is
based on application time and is irrelevant using system time. To tackle this issue, ChronicleDB
adapts a delta-like strategy, as shown in Figure 5.8. If the timestamp of a new event is lower
than the maximum seen in the system, then it is classi�ed as OOO data and put into a dedicated
OOO queue. That prevents the append-only character from being disrupted. Once the OOO
queue is full, it gets bulk merged into the TAB+-Tree. The queue size and, thus, the frequency
of merges is tuneable and helps stabilize performance depending on the underlying hardware.
Furthermore, to avoid splits or even split cascades during merging, the leaf nodes can leave
spare space for possible OOO events. Especially for spinning disks, that is very bene�cial since
a sequential physical node layout is preserved.
In the following subsections, we discuss how ChronicleDB can be adapted to exploit PMem.
This discussion is broken down into the three components TAB+-Tree, the physical storage
layout, and OOO handling.

5.7.2 TAB
+
-Tree Adaption for PMem

ChronicleDB strives to e�ciently handle massive event streams ful�lling both durability and
performance requirements. In order to achieve the balance between these requirements, the
architecture of the primary index makes use of a mixture of DRAM and secondary storage
as explained above and shown in Figure 5.9 A.a. Now, with PMem, whose properties settle
between memory and storage, there are new opportunities to rethink the design of the primary
index. We present three approaches for adapting the TAB+-Tree that take advantage of PMem’s
byte-addressability and direct persistence. The �rst option is to put the right �ank on PMem
instead of DRAM (Figure 5.9 A.b). It results in much better recovery guarantees and nearly
eliminates the recovery e�orts of the right �ank in case of failure. The second approach keeps
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the �ank in DRAM but moves all lightweight index information of all inner nodes to PMem
(Figure 5.9 A.c). While keeping the node size the same, it allows a higher fan-out of the nodes,
which, in turn, reduces the tree height and potentially access times. The �nal idea is to move all
inner nodes located on disks to PMem (Figure 5.9 A.d). Thus, index navigations and aggregate
queries never have to touch secondary storage. Below, we take a closer look at these three
approaches and what changes are needed.

Right Flank

As a measure to balance performance and durability guarantees the right �ank of TAB+-Tree
is kept in DRAM. Consequently, all entries of the most recent leaf node are not backed in case
of a crash. Only the inner nodes can be rebuilt, which, in turn, consumes recovery time. Thus,
moving the right �ank from DRAM to PMem (Figure 5.9 A.b), we get both better recovery
guarantees and speed since the most recent inserts are always stored persistently. The evident
drawback will become apparent during insertion performance, which we will quantify in
the evaluation section (Section 5.8.2). First, though, we look at how this approach can be
implemented in practice.
The pages are already organized as byte arrays and can be moved between memory and storage
devices without serialization e�ort. Therefore, also each incoming event needs to be converted
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into its binary representation before appending it to the most recent leaf. Once a leaf or inner
node is full, it is written to disk, and a new empty page is allocated. By eventually adapting
the parent pointers, this process is managed atomically. However, if the right �ank is always
persistent in PMem, it must be ensured that the nodes that are not yet full are always in a
consistent state – especially after a crash. Therefore, we enforce periodic �ushing of altered
memory regions as described in the following.
Besides the actual data, each page also has a header region. Within, sibling and parent informa-
tion as well as the number of events – to determine the valid data region – are maintained. In
order to reuse an allocated in-memory or PMem page after it has been written to disk, only
this header information needs to be reset and �ushed. Hence, to maintain consistent states,
�rst the new event data and then the counter in the header are �ushed to PMem. However,
single events are generally relatively small, and calling �ush instructions for every append
operation could lead to drastic performance degradations. To counter this, we propose to �ush
events in con�gurable batches, where a sequential access pattern can be applied to the written
data, and the counter only has to be �ushed once. In Section 5.8.2, we examine this batch size
and its tradeo�s.

Aggregates

As described above, each inner node of the TAB+-Tree maintains a con�gurable set of aggregates
for each child reference. They summarize the data that lies ahead in the corresponding subtree
or leaf node and can be used to speed up �lter and aggregation queries. However, the aggregates
reduce the possible fan-out of the inner nodes, e.g., assuming a page size of 8 KiB as above, a
node can reference 459 and 43 children without and including lightweight indexing (storing
sum, min, and max for 6× 64-bit �oating-point attributes), respectively. To mitigate this
disadvantage, we moved the aggregates to PMem, as shown in Figure 5.9 A.c.
The aggregates are calculated from the bottom to the top of the tree once a node is full and
needs to be written to disk. Then the aggregates are computed from the data of this node (either
pure events or also aggregates) and propagated upwards, where the parent node attaches this
information to the corresponding child reference. However, this propagation step only works
if the aggregate functions are decomposable (cf. [THSW15]). By o�oading the aggregates
to PMem, the original locality advantages of the lightweight index are more or less nulli�ed.
Nevertheless, in order to receive bene�ts besides point and �lter queries, the aggregates must
be stored and accessible as e�ciently as possible. Hence, we implemented them as a �at array
on PMem, where each slot contains the aggregated values of a single node in the TAB+-Tree.
Since the aggregates have a �xed size and node IDs are consecutive numbers starting at 0, we
can use those IDs to directly retrieve the o�set of a slot in the array. We set the capacity of
a slot to be a multiple of 64 bytes to improve cache e�ciency. Therefore, the o�set can be
calculated as follows. Let S be the size of the aggregated attributes in bytes. Then, the byte
o�set oi of the aggregates of node i within the array results in: oi = i ·

⌈
S
64

⌉
· 64.

Overall, we thus get the bene�t of a reduced tree height and, thus, faster queries based on the
time domain. However, aggregation queries and inserts (during migration) must now always
access two mediums (DRAM or disk and PMem) at a time. The extent to which these two
aspects a�ect performance is discussed in Section 5.8.2.
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Index Nodes

Our next approach that uses all three storage layers stores only the leaf level on disk and
manages the inner nodes on PMem, as illustrated in Figure 5.9 A.d. The lightweight index
information is stored here again interleaved with the primary index nodes. With that, both
index navigation and aggregation queries can be handled without touching the disk. The
PMem part is again managed as a �at array, where one slot matches the con�gured page size
(8 KiB in our case) and, thus, one inner node. The �at array structure allows for a sequential
write pattern improving write throughput, and it only requires minimal modi�cations of the
insert mechanism. This time, we cannot reuse the node IDs to calculate the o�set as we have
to manage two independent storage locations (disk and PMem). Thus, we require two ID
sequences, one for the leaf and one for the inner nodes. For this purpose, one bit is reserved to
determine which kind of node an ID references.
A page in PMem requires 20 bytes for the header and 16 bytes (key and child reference) plus
the aggregate size per entry. Thus, this approach requires additional space on PMem but is still
more space-e�cient than storing aggregates only. That is due to the 64-byte alignment of the
aggregate-only variant. In contrast, this approach avoids the padding of a single aggregate set
and only pads the node size (8 KiB). With that, it is losing at most the size of a single index
entry (i.e., aggregate size + 16 bytes). Furthermore, traversing inner nodes prevents access to
secondary storage entirely now, which should result in better query performance compared to
the previous approach.

5.7.3 Storage Layout Simpli�cations through PMem

Next, we consider the storage layout and the corresponding address translation of ChronicleDB.
The interleaving of data and tree-based translation pages serves the purpose of achieving a
good balance between insert, query, and recovery performance. Performance degradation
occurs when the nodes of the TAB+-Tree and also their translation are not part of the right
�ank (i.e., not in DRAM). Let us assume, for instance, an ATT of height three and a block size
of 32 KiB. Even though the root is in DRAM, two random reads with a granularity of 32 KiB
are still necessary to determine the node’s address.
Hence, it seems reasonable to move the address translation to PMem. That dissolves the
interleaving with the data, which could potentially degrade insert performance as a tradeo� for
lookup and recovery performance. Once again, we decided to organize the data on PMem in the
form of a �at byte array. It replaces the tree-based approach (ATT) with a simple lookup table
that is updated as pages are written. The slot at position i in this table comprises the translation
information for the corresponding node ID i. This approach is visualized in comparison to the
original in Figure 5.9 B.
Due to the omission of the right edge of the ATT, i.e., the DRAM component, combined
with direct �ushing of the translation data after each update, the recovery e�ort is virtually
eliminated. However, a single entry in this array is only 8 bytes, and individually �ushing each
of those would drastically impact event ingestion. Therefore, we take a similar approach as with
the TAB+-Tree and batch multiple updates together. We follow the block size of the DCPMMs
and �ush in 256-byte granularity. It corresponds to 32 translations that would potentially have
to be restored at most, which is much less than the right �ank of the original ATT approach.
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Even though the average insert performance is likely to deteriorate, the worst-case performance
improves signi�cantly. That is the case when the nodes of the entire right �ank are full in
the ATT and, thus, another insert triggers the persisting of everything to secondary storage.
Depending on the height of the tree h, h ∗ 32 KiB must be written. With the �at structure in
PMem, however, the performance is constant (i.e., best case ≡ average case ≡ worst case).

5.7.4 Out-of-Order Handling with PMem

The last component of ChronicleDB that we consider is the OOO queue and strategy. As with
the TAB+-Tree and ATT, originally, a portion is held in fast DRAM, and a second portion is
stored on a persistent disk. That retained the balance between query performance, recovery
guarantees, and insertion performance. The queue itself is kept in DRAM, and each full page is
backed by a mirror append-only log on disk (see Figure 5.9 C.a). Depending on the frequency
of OOO events and the size of the queue, this dual management can quickly drain DRAM
reserves. Furthermore, events within the current incomplete page can be lost. Alternatively,
mirroring each event directly during insert would cause the original problem that the queue
was supposed to solve (write ampli�cation). Therefore, there is an inevitable tradeo� in query,
recovery, and insert performance. Below, we will explore how PMem can be used for OOO
handling to obtain better compromises. While the �rst approach is a pure PMem solution, the
second approach represents a hybrid layout.

Persistent Memory Queues

Among the factors responsible for the necessary tradeo�s are the inherent lack of persistence
in DRAM and insu�cient access granularity to disk. With PMem, both issues can be satis�ed
simultaneously. Therefore, our �rst proposal is to move the queue completely to PMem without
the need for a mirror log (see Figure 5.9 C.b). To avoid additional write operations and to utilize
sequential writes, events are only appended in an unsorted manner. New events are directly
�ushed after insertion in the queue to eliminate data loss in case of a system failure. In addition
to the strong recovery guarantees, this approach saves half of the original space needed for
OOO handling.

Indexing

The placement of the queue in DRAM in the original implementation allowed the direct access
of individual events avoiding expensive fetching of entire pages from disk. In addition, the
DRAM copy is sorted by application time and, thus, enables e�cient query processing alongside
the time domain and fast merging into the TAB+-Tree. With PMem’s byte addressability, the
�rst-mentioned feature can also be ful�lled. However, to also enable fast querying and merging,
the queue must be ordered. Since a direct ordering would cause additional random writes,
we propose a lightweight in-memory index using application time as the key domain (see
Figure 5.9 C.c). The values of the index then constitute the o�sets in the PMem queue. It
uses signi�cantly less DRAM than the baseline implementation. A disadvantage could be the
random access to the events in PMem, although this is much better than with SSDs or HDDs.
There is also further potential for more sophisticated merging strategies, such as only merging
ranges of a designated size at a time.
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5.8 Evaluation

Within this section, we want to put the stateful processing of data streams using PMem to
a practical test. We start with our TSP model and corresponding protocols, which we have
prototypically realized within the stream processing engine PipeFabric. Subsequently, we will
further have a detailed look at PMem’s performance impact in the speci�c case of event stream
processing.

5.8.1 Transactional Stream Processing

In this subsection, we present the results of our experiments as well as a discussion about the
suitability of our TSP approaches. With the evaluation of our protocols - which we presented
in Section 5.3 - we strive to show that they are the most scalable and resilient choice for TSP.
The following hypotheses should be proved in detail:

H1 The isolation requirements of an application will be correctly ful�lled in a multi-threaded
environment. It means that, on the one hand, our concurrency and consistency protocols
always keep the states in a correct condition, and, on the other hand, ad-hoc queries
always obtain consistent results.

H2 The overhead of the transaction management is negligible.

H3 Our MVCC approach is the most scalable and resilient protocol compared to single-version
concurrency control strategies in a single-writer scenario.

H4 The optimization of atomic in-place updates with �ne granular �ushing to PMem performs
better than the disk-based implementation that overwrites complete entries and uses
latches as well as undo logging.

H5 Recovery and application start with PMem happen near-instantaneous.

We compare our MVCC approach against a simple Strict Two-Phase Locking (S2PL) [EGLT76]
and a Backward-oriented Optimistic Concurrency Control (BOCC) [Här84] protocol. Both are
representatives of typically used classes of concurrency control protocols, namely lock-based
and optimistic approaches. In particular, lock-based protocols have been used frequently in
related work (see Section 5.2), for which we want to show that they are not suitable for TSP and
even less for PMem. We opted for BOCC since the Forward-oriented Optimistic Concurrency
Control (FOCC) would completely block writer streams in case of high contention. Thus, it
is not applicable for our target system and application purpose. Along these lines, we have
chosen a representative for both classes that favors the writing stream. Below, we describe the
realization of the competitor protocols in more detail, for which we have made every e�ort to
implement optimized versions, e.g., by pro�ling.

Competitor 1: Strict Two-Phase Locking

With the S2PL protocol, all requested resources (key-value pairs) are locked at the time of request
and only released after a transaction is complete. We use a modi�ed approach of wait/die [RSI78]
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for deadlock avoidance, with the di�erence that wait and abort/restart decisions are not based
on the age of the transactions but the type. Particularly, read-only transactions are restarted,
while transactions containing write operations are waiting if a con�ict is detected. This way,
we do not need to keep before-images and in general read-only transactions are faster to restart.
Furthermore, we have already stated that we intend to prioritize the writer of a state for the
transactional processing of data streams. Because of a missing log, the protocol does not yet
guarantee failure-atomicity. However, for the sake of simplicity, we have omitted that here.
Although in practice it would require additional logging, our initial results have shown that
this protocol in its current lightweight form is already inadequate.

Competitor 2: Backward-oriented Optimistic Concurrency Control

Just as with the S2PL protocol, if there is a con�ict using the BOCC protocol, we only restart
reading transactions, as they generally are cleaned up or executed more quickly. As usual for
optimistic techniques, we require the read and write set of each transaction. The backward
validation proceeds in such a way that a transaction under validation checks its own read set
against all write sets that have been committed for con�icts. For performance reasons, only
individual writes are isolated during the commit phase. Therefore, even currently active write
transactions must be included in the validation check. We have ensured failure-atomicity by
wrapping the persisting of the changes during the commit phase with a PMDK transaction.
However, a de�ciency still exists since the atomicity is only applicable to one state. That is
because each state is stored in a separate pool, and a PMDK transaction can only refer to a
single one. For con�icts to occur at all, there must be an overlap between the transaction stages.
For the purpose of verifying this overlap, we introduce three logical timestamps: the beginning
time of a new transaction (TSB), the moment of starting the validation (TSV), and when a
transaction is completed (TSC). These timestamps can be used to determine an overlap, which
is true if:

A the beginning timestamp of the transaction in validation is older than the completion
timestamp of the transaction being compared to, and

B the start of its own validation followed the validation start of the other transaction.

In formal terms, a reading (tr) and a writing transaction (tw) overlap if and only if:

TSBr < TSCw ∧ TSVr > TSVw (5.5)

If the necessary condition of temporal overlap holds, the su�cient condition is checked next,
i.e., the intersection of the read and write sets. Provided that one of the conditions is false
regarding all committed transactions, the transaction under validation may be committed. The
collection of committed write sets is implemented as a deque synchronized with lightweight
shared locks. In order not to let this collection grow in�nitely, it is periodically purged based
on the oldest begin timestamp present among the active transactions.
Analogous to the MVCC protocol, we have also implemented the S2PL and BOCC protocol
in a PMem-optimized manner to perform updates in-place. Likewise, essentially the same
consistency protocol, as described in Section 5.3.3, is used for handling multiple states. More
precisely, it means that transactions are not committed until all stateful operators have received
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and registered the corresponding commit punctuation. A di�erence to the MVCC variant is,
however, that con�ict-induced aborts can occur. In this case, the transaction is restarted after a
penalty time based on the average transaction length. We examined several sleep times in the
range of several hundred nanoseconds per operation since it matches the typical access times
to PMem. The throughput was, on average, the same up to a speci�c threshold. Only the rate
for repeated aborts was higher if the penalty time was chosen too short. In the end, a delay
of 500 nanoseconds per operation times the average transaction length proved to be the best
compromise.

Workloads

As a base table, we used a simple and completely persistent B+-Tree. Naturally, any other
state representation, which we described in Chapters 3 and 4, would be possible but would
ultimately only move the baseline performance in our comparison. The B+-Tree implementation,
however, is the most mature structure available for us without structural changes during updates.
Since the values are only modi�ed in-place, we can be sure to measure only the read/write
performance plus concurrency control overhead. We set the node size to 1024 bytes since we
have seen in Section 3.4 that it is the most e�cient size. Only for our MVCC approach with
two versions, we doubled the node size to 2048 bytes to have around the same entries per
node as the competitors. In a �rst experiment, we could con�rm that this is optimal for all
protocols. As a benchmark, we used an extended variant of the scenario in Figure 5.5, having
one stream continuously writing to two states and multiple readers querying these states. Both
are initialized with a table size of one million key-value pairs, each with an integer key as
well as a tuple with three integers and one double attribute (8-byte keys, 32-byte values). In
the benchmark, we vary the number of parallel readers (threads), the length of a transaction,
and the contention rate. The contention rate is controlled by the parameter θ according to a
Zip�an distribution [GSE+94]. A value of zero corresponds to an equal distribution. Increasing
the θ also increases the probability of con�ict. Our highest setting is 2.9, which causes the
same key to be accessed 82% of the time. The length of a transaction is varied from 2 (short)
to 10 (medium) and up to 100 (long) operations. The number of parallel readers was capped
by the number of available cores. We measure the total throughput in terms of transactions
per second (tps) and the error rate as the ratio of the number of restarts to the total number of
completed transactions.

Correct Handling of Concurrency and Failure Scenarios

The correctness of the protocols has already been proven extensively in the literature, e.g.,
in [WV02, BHG87], so we will not give formal proof here. Our implementation and modi�ca-
tions do not change anything about the reasoning. For example, for the S2PL, only the deadlock
avoidance mechanism has been changed. In the case of the BOCC protocol, our variant is even
less sensitive since there is only one writer and no write-write con�icts can occur. Our MVCC
approach is most similar to the read-only multi-version protocol in [WV02], whose proof is
based on an acyclic serialization graph. The atomicity property of the lightweight 2PC protocol,
on the other hand, can be demonstrated using state charts.
Accordingly, we look at some critical concurrency and failure scenarios instead and how our
approach deals with them. A �rst typical scenario would be one or several write operations
between two read operations of another transaction (e.g., r1(x), w2(x), w2(y), r1(y)). A correct
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execution regarding snapshot isolation requires that the second read operation does not see the
write operation(s). Since, in our case, writes are initially stored in a separate area (Uncommitted
Write Set), that is always given. More dramatically, a commit of changes could occur instead
of individual update operations (e.g., r1(x), c2(x,y), r1(y)). If that is visible to the enclosing
transaction, it violates the consistency condition in the case of snapshot isolation. Precisely
for this situation, the reading transaction remembers the timestamp of the version initially
read (ReadCTS) and uses it to access the following objects. It means that all commits in the
meantime are not visible. To push the whole thing to its extremes, it could happen that when
accessing multiple states, a commit was already completed in the course of the 2PC protocol
for one state, and the other is still at it. Again, this poses no problem because the results are
only visible once the commit was successful for all states, which is done by the �nal atomic
writing of LastCTS.
Next, we consider how our approach responds to aborts and failures. In normal operation,
there can logically be user-triggered aborts. As soon as such punctuation arrives in a table
operator, it becomes apparent to all other operators of this query and causes the write sets
to be deleted. Even a crash-caused abort – prior to the commit punctuation being visible to
all table operators – leaves no trace in the persistent part. The most critical case would be a
system failure during a commit. The speci�c handling here, as already discussed in Section 5.5,
is to introduce invalidity periods.
Apart from the theoretical consideration, we also veri�ed the correctness of concurrent trans-
actions by checking the validity of the results. For that, we used the workload as mentioned
above. More precisely, we checked that each key looked up always provides the same version
and value per transaction. This check was performed both locally per state (≡ repeatable read
isolation) and across states (≡ snapshot isolation). In order to ensure that all performance
measures are based on correct systems behavior, we varied the number of concurrent ad-hoc
queries and the contention rate in the same way as for the subsequent performance evaluation.
Finally, we also randomly crashed the application to con�rm that no inconsistencies can be
provoked. All in all, this provides more than enough indications of the correctness of our
protocols and recovery process. Therefore, hypothesis H1 can be con�rmed.

Version Impact

Initially, we will examine the impact of the number of versions in the MVCC approach. Fig-
ure 5.10 shows the results for medium-sized transactions (i. e., ten operations per transaction)
and 20 ad-hoc reader queries issued from the same socket. As can be seen, with our in-place
variant, the number of possible versions hardly in�uences the performance. However, the slight
di�erences are caused by two opposing factors. On the one hand, there is the increasing cache-
hit probability with higher contention. On the other hand, with increasing contention, versions
must also be cleaned up more often by the garbage collection, which happens more frequently
with fewer version slots. Therefore, the throughput with more versions is marginally higher at
the end. A disadvantage for a higher version count is that more version headers may need to
be checked during reading. For the traditional out-of-place implementation, the performance
also increases initially due to the better cache-hit rate. However, this decreases again due to
the used latches at a certain contention level. Furthermore, it can be seen that it is best to keep
the number of versions to a minimum since the entire MVCC object is always overwritten.
Compared to disks, however, the impact here is not too high because the used instructions
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Figure 5.10: E�ect of the number of versions with 20 readers and medium-sized transactions.
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Figure 5.11: Transaction management overhead with medium-sized transactions.

only �ush cache lines that have been changed at all. Concluding from this measurement, we
will continue with two versions in the following experiments, as they give better results on
average and have the lowest PMem footprint.

Protocol Overhead

Next, we examine the overhead of our MVCC approach and the consistency protocol. The results
are presented in Figure 5.11 relative to the performance of the underlying base table (persistent
B+-Tree) without versioning and consistency assurance. It means for the baseline that there is
no transaction management per se, i.e., transaction begin/commit do nothing and read/write
are executed directly. As can be seen, the consistency protocol has no noticeable overhead.
Principally, as described in Section 5.3.3, only the commit timestamp is written/read globally
and commits are executed together once all stateful operators have seen the punctuation, which
e�ectively only changes the order of operations. However, compared with the base table, there
is a striking di�erence, which we had estimated to be smaller. If we take a closer look and
compare the read and write throughput separately, we see that the reading performance hardly
decreases (about 5%). The write performance, though, worsens by up to 50% because �ushing
is forced here and more data is written. Since there is only one writer per state, this is less
pronounced in the total throughput with a high number of readers. Overall, we observe an
overhead of 10-40% for the entire transaction management, depending on the reader count.
So we can conclude that especially the explicit cache-line �ushing needs a lot of extra time.
Nevertheless, it is necessary for any form of transaction management – during commit at the
latest – to guarantee the durability property. Thus, we can state that at least our consistency
protocol and the CC protocol for readers have a negligible overhead (H2).
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Concurrency Control with Medium-sized Transactions

As a �rst experiment regarding concurrency control, we compare the performance of all
protocols using transactions of medium length. The throughput is shown in Figure 5.12 as a
function of the contention level. We also varied the number of parallel read-only transactions.
While the �rst two columns are the results for running and allocating on the same NUMA
node, the third column utilizes both sockets. Only the PMem pools are always bound to the
same socket since cross-socket variants are currently not possible.
Similar to our previous measurements on SSD [GS19], the MVCC protocol also excels from the
others in the PMem case. Most of the performance impact for MVCC results from the manual
�ushing of versions, which is mandatory to ensure failure-atomicity. Based on pro�ling, we
observed that for BOCC and S2PL, most of the time is spent on locking, followed closely by
logging (caused by PMDK transactions). S2PL acquires locks for the entire transaction time
and, thus, transactions block each other more frequently and for longer as the contention
increases. BOCC, on the other hand, only needs to lock the committed write sets shortly
during validation. Therefore, compared to S2PL, BOCC is more resilient to higher skewness.
At low contention, however, S2PL seems to scale better than BOCC. It is due to the fact that an
exclusive lock with BOCC blocks throughout all reading transactions, while with S2PL, it only
holds if equal keys are a�ected. Still, it is relevant to remind that the S2PL implementation is
only failure-atomic per operation and not the entire transaction. Hence, a more extensive undo
log per transaction would be required in practice. We can further observe that the out-of-place
(i.e., non-optimized) variant of the MVCC protocol is more robust against higher skewness than
the already optimized BOCC and S2PL protocols. However, beyond a certain level of contention,
it also starts to deteriorate. With the highest setting, it is up to 3× slower than the in-place
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Figure 5.12: Resilience and scalability of CC protocols on PMem with medium-sized transactions.
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Figure 5.13: Abort Rate of CC protocols on PMem with medium-sized transactions.
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variant. Our optimizations allow us to avoid locks and logs (for lookup and updates) as used
before, which are also the main bottlenecks in the other two protocols. As also recognizable, a
higher contention simultaneously leads to a higher cache-hit ratio, which is more exploitable
by our optimizations. An alternative for the atomic �elds would be to employ a shared mutex
per object (i.e., certi�er locks). We could only notice a minimal performance loss with this
type of synchronization, at least when working on the same socket. As soon as the accesses
crossed NUMA boundaries and there was a high contention, the performance dropped by a
factor of two – which corresponds to 200-250K transactions per second with 40 concurrent
queries. The reason for this behavior is that both readers and writers update the mutex variable.
That causes cache invalidations, at a minimum on the other socket. It shows and con�rms us
that especially for NUMA environments, atomics in combination with the clwb instruction
(i.e., no invalidation of cache lines) should be prioritized. For very low contention, on the other
hand, we �nd that the single-version protocols provide comparable performance, and in some
cases, are slightly more e�cient than MVCC. However, it is also notable that for small states,
which can occur frequently, the behavior is comparable to the results for high contention.
To examine the performance drop of the two single-version protocols in more detail, we
consider in Figure 5.13 (note the logarithmic scaling) their abort rates in relation to contention.
Apparently, as the contention level increases, so does the abort rate. It is also evident that S2PL
consistently causes by far the most transaction restarts. At its peak (40 readers and θ = 2.9), the
abort rate is 2200%. In other words, on average, each transaction has to be restarted 22 times
before it is successful. Accordingly, the throughput also drops sharply. As opposed to this, the
error rate for BOCC is comparatively low, with a maximum of 15%. That is partly because the
aborts only occur for actual con�icts, while with S2PL, already a potential deadlock causes an
abort. BOCC also has a lower overlap probability since only the persistence phase of the writer
is crucial. In contrast, our MVCC implementation does not lead to restarts or con�ict-induced
aborts by its very concept. As stated above, no consistency or isolation constraints are violated
by atomically updating the timestamps and bitmaps.

Concurrency Control with Short Transactions

As a next step, we look at the throughput achieved with very short transactions (one operation
per table). The results are illustrated in Figure 5.14. As evident, the S2PL protocol performs
better than before because the individual locking periods are correspondingly shorter. For the
most part, it is faster than the optimistic approach this time, which is because the latter has
more frequent validation phases that are responsible for most of the performance degradation.
Furthermore, we observe that the performance drops caused by a higher contention are less
severe than with medium-sized transactions. However, the number of parallel readers also
changes the ranking among the protocols. For example, for BOCC, many readers with frequent
validations mean that transactions almost consistently lock the collection of committed write
sets. That, in turn, blocks write transactions in particular and makes them wait for a longer
time, but readers also need to validate a higher number of write sets. The MVCC protocol is the
clear winner for up to 20 readers. Only with a low contention level and a very high number of
parallel readers (40) the pessimistic protocol is slightly better. The reason is that with practically
no con�icts, S2PL can read the tuples directly, whereas MVCC requires the appropriate version
to be selected based on the headers �rst. This small additional step becomes naturally more
noticeable with an increasing number of readers. If we divide the throughput into read and write
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Figure 5.14: Resilience and scalability of CC protocols on PMem with short transactions.

portions, the write performance for a low contention is 82K tps for MVCC while S2PL reaches
75K tps. For comparison, BOCC only achieves a write throughput of 9K tps in this case. Since,
from our perspective, the write transaction of a state is more crucial in a data stream processing
system, we would prefer MVCC across the entire parameter spectrum. In the end, we again
compare the values with the out-of-place variant at the highest contention and concurrency
setting. The optimized variant achieves a performance gain of 2× and 16× in terms of read
and write throughput, respectively. When added together, the throughput improves by a factor
of 2.25×. With low competition, S2PL and BOCC – both already optimized – are usually faster
than the unoptimized MVCC protocol. It again highlights the need for in-place updates and
lock/latch elimination.

Concurrency Control with Long Transactions

As a �nal CC experiment, we examine the throughput for the same scenario but with long
transactions, as visualized in Figure 5.15. In the absence of contention, our MVCC approach
performs worst for once. It is mainly because long reading transactions keep older versions
alive longer. Hence, the write transactions have to wait until they can discard those to commit
new versions. One way to counteract it would be to increase the number of slots, but this,
in turn, increases the storage footprint. BOCC, on the other hand, performs best with low
contention, which is since the costly validations occur much less frequently, and hardly any
work is lost if there are no overlaps. However, the long transactions provoke overlaps to occur
more often when the con�ict probability increases, which is why the performance drop appears
earlier in the graph. So in the worst-case, BOCC loses 70% compared to its peak performance.
The S2PL protocol is even more extreme, and performance drops by 99%. That is because
the long transactions usually include all frequently queried keys. Therefore, once a writing
transaction starts locking, all readers are blocked for the whole duration of the transaction. A
similar but slightly delayed drop is also notable for the MVCC variant featuring out-of-place
updates. Here, it is due to synchronizing the simultaneous read and write accesses to the
same MVCC objects. With high contention and concurrency, the performance is up to 10×
worse compared to its optimized implementation. When updating in-place, readers and writers
can continue to work on their versions in parallel, even during long transactions, without
interfering with each other to any great extent. From this, we can conclude that our proposed
optimization steps are particularly bene�cial for long transactions and correspondingly long
commit phases.
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Figure 5.15: Resilience and scalability of CC protocols on PMem with long transactions.

Discussion of Concurrency Control Experiments

All in all, we have seen that versioning combined with our atomic in-place optimizations usually
performs better and is much more resilient than the single-version approaches. Therefore, it
is the most suitable CC solution for the TSP model when dealing with PMem-based states.
In Table 5.1, we provided an overview of the rankings of the protocols depending on the
transaction length and contention level. By using in-place instead of out-of-place updates,
locks and logs become super�uous. That increased the performance of our MVCC protocol
in the scenario above by a factor of up to 2× to 10×. Such optimization made a particularly
big di�erence with long transactions and high contention. It again shows the pro�tability of
optimizing existing persistent data structures and access algorithms for PMem and the entire
abolishment of locks and logs. Especially also considering NUMA e�ects, cross-socket locks
turn out to be unsuitable. However, we should also point out the disadvantages of our approach.
First of all, there is a higher storage requirement arising from our �xed array structure of
the MVCC objects. Instead, a linked list could be used and only link versions where they are
needed. Another alternative would be an indirection, in which a pointer to externally stored
versions is held instead of the value(s). However, that would preclude the important in-place
optimization and make the requirements for the underlying base table more stringent. As often
the case, it results in a compromise between memory consumption and performance. Our �xed
array variant sonner targets high performance and heavily queried states. Another drawback
of our MVCC approach is the slightly increased overhead when virtually no con�icts occur.
Furthermore, long transactions can lead to garbage collection loops in the writing thread when
only a few version slots are available. Apart from these moderate drawbacks, we can conclude
that our results from the CC experiments strongly support the hypotheses H3 and H4.

Table 5.1: Decision based on contention and transaction length.

contention

transaction
length Short Medium Long

Low 1. MVCC/S2PL

2. BOCC
1. MVCC

2. S2PL/BOCC

1. BOCC
2. S2PL
3. MVCC

High 1. MVCC

2. S2PL/BOCC

1. MVCC

2. BOCC
3. S2PL

1. MVCC

2. BOCC
3. S2PL
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Query Recovery

Finally, we examine the recovery performance for the scenario set up above. Since the BOCC
and S2PL protocol use PMDK transactions for atomic write operations, undo operations may
be required in the event of failure. Theoretically, the duration depends on the length of the
transaction. Simulating a real crash is not that easy since it would require clearing the entire
cache immediately, among other things. In addition, we do not want to risk unnecessary damage
to our system by suddenly cutting o� electricity. Therefore, we only report the recovery time
for restarts of the application. Initially, we expected the pool to take longer to open when using
MVCC due to versioning and the associated higher PMem footprint. In fact, it made no visible
di�erence, so all CC protocols resulted in about equal recovery times. Hence, we report the
average of all protocols and several hundred restarts. Figure 5.16 illustrates the time taken for
each of the steps outlined in Section 5.5.
As can be seen, most of the time is requisite for recovering the states and the context. It is
mainly attributable to opening the pool �les and potentially also includes undo operations.
When we took a closer look at the results using pro�ling, it became apparent that a lot of
time is needed to initialize the internal data structures of the PMDK pools. That includes, for
example, the log and a recycler for allocations. Moreover, PMDK performs further expensive
allocations and (persistent) memory initializations. By comparison, dereferencing and setting
the pointers as well as restoring the query pipelines takes signi�cantly less time. Therefore,
we have included an additional zoom-in feature in the �gure. Four ad-hoc reader queries had
to be recovered for the shown results. Though, even with 40 readers, the recovery time of
this step just doubled. Overall, we can thus conclude that the number of states constitutes the
dominating in�uence on the recovery time. The number of queries or parameters such as the
average transaction length only has a minor impact. In order to reduce the recovery time even
further, it would be conceivable to store all states and the context in only one pool �le. The
problem that arises is the initial estimation of the required pool size. For example, if new stateful
query pipelines are added, not enough PMem might have been allocated. A reallocation to a
new pool could also be prohibitive and possibly block the entire system. Another variant would
be to manage the memory regions manually instead of using PMDK and allow non-contiguous
regions/�les. That could also eliminate (for us) super�uous checks and initializations since we
already take care of failure atomicity, at least in our MVCC and 2PC protocols. Apart from the
additional e�ort due to the state recovery – which is still only in the millisecond range – we
can con�rm that our initial hypothesis of a near-instantaneous recovery process (H5) holds.
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5.8.2 Event Processing

In this part of the evaluation, we present micro-benchmarks based on the approaches described
in Section 5.7. They are all prototypically implemented in ChronicleDB. The goal of the
experiments is not to indicate that it resulted in the best event store but instead to highlight
the possibilities and tradeo�s in such a three-layer storage system. Hence, the �ndings are
also usable for similar application purposes. In this process, we show which of our proposed
approaches prove judicious in practice and where improvements are still necessary.

Experimental Setup

Since ChronicleDB is written in Java, we cannot rely on PMDK being written in C/C++6. Instead,
we made use of the JDK 14 extensions7 to access PMem via the ByteBuffer interface. For the
index, we set a node size of 8 KiB and applied the LZ4 compression algorithm to the nodes. In
order to accommodate OOO events, we adjusted the spare space in each node to 10%. On the
storage layer, we con�gured a block size of 32 KiB.
Events were held in DRAM and passed to ChronicleDB using the same Java process to achieve
a high input rate. We used two synthetically generated event streams as test data. The �rst is
the Stock event stream taken from [ZDI14]. The stream simulates a stock ticker where each
item comprises the application timestamp, a sequence number, the symbol, the price, and the
volume. Together the events result in a �xed size of 28 bytes each. This stream was used
by default in the experiments, if not stated otherwise. The other data stream is called Sine.
Besides the timestamp, each event has six 64-bit �oating-point attributes resulting in a total
size of 56 bytes. As the name suggests, the attributes are based on the sine function as follows:
sin( i mod 1M

1M
· 2π) where i is the sequence number of the event during generation. Practically,

it means that for every million events, each attribute describes a complete sine wave. With this
dataset, especially the selection rate of �lter queries can be easily adjusted. It is used when
evaluating �lter and aggregation queries on the TAB+-Tree nodes on PMem. For both data
streams, the application time is consecutive, maintaining the order. The generation of OOO
events is discussed in the corresponding paragraph. Generally, we keep the streams running
for 100M events.

TAB
+
-Tree

Right �ank: At �rst, we consider the approach where the right �ank of the TAB+-Tree is
moved from DRAM to PMem. We measured the total time taken for the insertion of the
complete data stream into the primary index. The same we did for the original DRAM-based
implementation and used it as a baseline for the visualization in Figure 5.17. Here, we varied
the number of simultaneously �ushed events (batch size) in the case of PMem. As expected,
direct �ushing at each insert (batch size = 1) degrades the performance too much, to about 50%.
In return, maximum recovery guarantees would be obtained. Depending on the application,
this performance might already be su�cient, as it still corresponds to 2.1M inserts per second.
If this is not the case, 95% of the original performance can be achieved with a batch size of 25.

6Similar bindings are available such as PCJ (https://github.com/pmem/pcj). However, these generated too
much overhead in our initial attempts.

7https://openjdk.java.net/jeps/352
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Figure 5.17: Insert performance when keep-
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DRAM depending on the �ush batch size.

Figure 5.18: Insert and query performance for TAB+-
Tree aggregates and inner index nodes when main-
tained on PMem.

In terms of recovery guarantees, the number of possible losses is still far lower. Since a leaf
node can hold up to 291 events (having a node size of 8 KiB) that could get lost in the DRAM
case, it results in a 91% reduction in maximum data loss. In addition, for a tree height of three,
the recovery time after a failure is reduced from 40 ms to less than 1 ms when using PMem.
Aggregates and inner nodes: Next, we will look at the tradeo�s of the other two proposed
approaches to the TAB+-Tree, namely moving either the lightweight index or the inner nodes
of the primary index to PMem (cf. Figure 5.9 A.c & A.d). To investigate the in�uence of the
alignment, we implemented two variants for the aggregate arrays. One of them stores the
aggregates densely (i.e., unaligned), and the other aligns them on 64-byte/cache-line granularity.
Since we also want to vary �lter expressions predictably in this series of experiments, we use
the Sine data stream here. Besides the initial insertion time, we looked at the processing time
of point queries on the time domain, temporal aggregation queries on varying fractions, and
�nally at a �lter query based on secondary attributes and selectivity of 0.1%. The aggregation
and �lter queries were chosen such that the information from the lightweight index was usable.
In Figure 5.18, the results are illustrated using the original implementation as a baseline. When
proceeding from left to right, we �rst see that the PMem adaptions have little e�ect on insert
performance – unlike the �rst experiment. It stems from the fact that the writing of the leaves
is still done on �ash and the right �ank is always in DRAM. Interestingly, in this and the
following queries, the alignment of the aggregates did not yield any noticeable di�erence. We
think it is because our setup is not able to utilize the entire PMem bandwidth. Therefore, a
further distinction between aligned and unaligned array slots does not provide additional value
and will be omitted accordingly. Continuing with the point queries, we see that storing the
SMAs on PMem reduces the average lookup time by about 15%. This speedup results from
the higher fan-out of the inner nodes, which, in turn, leads to a lower tree height. On the
other hand, temporal aggregation queries do not bene�t from the physical separation of the
primary and secondary index. The reason for this is precisely this double access to both the
index nodes and aggregates during traversal. The performance drop increases with the size
of the set time range and reaches about 10% to 25%. However, �lter queries can again bene�t
from the higher fan-out and are about 15% faster than the original implementation despite
the additional access to the aggregates in PMem. In the case where we move all inner nodes,
including their aggregates, to PMem, we exclusively observe improvements for each type of
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query. Overall, a performance boost of 35% to 40% can be achieved, mainly because both index
navigation and aggregate lookups no longer need to access �ash. Therefore, this approach
can be seen as a general improvement over the original implementation. However, in both
approaches, the right �ank is still in DRAM. That can result in higher data loss and recovery
overhead when compared to the variant where it is placed in PMem.

Address Translation

In the following, we will benchmark the address translation layer of the storage layout. The ATT
maintains its right �ank in DRAM – similar to the TAB+-Tree – and uses an additional bu�er to
keep the 100 most recently accessed translation pages in memory. Besides the traditional and
the PMem variant, we also built a DRAM-only version to highlight the read-write asymmetry
for PMem access. In Figure 5.19, we illustrate the average time per sequential update, random
lookup, and the total recovery time of the three implementations. The average timings are
based on 10M operations each. The DRAM and �ash-based implementations perform similarly
regarding updates since the �ash variant maintains the right �ank and the bu�er also in DRAM.
Updates to PMem, on the other hand, are 5-6× slower, which stems from PMem’s higher write
latency in contrast to DRAM. On the contrary, since the read latency is closer to DRAM, lookups
do not exhibit such a clear di�erence (1.8×). Although, the DRAM implementation features the
best lookup and update performance, it is not an option for production use cases as it requires
a complete rebuild on system restart, i.e., full �le scan. Even for the relatively manageable
dataset used here, it takes more than two minutes. Comparing the PMem and original �ash-
based implementation, random lookups are, on average, three orders of magnitude faster on
PMem. That is since, in the case of �ash, the ATT must be completely traversed if a translation
page is not bu�ered. In the worst case, this corresponds to (tree-height-1) × 32 KiB reads
from secondary storage for a single lookup. In terms of recovery, we see similar performance
di�erences. While the PMem solution needs less than a millisecond (mapping its region into the
address space), the �ash-based solution takes 662 ms (rebuilding the right �ank of the ATT). As
a whole, however, it should be noted that the lookup and update times for address translation
only take up a small portion of the system’s overall performance. Nevertheless, PMem o�ers a
sound balance between signi�cant recovery times using �ash and DRAM access times while
also simplifying code complexity, given its �at array structure.

Out-of-Order Handling

Finally, we examine the various OOO handling approaches. We start by comparing the insert,
recovery, and query performance of the queue implementations isolated from the rest of the
system. After that, we study the insertion performance in the context of the whole system for
di�erent OOO rates. Both parts are con�gured with a queue size of 100 MiB (≈3.5M events). In
total, we compare �ve implementations. The �rst is a DRAM-based red-black tree ordered by
application time that is utterly suited for fast query and merge latencies. Naturally, the OOO
events in this queue are entirely lost in the case of failure. The next two implementations are
based on PMem, where one is standalone and the other uses an additional DRAM index (cf.
Section 5.7.4). Unlike the DRAM solution, the entries are not sorted during insertion but only
appended. Analogously, these two variants are also implemented for �ash using 8 KiB pages.
In Figure 5.20, the results of the isolated benchmarks are shown. When writing to the queues, the
PMem solutions need more than twice the time than the DRAM-based tree. It is mainly due to
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the direct �ushing of events, which could be compensated by batching, as shown in Figure 5.17.
Batching, in turn, is regulated correspondingly with recovery guarantees. Compared with
the �ash variants, on the other hand, PMem yields a performance boost of 3× (pure) and 2×
(indexed), respectively. Regarding recovery, only the indexed variants need to take further
steps aside from opening the log. In the case of PMem, the regions must be additionally mapped
to the user’s address space. Here, the rebuilding of the volatile index dominates the recovery
time. Flash only needs about 65% more time than PMem since the data is read sequentially.
As a query, we performed lookups on application time, distinguishing HIT (event exists) and
MISS (event does not exist). For queries with no corresponding event, the two index variants
perform equally since only the DRAM portion is accessed. However, when queries hit, �ash
with index performs signi�cantly worse (two orders of magnitude) because an entire page must
be read from the log for each query. Due to the byte addressability of PMem, this variant can
directly access the event instead and achieves similar performance as the pure DRAM solution.
Without an index, recovery times are better, but the costs for the queries are clearly too high.
Now we look at the insert and merge performance of the queue implementations in the
overall ChronicleDB system. We generated di�erent rates of OOO events for the Stock data
stream. Speci�cally, a OOO rate of x% means that (100-x)% of the events are inserted in order
of application time. The OOO events are further subdivided into 10% distributed randomly
uniformly over the application timespan and 90% distributed uniformly over 10,000 equidistant
temporally close batches. That leads to a data stream including occasional OOO events with
short bursts. In Figure 5.21, the results for a OOO rate of 1%, 5%, and 10% are shown. Whenever
the queue is full (every 3.5M events), it must be merged into the TAB+-Tree, which impacts
write performance. Since the indexed variants are indirectly sorted, they can e�ciently bulk
merge. It is not the case for the non-indexed variants, resulting in a more random access pattern
during writing. The path via the index, on the other hand, only produces random access when
reading. In the hardware comparison, the indexed PMem approach achieves almost the same
performance as the pure DRAM solution but o�ers persistence at the same time. Interestingly,
the indexed �ash-based implementation paints a di�erent picture. At 5% and 10%, performance
deteriorates drastically as random reads of �ash pages during merging are much more costly.
Thus, the indexed queue in PMem o�ers the best compromise overall.
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Lessons Learned

Using ChronicleDB as an example, we have seen that a three-layer approach, including PMem,
o�ers many opportunities to improve the tradeo�s between di�erent requirements of a data
management system. To conclude, we summarize our general insights and lessons learned
from the experiments, which are also applicable to other systems, as follows.

LL1 As a replacement for DRAM components, PMem can be used to increase the amount of
recoverable data in the event of a failure. However, depending on the necessary recovery
guarantees, frequent updates of data/events should be �ushed in contiguous batches in
order not to degrade the write performance too much. We have shown this on the basis
of the right �anks of the TAB+-Tree. For LSM-Tree, for example, it is similarly realizable
for the in-memory parts. On the other hand, if updates occur less frequently, as is the
case with our OOO queue, batching is not imperative, and it is possible to, e.g., switch to
simpli�ed solutions to �atten performance �uctuations instead. Practically, this addresses
the main challenge of managing OOO data. In general, these �ndings can be applied to
other bu�ering or index maintenance techniques as well.

LL2 From our experiments – where we moved the aggregates from the index to a separate
structure in PMem – it is clear that a faster medium does not automatically mean better
performance. By separating primary and secondary indexes, we have eliminated spatial
locality and, thus, sequential access for queries that need both indexes. Therefore, we
have learned that access patterns still have an immense in�uence. Similar results were
also evident from the latter OOO experiment. In conclusion, physical locality as achieved
with correlated index structures should be considered even for byte-addressable PMem.

LL3 For non-performance-critical components in particular, such as the address translation
layer demonstrated, PMem o�ers promising opportunities to reduce code complexity
through simpli�ed designs and improve recovery guarantees and performance.

5.9 Summary

In this chapter, we applied the data structures and lessons learned from the previous chapters.
We integrated them into a stream processing and an event processing engine to extend these
with PMem support. In doing so, we initially devised a novel processing model that can process
both stream and table data with transactional guarantees. Furthermore, due to our designated
MVCC and consistency protocols, our model can provide features such as time-travel queries,
shared states, and cross-state consistency. Apart from the functional enhancements over
traditional DBMSs or streaming systems, the use of PMem yields quick, durable updates of
states and tables and near-instantaneous recovery in such a model. By considering di�erent
CC procedures, we could also address the last remaining data management challenge from
Section 2.3. Looking ahead, we also considered possibilities for query planning in the TSP
model, identifying crucial parameters and potential cost formulas to decide for optimal data
structures, data placement, and algorithms.
Our experiments have shown that fundamentally MVCC is the most suitable CC approach
for the TSP model using PMem. Particularly with high contention, it was signi�cantly more
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scalable and resilient than lock-based or optimistic protocols. That is mainly due to the complete
avoidance of locks, which become very expensive, especially when crossing NUMA boundaries.
Instead, we created a PMem-optimized adaption to do updates in-place using atomic primitives.
In addition, the omission of logs and the manual placement of �ush and fence instructions keep
the write throughput high. It also enables swift state and query recovery, whose bottleneck is
now only the unavoidable opening of the �le pool(s). Furthermore, we found that the realization
of cross-state consistency does not imply any visible overhead in our tested scenario.
Concerning event processing, we also found a general tradeo� between recovery guarantees
and write performance. Here, �ushing in batches has proven to be a possible solution, with the
batch size serving as a tuning knob. Another interesting �nding was that the access pattern
combined with the physical proximity of the data sometimes has a higher impact than the
used storage medium. Finally, we found that PMem can massively reduce code complexity
compared to using disks.
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6Conclusion

P ersistent memory is a pioneering storage technology that we believe could become
a standard feature of data centers in the coming years. However, how it is accessed
and how to program with it di�ers from what was common in the past. Therefore,

along with new opportunities, it also holds some pitfalls. In this dissertation, we have studied
the impact of PMem across various data management layers to provide sensible techniques
and insights for the design of modern transactional and analytical systems. In this chapter,
we summarize the �ndings and contributions of this work and close with a consideration of
possible directions for future work.

6.1 Contributions

We organize the summary of contributions similarly to Chapter 1, following the building blocks
for data management with PMem. However, the focus is now on our achieved results and
insights.

Persistent Memory Access & Data Management

We started by giving an overview of the fundamentals of the PMem technologies. We extracted
the common properties and also highlighted special features of the DCPMMs we used. These
were particularly important for elaborating on the design goals and guidelines introduced
at a later stage. Furthermore, we have shown several integration possibilities of PMem into
the hardware landscape. For our purposes, the strategy PMem side-by-side with DRAM has
proven to be the best option, as it o�ers the highest utilization potential of the properties of
all technologies. In this case, the most e�cient way to access PMem is by mapping �les to
the application’s virtual address space. That allows direct access to the device using load and
store instructions. We have also identi�ed evolving data management challenges using PMem,
namely failure atomicity, property utilization, data placement, and concurrency. During the
development and analysis of transactional and analytical data structures, we addressed the
former three challenges in detail. The concurrency aspect, on the other hand, was handled one
layer above when processing stream and table data simultaneously.
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Persistent Index Structures

Encouraged by the �nding that most existing works proposing PMem data structures followed
a black-box approach in their evaluation, we opted to take a white-box approach instead, which
can be more precise about the impact of certain design decisions. Therefore, we identi�ed
and evaluated several design primitives for data structures at a more �ne-grained level. These
primitives typically target and thus have been classi�ed into PMem-critical design goals, namely
write reduction, �ne-grained access, and failure atomicity. In addition, we identi�ed typical
low-level access patterns – which we call micro-operations – that can be executed on or by
using the primitives. With the results of our extensive experiments, we were able to obtain
explicit performance pro�les for selected primitives, as well as more general conclusions for
designing PMem-based data structures. In particular, the latter point highlights the further
advantage of our approach in that insights are more generally applicable and thus valid to
di�erent data structures such as B+-Trees, LSM-Trees, Skip-Lists, and Tries. In general, we
can state that data structures should perform as few PMem writes or cache line �ushes as
possible. It can be done, for example, with hybrid data placements such as with the FPTree,
where DRAM holds the secondary recoverable data. Also, the omission of sorting records after
each modi�cation saves a lot of write operations. For failure atomicity, we have seen that
copy-on-write approaches should generally be avoided and replaced by in-place updates using
lightweight atomic writes. The access to PMem should follow a sequential pattern if possible
so that prefetching and other hardware features can take e�ect. Furthermore, a node size of
256 bytes to 1 KiB is the most e�cient. Finally, allocations on PMem are signi�cantly more
expensive than on DRAM, which can be counteracted with group allocations or dedicated free
space management.

Persistent Analytical Structures

We have elaborated on two approaches to exploit PMem for analytical data management tasks.
Our �rst approach uses a clustering mechanism (based on BDCC) to achieve physical proximity
for similar data. We distribute the data over a linked list of nodes sorted by the clustering
key. The nodes themselves are unsorted to reduce PMem writes and to follow a sequential
insertion pattern. Another signi�cant advantage of clustering is the e�cient querying of non-
key attributes, which is especially useful for stateful stream processing where the key is usually
the timestamp. Thus, range queries with low selection rates were several orders of magnitude
faster than typical index structures. That was achieved with the support of SMAs in the data
nodes and appropriate pruning steps. In addition, we can add any index on top to perform
point queries in logarithmic or constant complexity. The design can also include additional
storage layers such as disks to distinguish between cold and hot data nodes. Combined with a
volatile index, this allows us to leverage the properties of all memory and storage technologies.
As an alternative analytical approach, we ported an existing multi-dimensional index called
Elf to PMem. In contrast to the clustered structure, it has a much lower memory footprint but
potentially needs a complete rebuild in case of updates. This approach is particularly pro�table
if the index should be persistent or not enough DRAM is available. To still reach a similar
performance as its DRAM counterpart, we considered several caching strategies. Since these
do not consider all index nodes and are comparable to the FPTree design (selective persistence),
we summarized our dynamic and static variants under the umbrella term selective caching.
Mostly, a static approach – with predetermined cached levels in DRAM – has turned out to
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be faster than a dynamic approach. Only the naïve and LLA dynamic eviction policies have
proven competitive, where the latter is our own devised policy based on probabilities. With
97% less DRAM consumption, we could reduce the throughput for point queries by just about
half (two-thirds to three-quarters without DRAM cache). Due to the sequential access, very
wide range queries to the PMem index were already half as fast as the DRAM variant, even
without caching. The caching was then only able to achieve a slight performance improvement.
Finally, we have demonstrated that static caching works very well with parallel range scans as
well.

Transactional Stream Processing

With the above data structures and insights, we implemented a prototype of a TSP system
based on PMem. The data structures serve as state and table representations applied according
to the expected access pattern. Besides the states, parts of the global state context – comparable
to a transaction manager – are also stored in PMem to ensure the ACID guarantees. In addition,
we have proposed two protocols for this purpose. On the one hand, we created an MVCC
approach adapted to PMem to achieve a scalable and resilient performance for concurrent
queries on a state. In particular, compared with traditional pessimistic and optimistic protocols,
this approach can cope with very high concurrency and contention. On the other hand, we
delay the commit until all involved states of a transaction have received and recorded it and
lastly atomically overwrite the commit timestamp. Hence, this procedure is comparable to a
2PC protocol. Both protocols have in common that they perform in-place updates and do not
require any logs or locks improving the throughput. It also means that the recovery process
does not have to handle logs. Only the pool �les in PMem have to be mapped into the virtual
address space, and the query pipelines have to be restored. Both take no longer than a few
milliseconds. Choosing a suitable data structure, its placement, and the applied algorithms to a
state strongly depends on the available hardware and the expected access pattern. Therefore,
the establishment of a cost model seems reasonable. To address this need, we have already
investigated possible parameters and compiled initial cost formulas for a hardware-conscious
model for stateful stream processing. The task of the optimizer is then to decide upon a suitable
combination of state representation, data placement, and access algorithms.

Event Stream Processing

We have developed various approaches to enhance the existing event store ChronicleDB
with PMem support. These show the impact of data placements within a modern three-layer
architecture comprising DRAM, PMem, and disk. In general, there is a trade-o� between the
recoverability of events and their writing speed, which can be controlled by the number of
events �ushed together. We also saw that the recovery process with PMem is always the
most e�cient. With DRAM, all secondary structures have to be rebuilt, and with disks, the
loading of the logs and the like takes signi�cantly longer. Since we can often avoid such logs
with PMem, we can also reduce the code complexity. Furthermore, as with our clustering
approach, it has been shown that a physical closeness of correlated data is sometimes more
critical than the underlying storage technology. Explicitly, for ChronicleDB, this means that
primary and secondary indexes should be stored interleaved in order not to disrupt sequential
access patterns.
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6.2 Future Work

Since the �rst widely commercially available PMem technology did not hit the market until
2019, we can say that data management research in this area is still in its infancy. Our detailed
examination of PMem-based transactional and analytical data structures as well as their usage
for stateful stream processing already covers a multitude of application scenarios leveraging
this novel hardware. However, we believe there is still a lot of potential for future work that can
build on our contributions. Therefore, we will outline promising research directions regarding
data management on PMem that expand on our �ndings below.

Extending the Consideration of PMem Primitives and Micro-Operations

Table 3.1 and our extensive evaluation still have room for extensions. That includes more
primitives, more micro-operations, other performance counters, and probably even more base
data structures. For example, a possible further micro-operation would be to iterate through
a list of nodes (see experiment E3) additionally in sorted form (≡ range scan), which would
require on-demand sorting for the unsorted approaches. Likewise, other primitives could be
included, such as balancing a node (see experiment E9) using quickselect for unsorted nodes,
which is currently implemented by searching for the next maximum/minimum for each record
to be moved. Regarding node layouts or general data structures, there is probably still plenty
of designs to be explored yet. For instance, we have considered hashtables relatively sparsely
so far, though such extensions could result in entirely new types of data structures that enable
new use cases. Also, in addition to the runtime and the number of written bytes, we could
include more performance counters. These could be the number of read bytes, cache misses,
or even energy usage. That could allow us to understand the behavior of the primitives even
better. As a �nal result, we could correspondingly generate more comprehensive performance
pro�les.

Query Optimization and Cost Models

In this dissertation, we have already covered the �rst layers of data management with PMem.
We have proposed various data structures and alternative variations thereof and several ap-
proaches for stateful stream processing. However, future work could examine query planning
and automated implementation selections in more detail to relieve or ease the workload of
administrators.
Following on from the extension of our data structure primitive consideration discussed above,
we envision a system similar to the Data Calculator [IZH+18] that automatically assembles data
structures of these primitives according to the hardware pro�le and workload expectations. Also,
our analytical concepts could bene�t from an automatic selection of appropriate parameters
or implementations. For example, for the clustering approach, we have to choose between a
sequential block iterator with pruning or an index-based iterator, which highly depends on
the expected selection size. In addition, the block and table size are decisive here. With our
multi-dimensional index and the corresponding caching strategies, it would also be helpful
to automatically decide, e.g., between sequential or parallel access and about the number of
cached dimension levels.
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6.2. FUTURE WORK

Another bene�cial enhancement would be the automatic selection of a state representation
per operator for stateful stream processing. Speci�cally for our TSP model, we have already
described the �rst theoretical steps in this regard in Section 5.6. However, a prototypical or fully
functional implementation is beyond the scope of this work and considered as future work. It
would initially require calibrating the available stateful operators (state access characteristics)
and the hardware latencies. Subsequently, it is necessary to weight these values with the
costs per access speci�c to the state representation. Depending on the dominating access type
(updating, querying, or recovery) or other requirements, the most cost-e�ective structure and
corresponding algorithms should be selected.

Inclusion of Further Hardware Features

Besides the research on the software side, there is also continual research on the hardware
level, and manufacturers introduce new features, from which some also directly address PMem.
Observing these developments is always bene�cial if data processing should run as e�ciently
as possible on the target architecture. Therefore, we will brie�y look at some of such existing
and possibly upcoming features and their implications.
Throughout working with our server, we found out that it does provide the clwb instruction,
but it is just a wrapper on cl�ushopt. It means that any �ush to PMem will also invalidate the
a�ected cache line. For us, this implies that our results may di�er if the same line has to be read
once more after a �ush, which will likely be the case with high contention. However, future
work using newer generations of servers (i.e., starting from Intel Ice Lake-SP) would have to
verify this yet.
Another innovation introduced by the follow-up server generation is eADR. With the help
of capacitors and corresponding logic, the CPU caches are also persistent in this sense. The
utmost advantage is that explicit �ushes are no longer necessary to guarantee failure atomicity.
Only the barriers (fences) are still required. Overall, however, this should result in a massive
increase in performance, making PMem even more appealing.
In [OLN+16], the authors already considered Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) in the
context with PMem. However, this feature is only supported for DRAM-resident data and is
incompatible with persistent primitives like mandatory cache line �ushes. Though, coupled
with the eADR feature, the forced �ushing is eliminated, which would basically allow HTM
on PMem. That would simplify it for developers to make multiple regions simultaneously
persistent and visible to other threads. Whether the performance is better than individual
solutions with �ne-granular latches or atomics remains to be seen. A setback is that Intel
disabled their HTM implementations by default on most platforms for security reasons and
because of potential bugs regarding the memory order [Int21c, Int21d].
Finally, the use of SIMD instructions on PMem would be conceivable, especially for analytical
workloads. Thus, the range scans in our clustering and multi-dimensional approach could get
an additional performance boost. As already shown, for instance, in [ZDK+21], the employment
of SIMD can signi�cantly increase the performance for both DRAM and PMem. However, from
a certain degree of parallelism, the clock frequency is reduced, e.g., for thermal reasons, and
thus a scalar execution or mixture might be more e�cient.
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6. CONCLUSION

Scalability and Availability

In this work, we have considered and evaluated our approaches only on a single server machine.
Especially in the growing cloud environment, however, several server nodes are often combined
into a cluster to perform a common task. Moreover, to handle hardware failures, multiple nodes
can be interconnected to replicate selected data or their entire state.
As a �rst step, our NUMA consideration could be raised from two sockets to a higher number
and examine di�erent data distributions. Thus, each socket could either manage only its own
allocated area or operate across NUMA boundaries. Generally, it would be reasonable to
partition the states (or other data structures), whereby the ACID properties must always remain
ful�lled. For this purpose, our 2PC-like protocol, among others, could be re�ned to maintain
consistency not only of all accessed states per transaction but all state partitions.
The next stage would be to distribute states and metadata over the network to scale the system
even further. Apart from the partitions, replications might now be added, which could be
handled similarly by our consistency protocol. In this case, we could also utilize features like
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA), which allows comparable latencies to those of remote
socket accesses. Particularly in conjunction with PMem, this could be a promising research
direction.
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